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It was the time to find one’s true identity. Students came to the Hill to discover
reinvigorated senses of purpose and cultivate new life.
The Hill was the setting for achieving prominence and personal accomplishment.
But WKU wasn’t just a springboard into a successful career — it was a new world
that shaped its students into better individuals and prepared them to confidently
cross the stage at graduation.
In 2015, students walked by expansive construction sites and academically
blooming colleagues. Their teams set records, and their clubs earned national
recognition. All across campus, students uncovered new pieces of themselves and
began filling their souls with life, personal mastery and more life.
These were the years of resurgence.

Football Head Coach Jeff Brohm looks at the crowd
before the Hilltoppers take the field for the season
opener against the Bowling Green State Falcons on
Aug. 29 at Smith Stadium. WKU went on to win 5931 and broke five school records in its first win as a
member of Conference USA.
BRIAN POWERS

OPENING 3

LEFT Members of both Kappa Delta sorority and Phi Delta Theta
fraternity dance together at a mixer at University Textbook and Supply
on Sept. 19. Attendees dressed in costumes corresponding to the mixer’s
theme, “superheroes and sidekicks.”
SHELLEY OWENS
BELOW Henderson junior Taylor Bradley and Hopkinsville senior Taylor
Reid run to greet their new Alpha Delta Pi sorority sisters outside of
Downing Student Union on Aug. 24. WKU’s 50th sorority recruitment
week ended with the largest number of pledges in the school’s history.
NICK WAGNER
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OPENING 5

ABOVE Louisville senior Denise Smith steps with
her Zeta Phi Beta Sorority Inc. sorority sisters
during the annual Yard Show at the Colonnade on
Sept. 2. The National Panhellenic Council Greek
organizations performed in the rain, showcasing
what each specific organization stood for.
LUKE FRANKE
LEFT Workers harvest samples of hemp from a test
plot at the University Farm on Sept. 11. The plot
was one of six test plots around the state set up to
explore the feasibility of the crop.
BRIAN POWERS
OPPOSITE Recreation administration majors
participate in a blind game of follow the leader
through the University Farm. Students in the
major had the opportunity to complete a variety
of courses that took advantage of the farm and its
many facilities.
WILLIAM KOLB
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OPENING 7

A model stops to strike a pose at “Rip the
Runway,” a fashion show hosted by the WKU
Black Student Alliance. The show was held at
the Preston Center on April 17.
WILLIAM KOLB
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OPENING 9

PHOTO Lauren Nolan

Into the Woods
Tents, RVs and automobiles lined the farmland.

anything to do in Bowling Green,” Downing said.

flooded the area with the scent of burnt incense

“We wanted to create something a little bit

that emanated from their windows.

different but also something the community can

They had all made the pilgrimage to the 120-acre
Edge Hill Farm to celebrate local music and arts at
the inaugural Big To-Do Music & Arts Festival.
It had been two years since about 5,000 people

Yellowberri, an advertising agency; Musician’s
Pro, a local music store; and Edge Hill Farm venue
collaborated to make the event possible.
Sean Thomas, Musician’s Pro general manager,

Nights Music Festival, which was curated by

said it was crucial to have a permanent venue for

Bowling Green’s own Cage the Elephant.

local talent in a festival setting.

After a two-year hiatus, Starry Nights wasn’t

“We think it’s really important to showcase local

back quite yet. Edge Hill Farm stepped in to quench

music and arts,” Thomas said. “A marriage of three

the desire of local music fanatics.

entities is needed to really pull this off, and to make
it happen three times a year is our goal.”

transformed into a music festivalgoer’s paradise.

Thomas said the alliance of local businesses

Several hundred people ventured 20 minutes

hoped to put on an event at the same location in

outside of Bowling Green to camp under the stars

the spring, summer and fall moving forward.

and take in some of the most popular music Bowling
Green had to offer.

12

get behind.”

flocked to the farm in Oakland for the 2012 Starry

For two days, the typically desolate farmland was

Festivalgoers sit at their campsite as they
watch the opening bands at the Big To-Do
Music & Arts Festival in Oakland on Sept.
19. The two-day event featured local bands
such as Buffalo Rodeo and Sleeper Agent.
BRIAN POWERS

“We were tired of people saying there isn’t

Temporary campsites with tie-dye flags and vans

Bowling Green junior Zerina Razic attended
Starry Nights in 2012 and said it was a weekend

The festival celebrated local music and arts.

she wished she could relive endlessly. Razic said

It featured 27 acts, including headliner Sleeper

she was glad to be back in the same spot listening

Agent and Bowling Green favorite Buffalo Rodeo.

to her favorite local artists.

Morning Teleportation closed out the festival by

“I think it is extremely important to have a

playing its psychedelic tunes into the wee hours

festival for local music because it brings people

of Sunday morning as the smell of marijuana

from surrounding cities and towns in to hear the

permeated the air.

bands,” she said. “One of the coolest things about

After two years without Starry Nights, Yellowberri

Starry Nights was getting to meet people who were

CEO David Downing started the Big To-Do to

from places like Cincinnati who were just as excited

celebrate good vibes and local arts.

as myself to hear our local bands play.”

›

THE BIG TO-DO 13

Razic said her fondest memory from the Big To-

The Cartoons, formed in 2012, played an energetic

Do was sitting in the woods and enjoying the distant

afternoon set. Morning Teleportation frontman Tiger

sound of music blaring from the stages. She said the

Merritt hopped onstage to play guitar during the

Big To-Do Festival highlighted one of the most unique

band’s set, which included a raucous rendition of The

parts of Bowling Green — its thriving music scene.

Cartoons’s track “Born Useless.”

“That’s one of my favorite things about this
town,” Razic said.

Merritt said he was thrilled to be back playing
in the same space as the 2012 Starry Nights Music

Chris Rutledge, frontman for Bowling Green

Festival. The frontman noted how influential Starry

punk-rock act The Cartoons, said it was great to be

Nights had been throughout the years in bringing

playing a festival that celebrated Bowling Green’s

exposure to local music. Though the festival had a

musical roots.

new name, Merritt said the Big To-Do conjured the

“Big To-Do was amazing,” Rutledge said. “It

same hometown vibes.

was great to be back in that place. It was a big

“It was a blast,” Merritt said. “The size was

excuse for all the people that really love the

good. It wasn’t anything too crazy. Big To-Do was

scene to be together.”

really fun.” ◊
STORY Sam Osborne
DESIGN Sarah Matney

ABOVE A festivalgoer twirls a hula hoop during Dark Side
of the Wall’s performance at the Big To-Do at Edge Hill
Farm. Many of the attendees came for the art community
as well as the music.
MIKE CLARK
LEFT “Music is the only thing that makes sense,” Bowling
Green resident Joe Helms said as he set up shop selling
art and records. Chris Braun, of Bowling Green, helped
Helms pitch the shop’s tent. Helms, an aspiring musician,
was hoping to make connections in the music industry at
the festival.
BRIAN POWERS
OPPOSITE Alex Kandel, lead singer of Sleeper Agent,
performs during the Big To-Do. The band, native to
Bowling Green, ended the first night of the festival with an
energetic set before a large crowd.
MIKE CLARK
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The Outliers
Scribbled-over handouts and notebooks were
chaotically spread across the table. A student hovered
over his maps and charts.
Jonathan Dunn was a 5-foot-10-inch “Doctor Who”

weren’t thinking about Greek life because of the
stereotypes that it had and saw an opportunity to take

articulate way of speaking. Dunn, a Jamestown senior,

something and make it interesting and make it their

knew nearly every single episode of “Star Trek” by heart.

own,” Morel said. “They can mold the fraternity life in

He was also in a fraternity.

the way they want it to get away from that stigma that

In spring 2014, Dunn became a founding father

so many people have.”

of Phi Delta Theta fraternity. The brotherhood was

The fraternity’s strategy to escape stereotypes was

getting a fresh start, but it was not the first-ever Phi

to recruit a diverse group of men. Louisville junior Evan

Delt chapter on the Hill.

Mack was president of the fraternity, and he saw this
“They recruited people who were already so involved

The local Phi Delta Theta advisory board decided that

on campus,” he said. “So while we have people involved

the members were not performing to the required

in all sorts of different stuff at first, if you saw us you

standards of the fraternity.

wouldn’t think we’d get along really well. We all see

With the slate wiped clean, the 57-member chapter

16

in his brothers.

as a Greek organization by WKU in December 2012.

came back to campus in the spring of 2014. The

RIGHT Phi Delt President Mack talks to one of his brothers
before preference night begins. “I felt at home,” Glasgow
freshman Kaleb Hampton said, speaking about his experience
with the fraternity. “I felt like I didn’t have to put on a front.”

“We were looking for those individuals who maybe

super fan. He had carefully manicured hair and an

The fraternity chose to be officially unrecognized

ABOVE Owensboro senior Brody Thomas helps Louisville
junior Evan Mack assemble the Phi Delta Theta fraternity flag
outside of Chandler Memorial Chapel for preference night on
Aug. 27. After a two-year hiatus, alumni and specially selected
members reinstated the fraternity in 2014.

Joe Morel, Phi Delt’s advisory board chair, wanted
to find men who would not normally join a fraternity.

where each other is coming from, and that actually
brings us together.”

organization aimed to recruit students like Dunn.

Mack was contacted during the spring 2014 semester

They weren’t necessarily seeking “Doctor Who” fans,

to help start the new chapter. Other members, such as

but they wanted involved students — not the typical

Elizabethtown freshman Caleb Powers, rushed the

“fraternity guy.”

fraternity in August 2014. He said he knew at once that

“I had never seen myself as [a typical fraternity
member],” Dunn said. “However, Phi Delta Theta
presented an interesting opportunity.”

it was the fraternity he wanted to pledge.
“They made me feel at home immediately,” Powers
said. “You get to know all of them really quickly.”

›
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Perhaps due to its unusually recruited members,
the fraternity received some criticism from the
student population. According to Mack, the majority
of the flak came through social media.

I don’t think I could do that, personally.”
However, Essa also recognized that the Phi Delts
were approaching a turning point.
“I think they have a lot of decisions they need to

“I tell the guys, ‘It’s social media, people are going

make fairly soon about where they want to take

to say dumb stuff,’” Mack said. “‘We don’t need to be

their fraternity,” he said. “They need to prioritize

getting our hands dirty with that. Just ignore it. Be

what their values are beforehand, because this is a

better men than that.’”

very important time for them.”

A parody Greek humor Twitter account tweeted
about the Phi Delts on Aug. 25.
“Can an entire fraternity be friendzoned? I
think yes.”
Dunn believed the criticism came from the
characterization of the fraternity.

One tangible piece of evidence of the fraternity’s
growth was the house that was being built on
Alumni Avenue. Jason Heflin, a Russellville Phi
Delt alumnus and member of the chapter advisory
board, was in charge of the project.
“It’s going to be beautiful,” he said.

“I mostly think it’s because we’re nice,” he said.

The brothers hoped the new house would give

“It’s just the way our guys are, which is ‘non-Greek.’”

them a presence at WKU. The idea was to foster a

To counter the idea that their men didn’t fit into a
certain social environment, the Phi Delts struggled
to find exactly what they wanted their identity to

sense of brotherhood.
The Phi Delts all had essentially the same
expectations of what brotherhood should be.

be. Dunn said it was probably their biggest obstacle.

“Brotherhood is having people there no matter

“In attempting to make the mold, that’s definitely

what,” Powers said. “I’ve had friends there my

created some issues as far as what we want this to

whole life that I consider brothers who I can call at

be,” he said. “It’s so diverse. There are so many ideas.

any moment, and that’s what I’m looking for.”

It’s really difficult at times to see forward and see

The Phi Delts may not have been a likely group

into the future and see what we want to make this.”

of men to be in a fraternity together. They could

Louisville sophomore Elijah Essa was a member

have been considered outliers in the WKU Greek

of the fraternity Phi Gamma Delta. Essa admired
the Phi Delts, but he also believed they needed to
proceed cautiously.
“I think they are a very tightly knit group of

community. However, they were still a fraternity.
The Phi Delts were redefining what it meant to
be a fraternity, and Dunn had his own definition
of brotherhood.

guys,” he said. “I think they all came from different

“To me, it’s not what most people think of as a

clusters. A lot of them came just to start something

brotherhood,” he said. “It’s building something

new, and I admire them for that. A lot of them

together and growing together out of it, as cheesy

wanted to develop leadership skills that way, and

as that sounds.” ◊
PHOTOS Shelley Owens

ABOVE Phi Delt brothers Lancaster sophomore Ethan
Smith and Atlanta sophomore Kelvin Brown dance
alongside Mount Juliet, Tennessee, sophomore Frankie
Poynter, a Kappa Delta sorority member, during
the “superheroes and sidekicks” mixer at University
Textbook and Supply on Sept. 19.
LEFT The Phi Delts convene on the front porch of their
fellow members’ home before Bid Day festivities begin
on Aug. 28. Thirteen pledges joined the fraternity in
the year following its new charter.

STORY Shelley Spalding
DESIGN Sarah Matney
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The Right to Live
There was no question that nationwide pressures

to where I’m from,” Harbor said. “I grew up just 20

surrounding America’s justice system had been

minutes away from Ferguson, and I go to church

heating up. But in a single day, the decades-long

right around the corner from where it all happened.”

tensions reached a cataclysmic boiling point.

Harbor said news of the shooting popped up on

On Aug. 9, Ferguson, Missouri, police officer

his Twitter feed. The news shocked him, and he

Darren Wilson shot and killed unarmed black

made a call back home to his mother just minutes

teenager Michael Brown.

later. The phone call would bring bad news.

Some witnesses said Brown was running away

“This actually happened where I lived,” he said.

with his hands above his head when Wilson shot

“That first night I just got really emotional. I was

him at least six times. Wilson said Brown had him

already distraught with Trayvon Martin. I never

pinned in his car and fearing for his life.

thought this injustice would hit home.”

The truth was unclear, but the end result was

Harbor said he longed to be home to protest with

Brown lying dead on the asphalt and a nation filled

his family, but he couldn’t leave school and work.

with rage.

He was undeterred. For Harbor, the march was an

Thousands of civilians poured into the streets of

opportunity to join the fight from WKU.

Ferguson with cries of anger and resentment. The

“We couldn’t go home, so we started the dialogue

familiar chants, “hands up, don’t shoot,” “whose

here,” Harbor said. “We marched to show awareness

streets, our streets” and “no justice, no peace”

on campus while also mobilizing students to get

would become continuous anthems in protests

involved in this freedom fight.”

across the country. Their echoes rang from
Ferguson freeways all the way to the Hill.
As Guthrie Bell Tower chimed its hourly sound
in early September, chanting continued to ring

Castle Point, Missouri, sophomore Kayla Poe
grew up just a few miles from Ferguson. Harbor’s
activism was newly discovered, but it was Poe’s
reality for her entire life.

across campus. Students marched in solidarity from

“I heard the news, shook my head and wasn’t

Pearce-Ford Tower and finally ended their mile-

surprised,” Poe said. “Don’t get me wrong, I love my

long trek with a vigil at Chandler Memorial Chapel.

neighborhood. But it’s very segregated, and you just

For students in the crowd such as St. Louis senior

learn to get used to the racist law enforcement.”

Karlos Harbor, who played a lead role in planning
the march, the ceremony hit close to home.
“It started off just as me getting really emotional
with the news that Michael Brown was shot so close

Poe said she would never forget the summer
of 2014. She was in Ferguson during the time of
Brown’s death, and she said the timing and location
were all too ironic.

›

The Call to Action group holds a rally called Ferguson Action on Oct. 11 in downtown
St. Louis while hundreds come to listen. Many speakers were in attendance to voice
their opinions, including speaker the Rev. Osagyefo Sekou, a social activist.
JEFF BROWN
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“I just so happened to be at my friend’s house not
even a mile from where Michael Brown was shot,”
she said. “It was crazy. My dad knew I was in the area
and called worried, making sure I was OK.”

people don’t understand that Michael Brown was
unfortunately the trigger because he was killed.”
The same trigger that plagued Poe’s community
inspired her to speak up in its defense. Poe took

Poe was out of harm’s way, but she hadn’t been

to the streets alongside fellow neighbors and

her whole life. From recurring crime to racism in the

community members to let the city’s narrative be

city’s justice system, it was all second nature. Poe

heard loud and clear.

said discrimination from law enforcement affected
her family more than any other issue.

“This police racism has been happening for years
and no one was listening, so at that point I knew that
my city was fed up and that the nation needed to

“I called and the first question [the
police] asked is if my father was black
or white, and I knew depending on my
answer, that’s how fast or slow they
would respond,” Poe said. “I said black.
They never came.”

know our story,” Poe said.
For many Ferguson residents, that fight would
take more than a day’s worth of marching. Even
after three months of protesting, the city’s streets
continued to be filled with people marching and
chanting in outrage.
Night after night during what became known as
Ferguson Action, thousands of citizens embarked on
a 16-mile trek from the city of Shaw to Ferguson. They

“You can feel the racism,” Poe said. “I’ve never

protested by blocking a busy interstate.

gotten into any trouble with the police in my life,

Feet faithfully filled the streets, hands rose up

but somehow my brown skin prevented them from

high and voices rang loud in an effort to put a stop

coming to the rescue when I needed them.”

to police brutality.

Poe described an incident where tenants were

Every night as the marchers reached busy

throwing rocks at her father, a landlord in Ferguson.

intersections, Ferguson police and grand marshals

She was fearful for her father’s safety, so she called

arrived to clear the chaos. Tear gas canisters flew

the police.

from the sky, but many protesters fled and continued

“I called and the first question [the police] asked is
if my father was black or white, and I knew depending
on my answer, that’s how fast or slow they would
respond,” she said. “I said black. They never came.”

chanting. They refused to be stopped.
Hundreds of WKU students joined the march on
the Hill.
Students of all races made sure their voices

Poe said that her community’s outcry was for

were heard with the support of WKU faculty.

more than Brown. It was a mixture of the many

Lloren Foster, an African-American studies

experiences that plagued their lives. Although she

assistant professor, said he was proud of the

was never a victim, Poe said she was no stranger to

bravery displayed by the student body — not

the history of police brutality in the area.

only for their decision to march in solidarity for

“It was always someone in town getting beat up

justice, but for their willingness to fight against

by the police, usually someone I went to school with,”

the injustice that could just as easily make its way

she said. “This happened on a regular basis, and

into their own backyards.

›

Louisville senior Denise Smith was a co-organizer in the Call to Action march and vigil
that took place at WKU on Sept. 20. “I felt very strongly about the events that had taken
place in [the] justice system recently,” Smith said. “We wanted to organize something to
make others aware and to show our stances in these situations.”
HARRISON HILL
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ABOVE Students and faculty carry balloons
from Pearce-Ford Tower to Chandler Memorial
Chapel during the Call to Action march and vigil
on Sept. 20. The names of the many victims of
police violence were written on the balloons
the students held. Some of the names included
were Michael Brown and Trayvon Martin.
HARRISON HILL
OPPOSITE Police stand in formation, ready for
the approaching protests on Shaw Avenue in St.
Louis. The Missouri National Guard and State
Highway Patrol spent nearly $12 million on
policing protests in the St. Louis area, according
to a release from Gov. Jay Nixon’s budget office.
JEFF BROWN

“The shooting in Ferguson, Eric Garner’s death

care when it affects us. Unfortunately, the system is

Poe was angry, but the decision didn’t surprise

in New York or Trayvon Martin in Florida — those

able to perpetuate itself because we don’t care and

her. The shock came once she headed home for

murdering a black man in America.”
Harbor said he was able to get past his anger by

things seem far away,” Foster said. “But we have the

because we don’t see how it impacts us.”

Thanksgiving. The place she had always called home

talking with friends, who offered him a sense of

was nearly unfamiliar.

solidarity. As he finished up his senior year at WKU, he

same law. We have the same ‘stand your ground’ laws

On Nov. 24, the system brought news that many

here in Bowling Green, Kentucky. It could easily affect

saw as a loss of hope. After more than three long

“I lived here my whole life and never saw anything like

someone here in our community. We see this policy has

months of marching, chanting, crying and shouting,

it,” she said. “The Dollar General on the corner was there

been destructive. We can’t let our community be next.”

the Ferguson grand jury decision would give birth

my whole life. The Quick Trip, too — gone. Everything

“When people, not just black people, can walk outside

Foster said that proactive advocacy was crucial to

to a revolution that America never saw coming: no

was all boarded up. I knew things were happening, but

their homes and not fear for their lives,” he said. “A

indictment for Wilson.

this caught me off guard.”

community without fear of just doing simple things, like

understanding the very core of what was happening
in terms of injustice in society.

Brown’s mother stood outside of the Ferguson

It seemed that the community she grew up in was

“The time to seek change isn’t after something

Police Department with thousands of protesters and

burning. But it was still Poe’s home, and she would never

like this happens,” Foster said. “It is before so it can

family by her side. She could only sob the moment

lose her love for it.

possibly be prevented.”

continued to be vocal about the issue and expressed a
single goal.

walking down the street.”
He said this was not only a black issue. It was an issue
about which no American could afford to be silent.

she received the news. Many refused to admit defeat.

For Harbor, the decision was nothing short of a

“None of us are free until all of us are free,” Harbor

He said that this reactiveness — coupled with

Loud, passion-filled chanting continued outside of

disappointment. He said the night of the verdict was too

said. “For solidarity’s sake and our own sake, we must let

collaboration and allies — was an important component

the police station. The city fell victim to looting from

much for him to process.

our actions mean something. We have to fight with each

in changing America’s racist political landscape.

rioters. Buildings and businesses that had stood for

“We are taught not to care,” Foster said. “We only

years were reduced to ashes.

“I was in a deep state of sorrow knowing that it
happened again,” he said. “Somebody else got away with

other because we don’t know who’s next. It could be any
of us, anyone.” ◊
STORY Haddy Badjie
DESIGN Sarah Matney
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ABOVE Dozens of silent protesters participate in a “die-in” protest on Dec. 10. The protest recognized the many
individuals who died or had been victims of mistreatment by police. After two hours of protesting in DSU, the
students marched over the Hill.
HARRISON HILL
OPPOSITE BOTTOM Protesters gather to object to police brutality on Shaw Avenue in St. Louis 63 days after the
shooting of Brown. The later round of protests was sparked by another police-involved shooting in the Shaw
neighborhood of the St. Louis metro area.
JEFF BROWN
OPPOSITE TOP Vice Provost and Chief Diversity Officer Richard Miller prays before the Call to Action march and
vigil on Sept. 16. Activists marched with balloons that commemorated African-Americans who died in altercations
with police.
HARRISON HILL
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Net Worth
The sun was beginning to set and the fall air was

Lauren Moats from Nixa, Missouri, and Alanna

getting cooler, but the competition at the WKU

Clancey from Carmel, Indiana. This left all of

Soccer Complex was just heating up. As 22 Lady

the influence and responsibilities expected of

Toppers stepped onto the field, they knew the future

upperclassmen athletes in the hands of Auscherman

of their season was on the line. They knew they had

and three others. It also allowed 18 freshmen

something to prove.

and sophomores to step up, which created an

Led by Head Coach Jason Neidell, the women’s
soccer team was proud of its accomplishments so
far, but the fate of its season was uncertain.
Entering into a new conference, managing a

unprecedented dynamic.
“It was a significant challenge, and it was great to
see our student athletes rise to the challenge as the
season went on,” Neidell said.

skewed demographic: these were just a couple of

Aside from the challenge of fostering success

things that made this season different from and

in so many young and inexperienced players, the

more difficult than the previous 14 that Neidell had

women’s soccer team had something else that

coached during his time on the Hill.

made its season harder: a new conference. While

“We were entering a new league that was much

in previous years, WKU had been a part of the Sun

more competitive than the Sun Belt Conference,

Belt Conference, this was its first season competing

and we were doing it with 18 freshmen and

in Conference USA.

sophomores,” Neidell said.

“In the Sun Belt, there was kind of a divide

Typically, a mostly even distribution could be

between the top teams and the lower teams,”

expected among the levels of student athletes,

Auscherman said. “But in Conference USA, every

but that was not the case this year. Out of the 22

team was a challenge.”

female soccer players, only one had a full four years

Her coach agreed.

of experience: Carmel, Indiana, midfielder Allie
Auscherman was the team’s only senior.

“The teams are better,” Neidell said. “The players
on the teams are better. Every roster, every team

“I thought it would be different because I’d be the

we played against seemed to have probably three

only senior,” Auscherman said. “It was more kind of

or four players that were good enough to play on

challenging, because we had to kind of get the new

any team in the country. Top to bottom the league

freshmen up to gear about where we were.”

is better, so there’s no days off.”

Auscherman came to the program in 2010 in

Whereas in the Sun Belt, WKU was consistently

a class of four, but due to various circumstances,

one of the fiercest competitors, as a member of

the three others were no longer on the team four

C-USA, WKU was not even expected to make it to

years later.

the tournament at the end of the season.

“I was the only one left,” she said.
The class below Auscherman’s was poorly
represented, as well. The team was comprised of
only three juniors: Chandler Clark from Edgewood,

However, this did not affect the determination of
the Lady Toppers.
“Our goal at the beginning of the season was to
make it to the tournament,” Clark said. ›

Midfielder Allie Auscherman (21) battles an Evansville defender for
possession of the ball during the Lady Toppers’ Sept. 7 match. Auscherman
was the only senior on the team during the 2014-15 season.
NICK WAGNER
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This explained why the Oct. 17 game against Middle
Tennessee State University, which was ranked 10th in
the conference, was so significant.
Of 14 total teams in C-USA, only the top eight would
make it beyond the regular season. At this point in

became the C-USA champion. However, WKU made it
much further than any outsider would have expected.
“The team rose to the challenge,” Neidell said.
While the players were proud of how far they made
it, they expected much better results next season.

the season, a three-game losing streak was still fresh

“I have no doubt in my mind that we are going to do

in the minds of the players, and the team was ranked

awesome next year,” Auscherman said. “I mean, just

ninth. In previous years, this may have seemed like an

having another year to grow. That is going to help our

unimpressive statistic, but due to the challenges the

team tremendously.”

team faced, it was promising.
They were so close to making it to the championship
tournament that they could almost taste it.

Her teammate Clark shared her optimism for the future.
“I definitely think we can be a big threat in this
conference and win it [in] a couple years for sure,” she said.

MTSU was WKU’s biggest rival. WKU had faced the

Even though the Lady Toppers did not become C-USA

Blue Raiders 15 times in the history of the program but

champions, Auscherman was proud of her team and

had never lost a home game to its blue-clad adversaries.

proud of the contributions she made to the program

“Add to that only eight out of 14 teams make the
conference and every game is kind of a pressure cooker,”
Neidell said.

during her four years at WKU.
“I have no regrets, but I mean I guess if I could change
something I wish I would have been on the team that

It was an intense match, but going into overtime, the

first went to the NCAA for the school, but I know it is

Hilltoppers secured a 4-3 victory against MTSU. They went

just around the corner,” Auscherman said. “I know it is

on to play the eighth-ranked school, UAB, two days later.

going to happen soon, so I feel like I contributed in some

Once again, WKU prevailed with a one-point victory.

way, getting the team to that level.”

“That pretty much almost definitely sealed our fate of
making it into the tournament,” Clark said.

Although she graduated in May, as the team’s sole
senior, she left her mark.

Of course, it was not definite yet. WKU still had three

“Allie’s kind of left a legacy behind because of the

more games to play before the tournament. The team

kind of competitor that she is,” Neidell said. “She has

battled Louisiana Tech University, University of Southern

kind of left a legacy of hard work, and kind of a warrior

Mississippi and University of North Texas before facing

mentality behind that I think is kind of a cornerstone

Rice University, ranked second in the overall C-USA

of our program ... we want to be Conference USA

standings. By this time, WKU was ranked seventh.

champions, and we think that is not too far ahead in the

WKU lost to Rice by just one point. Rice eventually

not-too-distant future.” ◊
STORY Helen Gibson
DESIGN Katelyn Houge

Freshman midfielder Sarah Gorham (10) and
sophomore midfielder Haley Baldridge (7) get pumped
up with the rest of the WKU women’s soccer team
on Aug. 24 prior to their first home matchup against
Mercer at the WKU Soccer Complex. Sophomore
forward Bria Mosley scored WKU’s only goal, which
resulted in the team’s win over Mercer.
LUKE FRANKE

AUGUST

OCTOBER

Tennessee-Martin - W

Old Dominion - L

Murray State - W

Charlotte - L

Lipscomb - W

UTEP - L

Mercer - W

Texas at San Antonio - W

SEPTEMBER

Tennessee - L
Evansville - W
Yale - L
Sacred Heart - W
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Middle Tennessee - W
UAB - W
Louisiana Tech - L
Southern Miss - W
North Texas - L

Indiana State - W

NOVEMBER

Marshall - W

Rice - L
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Sustaining Seasons
Seeds spring from soil to leave dirt behind and grow.

food they ate on meal plans, the crops grown in

Sprouts turn to flowers; petals open and bloom.

gardens, the moments shared in flourishing fields

Crops mature with age and ripen for harvest,

and the research done overseas.

and leftover seeds are put aside to preserve.
From planting to harvest, from sowing to saving,
With flowerbeds and age-old trees adorning every

students pursued sustainability and environmental

inch of the Hill, WKU students could never forget

dependability, and they never forgot to stop and

their connection to the natural world. It was in the

smell the roses.
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ehind the Office of Sustainability’s

Led by coordinator Christian Ryan, the Office of

yard lined with raised bed boxes and

Sustainability assumed an increasingly influential

a mysterious large lump composed of

role on campus, starting with a plan in 2013 that

dirt and vegetation.
This brownish-green mound, surrounded by
a narrow trench and speckled with all manner
of vines, straw and plants, was Project Grow’s
personal hugelkultur.

saved Fresh Food Company’s waste from the
landfill so that it could be used as compost instead.
According to Ryan, the plan was already proving
to be a success.
“We’ve had it going pretty much nonstop since

Compiled by consolidating wood debris and

late last January, so it’s been almost a year, and we

other compostable materials into a mound and then

are averaging about a ton of food waste per month

layering soil over top, the hugelkultur served as a

diverted from the landfill,” Ryan said.

long-term source of nutrients for the crops.

An agreement between Ryan and Aramark

As this permaculture system flourished, so too

representative Steve Hoyng made local growers

did Project Grow, a campus-driven fellowship tasked

Greenhouse ATP the tomato provider for Fresh

with maintaining a community garden. The backyard

Food Company. It was ta part of a greater vision to

of the Office of Sustainability naturally became the

incorporate more local food into WKU dining services.

fertile soil for its agricultural experiments.

“The contract finally went through, and the next

By November, the squash and other summertime

step is to look for a partnership with Sunny Pointe

plants had given way to a wave of dark greens. Leafy

Gardens,” said Campbellsville junior and Project

vegetables such as arugula and hardy herbs such as

Grow fellow Alexandra Hezik. She hoped, with

thyme and rosemary were ready for harvest. A single

Ryan’s help, to incorporate this work into a thesis

pumpkin, the office’s prized fall possession, remained.

on the Real Food Challenge. Universities that signed

The garden was under the sole care of its

on to the challenge pledged to purchase at least 20

student fellows, such as Bowling Green sophomore
Anthony Steiner.

percent of their food for dining services locally.
Beginning in 2013, Project Grow provided Ryan with

“I first heard about it, I think it was, at [an] Earth Day

the help needed to make the Office of Sustainability a

event where they were going to build a hugelkultur

best-practice demonstration site. The goal, she said,

mound, and I said, ‘I’m gonna help them build that

was to make the office’s yard an example to “show

hugelkultur mound,’” he said.

homeowners how to do things in the most sustainable

The plants’ growth also paralleled the evolution
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of WKU’s sustainability movement.

small residential building, there was a

and most economically efficient way.” ›
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The fellowship included six undergraduate
students who put in five hours of work a week.

developing interest in sustainability within the
campus community.

The initiative marked an accessible entryway for

Graduate student and Project Grow coordinator

undergraduate students to become part of the

Beth McGrew headed the effort to start the garden

sustainability conversation in a way that produced

and oversaw the undergraduate student fellows.

something very tangible: edible crops.

“Being given the opportunity to have a community

The garden required regular maintenance and

garden — that’s kind of like a blank canvas, to see

expertise, and the members of Project Grow proved

what kind of community garden the community

worthy of the task. In addition to the hugelkultur, the

wants and use this opportunity to build something

fellows also built and maintained mini-greenhouse

amazing,” she said.

structures and raised bed boxes, which were small
wooden frames filled with soil and vegetation.

If the sight of wilted plants and green grass
littered with leafy hues of red and brown was any
indication, fall had arrived on campus. While this
meant that the growing season was mostly over, it

“Being given the opportunity to have a
community garden — that’s kind of like
a blank canvas.”

also meant that the backyard garden was already
undergoing preparations for a spring rebirth.
For some student fellows, the onset of winter also
meant the time to take a short break from Project
Grow and return home. Although it had only been

“It’s definitely a significant part of my week every

a year since Project Grow’s inception, Ryan had

Tuesday and Thursday,” Steiner said. “It’s been cool

already found clear evidence of progress. Student

seeing all this stuff grow up.”

fellows submitted reflections to her each week,

There were plenty of plans in the works for next
year, too. These projects were all initiated and
conducted by the student fellows themselves.

discussing new insights that they observed while
researching or working in the garden.
In demonstrating the progress these students

“There’s going [to] be a new beer-making class on

made over the past semester, the reflections

campus next, and basically they want Project Grow

uncovered the symbiotic relationship between the

to grow the hops for that class,” Hezik said. “The box

garden and the fellows.

back there is going be a bee house — we’re going to
hopefully produce honey and gather beeswax.”
If Project Grow’s garden was to survive,
environmental recognition and activism needed
to foster a greater student concern. A key facet of
nurturing and preserving widespread support was

For Ryan, this perfectly encapsulated the
ultimate objective of the fellowship: to nourish
both the garden and the young minds of those who
tended it.
“Project Grow is as much about growing the fellows
as it is the landscape,” she said. ◊
PHOTOS Sally Jean Wegert
STORY John Greer
DESIGN Katelyn Houge
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here is something so beautiful
and mysterious about plants,” said
Taylor Mill senior Eva Ross. “I find
them relatable to us. They tell us
how we go through seasons of
change, of life and death.”
Ross studied horticulture at WKU and spent a
considerable amount of time with her hands in the
soil. Her fingertips not only nurtured young plant life,
but also produced a multitude of melodies from the
strumming of guitar strings. Ross, an aspiring solo
musician, played a variety of venues — from living
rooms to coffee shops — to share the sounds she
concocted throughout her career as a songwriter.
In the spring of 2015, Ross performed at the Red
Gorilla Music Festival just outside of the massive
South by Southwest Festival. The festival was the first
that Cage the Elephant, another Bowling Green music
act, performed at during its rise to fame.
Back on campus, Ross was a part of the Horticulture
Club. Its members worked to plant and sell flowers
all over the Hill.
“I love plants and I feel like it’s important to take
care of them because they give us life,” she said.
PHOTO & STORY Sally Jean Wegert
DESIGN Deron Millay
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I

n order to begin a new pilot project planned

level. The WKU researchers wanted to increase

in its state, the Kentucky Department

their crop’s resistance to other plants that could

of Agriculture needed to sue the Drug

hinder its growth.

Enforcement Administration.The lawsuit

Hemp suffered from a relatively negative

was successful. The spoils were 250 pounds of

reputation because of its close relationship with a

hemp seeds.

family member — marijuana.

In the summer of 2014, WKU, along with five

Both belonged to the same genus, Cannabis

other Kentucky universities and a handful of

sativa, and their seeds were virtually identical. They

Kentucky farmers, took part in an agricultural study

were frequently mistaken for each other.

investigating the effectiveness of growing industrial
hemp in the Kentucky landscape.

Even an experienced professional such as
Woosley confirmed their remarkable visual

The first-ever Kentucky hemp crop grew in

similarities. He admitted that if a stalk, leaf and seed

Danville in 1775, according to the Kentucky

from each plant were in front of him, telling them

Historical Society. Hemp was one of the oldest

apart would be very difficult.

crops to be produced in the Bluegrass State.

Only on a chemical level did the differences

WKU collaborated with University of Kentucky

become readily apparent. Marijuana had an

for the study. Both universities used the same

enzyme that created sizable amounts of THC, or

amount of seeds, space and time.

tetrahydrocannabinol, the psychoactive chemical

“The research we did here was replicated in

that gave the plant its mind-altering effects. Hemp

the Lexington climate with the Lexington soils,”

lacked the necessary enzyme to produce even

said Paul Woosley, an associate plant science

minimal amounts of THC.

professor who worked with almost 20 other WKU

According to the North American Industrial

professors and graduate and undergraduate

Hemp Council, if a person were to ingest enough

students for the project.

hemp to feel any effects, he or she would also be

When WKU received its portion of the imported
hemp seeds, it started planting at the University Farm.

taking the equivalent of two to three doses of highfiber laxatives.

Those involved with the project planted 13

Woosley said fear of the plants being grown

different types of hemp over half an acre of land.

together was unfounded. Even though the plants

All the seeds were planted during June 2014 and

were related, they could not be grown together.

were studied until harvest in October.
Because hemp was still a Schedule-I controlled
substance, an illegal material requiring a permit to
grow and harvest, WKU was limited with what it
could do with the harvested materials.

If the pollen from a hemp plant came into contact
with a marijuana plant, the hemp plant would pollute
the marijuana and deteriorate the THC within.
Each plant was bred for entirely different
reasons. According to the North American

Woosley thought further research could be done

Industrial Hemp Council, hemp was bred only for

with the fibrous hemp stalks to help agricultural

use in fibers, oils and usable seeds. Marijuana was

manufacturers develop better equipment for

bred solely for THC.

harvesting hemp. Another option was to study the
seeds and attempt to alter their design on a genetic

The DEA seized the first shipment of WKU’s
hemp seeds.

›
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The Department of Agriculture cited the 2014

The confiscated seeds were imported from Italy.

took the case to federal court in Louisville and sued

None were available for purchase in the U.S., and

the DEA for the return of the confiscated seeds.

Italy has a similar climate to Kentucky, making it a

Luke Morgan, a Lexington-based litigation

Kentucky had to battle for hemp, but Hendrix

the Kentucky Department of Agriculture, met with

still believed it to be a leading state for national

the DEA and presiding judge two times over the

hemp support.

When the randomly assigned case landed on the
desk of Senior District Judge John Heyburn, the
tides turned for Kentucky hemp.

“We’re ahead of [other states] in terms of rules
and regulations,” Hendrix said. “Us and Colorado
are leading the charge.”
It was difficult to predict the future of hemp

Morgan said he appreciated the judge’s grasp

in Kentucky. Hendrix believed the agriculture

of the issue and the judge’s understanding of the

community would see the benefits of hemp and

timeliness of the hemp-planting process.

embrace its presence.

“He clearly recognized this needed to go towards

“There is a lot of educating to do in Kentucky, and

the top of a priority list simply because of the

people are willing to listen,” Hendrix said. “People

timeliness in terms of planting,” Morgan said. “There

are curious and inquisitive about it.”

is a hard time-cap there on what you can study and
how they grow.”

Initially, Woosley was skeptical of hemp. He
thought the same was true of many Kentuckians.

The Kentucky Department of Agriculture was

“Older generations are more skeptical and part

successful, and the DEA was forced to return all the

of that is the ignorance of it — thinking that you can

confiscated hemp seeds.

smoke hemp and get high,” Woosley said.

The DEA, however, made one caveat before it

The study at WKU was simply an introduction to

would return the confiscated seeds: The Kentucky

the world of industrial hemp in Kentucky. Woosley

Department of Agriculture was to apply for an

hoped it would help disseminate more basic

eight-part Federal Controlled Substances Permit.

knowledge about hemp.

The state of Kentucky was granted a permit.
Josh Hendrix, a Kentucky native and president

RIGHT Workers find the seeds on a bud off of a hemp stalk
at the farm on Sept. 11. In 1775, citizens of Danville planted
Kentucky’s first ever hemp crop, according to the Kentucky
Historical Society. Hemp was a substitute crop for cotton in
places that cotton could not thrive.

prime candidate.

lawyer who served as the legal representation for

course of the lawsuit.

ABOVE Before helping to harvest the crop, Cole Fields, of
Bowling Green, walks through one of the hemp test plots at the
University Farm on Sept. 11. The crop was harvested, recorded
then destroyed because it was still an illegal crop.

just trying to figure out how we can build an industry.”

Farm Bill that allowed the production of hemp. It

of the Kentucky Hemp Industries Association,
dedicated all of his time to the promotion of hemp
in Kentucky and around the country.
“I’m the liaison — I’m just connecting people,”
Hendrix said. “Farmer to processor to manufacturer,

He was optimistic about the future, but he knew
it would take more than just a successful yield for
the crop to stick around.
“Does it mean it’s going to become a major crop?”
Woosley said. “I don’t know, because in the end, it’s
the almighty dollar [that] dictates what [is going to]
be grown.” ◊
PHOTOS Brian Powers
STORY Everett McMillen Cislo
DESIGN Deron Millay
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e was perched atop a 19,700-foot glacier deep in

“This isn’t impossible,” All said. “I told myself I just really have

the Himalayas, collecting snow and ice samples for

to focus. That’s what climbing does — it teaches you tunnel vision.

research on climate change. With no warning, the

There’s only one thing happening here, and I have to get out.”

6-inch crust gave way under his weight and sent him

These are the same words of wisdom All preached to the

tumbling into a hidden fissure below.

freshman student body at MASTER Plan convocation in August.

In May 2014, John All found himself more than 7,000 miles away

As students filed in, the lights went down and jumbo screens atop

from the safety of WKU fighting for his life on a glacial ice shelf more

Diddle Arena lit up with the point-of-view footage All made as he

than 70 feet below the opening of an icy crevasse in Nepal.

planned his escape.

“I knew right then what happened,” he said. “I knew I was dead.”
A few months later he was sitting comfortably in his office chair
— safe and sound in Bowling Green.
All, an associate professor of geography, could hardly remember
the last time his body was completely free of active frostbite.

“Obviously everyone knows me now,” All said. “It’s so easy when
you’re a college freshman to get wrapped up in everything and think
it’s the end of the world. It’s really not. A lot of these kids got to learn
that from the video.”
After 11 broken bones — including six ribs and three vertebrae —

“It’s the fingers and toes that go first,” All said.

fierce stomach wounds, a bruised eye and a serious case of frostbite,

Snow and ice samples collected from Mount Himlung were

All could not be stopped, despite criticism regarding his safety and

analyzed for dust and contaminants that All and his team used

judgment during the venture. In the end, he was satisfied that the

to track the effects of agricultural burning on glaciers in Nepal.

ordeal brought more attention to the environmental issues at play.

Because most farmers in developing countries did not have tractors

While he had a trip planned to Peru just over a year after the

and high-tech machinery to clear their farmlands, they burned

accident, All was hesitant to commit to any future climbs. He

whatever was left between seasons.

kept a low profile after his recovery by spending a fair amount

All’s team used the glaciers’ colors to track their growth over
time. The color of a glacier depended on the amount of dust
that fell from agricultural burning, which in turn determined the
glacier’s size and stability.
All’s team took this ground information and correlated it to
satellite data, matching the color they observed to the color that
the satellite imagery showed. This enabled the team to track the
growth or deterioration of glaciers over time.
With a doctorate in geography and global climate change and a juris
doctorate in international environmental law, All was a proponent
for climate awareness and environmental conservation. He taught
university courses in environmental law, ethics and planning.

of time pursuing a renewed focus in local sustainability and
environmental causes.
“When I came here nine years ago, I tried starting an Earth Day
festival,” he said. “Everybody sort of laughed at that. Nowadays, I see
a group in Bowling Green who truly cares about the environment,
and they do more than just talk.”
University photographer Clinton Lewis was among that group. He
befriended All during trips to Peru with the American Climber Science
Program — which All founded — and he was a regular volunteer with
the Bowling Green Riverfront Foundation.
“Having him back was definitely a relief,” Lewis said. “He is one of
the most dedicated people I know. To most people, [climate change]

La Grange graduate student Chandler Santos said she saw the

is all too big and complex to understand, but there’s something

professor as a great role model. At first, Santos described All as

remarkable about the way John can distill a complex science and

“stubborn” when it came to his tenacity for climate change research,

the way our planet works to layfolk. He’s brilliant.”

but she eventually decided that the term “driven” better suited him.
“He’s a survivor,” Santos said. “He’s very strong. I guess he is a
stubborn man too, but he was going to live one way or another. He
just pushed through it.”

With pressure mounting for All to return to Everest and collect
the data his team could not get to, he had choices to make.
“So I’ll choose between extreme mountaineering, moderate
mountaineering or local sustainability,” All said. “You’ve got to take

All’s experience pulled him to the line between life and death.

[a] risk to do some things. If being on that glacier was safe, everybody

Stranded 70 feet below the ice and snow, he was possibly nearing

would have been doing it. In this case, I had to take a little more [of

the end of his life.

a] risk than normal. At the same time, you’re still far more likely to

It was his stubbornness that helped him survive.

die in a car accident than anything else.” ◊
STORY William Kolb
DESIGN Deron Millay
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Making Strides
The biting chill of the mid-November morning penetrated bounding
bare limbs and swelling lungs, but there was a fire inside Katie Lever
as she sprinted the final meters of the race at the front of her team.
After a season of slow but gradual improvement, Lever, an

that’s a lot more competitive,” Miller said.
Miller said the team had not adapted to college-level running, which
was much harder than what the runners were used to in high school.
Lever agreed.

Elizabethtown junior, was on a mission to lead the Lady Toppers to

“It was a lot about building their confidence and helping them

success at the NCAA Southeast Regional cross-country meet and

understand that they were actually good, so they would go to races

qualify for the NCAA Championships.

excited about what they would do instead of really scared, which I

Lever propelled her aching legs down the final shoot and maintained
her momentum to tear through the finish, placing 21st with a time that
surpassed her previous record by over 35 seconds.

think was probably the biggest transition for them,” she said.
Lever said the new conference was intimidating, but she learned
that it provided an opportunity for betterment by pushing herself

Lever’s time placed her as the second-fastest runner from Kentucky,
and her finish in the top 25 earned her All-Southeast Region honors.
However, she quickly learned that her race was not good enough, as
she missed qualifying for the national championship by eight seconds.
It was an experience she described as “soul-crushing.”

to compete with the best runners. Miller said the team consistently
improved with each meet and set personal records.
“Every meet gave us the chance to see who we were and to solidify
our identity moving forward,” she said.
After the regional meet, Miller said the team members

“I cried for a week,” Lever said.

experienced conflicting emotions of disappointment at their

Taylor Miller, the Lady Toppers’ distance coach, said although the

placement as a team and pride in their personal accomplishments

situation was disappointing, it provided motivation and opportunity
for Lever.

as well as those of their teammates.
“Everyone was so happy to know that we had rallied together and

“I think that eight seconds is going to haunt her for a while, but it’s

had the best day possible, and you could just feel their respect for each

almost better sometimes to have that taste in your mouth of what it

other and the team, and you just don’t get to feel that a lot,” Miller said.

could be, but not get it,” she said. “It’s super motivating.”

“I think that level of admiration and respect is a feeling I won’t forget.”

Lever said she wrote the number eight on her mirror to motivate
herself for next season.

The Lady Toppers were also recognized for their academic
performances in February.

“It’s definitely good for me knowing I was so close,” she said. “As
defeating as regionals was, it was my best for the year.”
Miller said all team members achieved personal bests for the
season at the meet and finished 20 , despite a major player leaving
th

due to injury.

The United States Track & Field and Cross-Country Coaches
Association recognized the Lady Topper cross-country program as an
All-Academic team and individually named Lever to the All-Academic
Women’s Team.
All-Academic distinction required a cumulative team GPA of 3.0 or

“I think whenever you rise from the ashes like that and really
overcome something that could be just completely devastating for
your team, it’s a really good day,” she said.

higher. The Lady Toppers’ GPA was a 3.45.
Individual All-Academic distinction demanded a 3.25 cumulative
GPA, as well as All-American distinction at the NCAA Championships

The Lady Toppers began the 2014 season with young, inexperienced
athletes in a new, more competitive regional conference.
Cross-country Head Coach Erik Jenkins said the region was charged
with tough competition, which presented a challenge as well as a
learning experience for the team.

or placement in the top 15 overall or top 10 percent at regionals.
Lever received a 4.0 cumulative GPA in the fall and placed within the
top 10 percent at the NCAA Southeast Regional meet in November.
“It’s intimidating going against better runners, but it will make
you better,” she said. “You have to learn to be comfortable being

“We were going in with major setbacks in a brand new conference

uncomfortable.” ◊
PHOTOS Justin Gilliland
STORY Jessica Voorhees
DESIGN Jasmine Jones

AUGUST

OCTOBER

Belmont Opener

Pre-Nationals

W 7th M 3rd

W 18th M 16th

SEPTEMBER

NOVEMBER

Commodore Classic

Conference USA Cross-

W 10 M 6

Country Championships

Greater Louisville Classic

W 4th M 5th

W 12th M 17th

NCAA Southeast Regional

th
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th

W 20th M 22nd

ABOVE Bultfontein, South Africa, graduate student
David Mokone and Dekina, Uganda, sophomore
Peter Agaba run in the Greater Louisville Classic at
Tom Sawyer Park in Louisville on Oct. 4. Mokone
and Agaba finished 42nd and 48th in the men’s 8K run.
LEFT Collierville, Tennessee, freshman Alexa
Brainard, Edmonton, Canada, junior Taylor Carlin
and Greensburg junior Baylee Shofner compete in
the Greater Louisville Classic. The women’s 5K team
finished 12th out of 32 teams.
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The Science Guy
Clad in a jacket and signature bow tie, public intellectual and

Earth creationist Ken Ham. As the founder of the fundamentalist

comedian Bill Nye strolled onto a stage in Diddle Arena to the

ministry Answers in Genesis and the Creation Museum, Ham

raucous applause of nearly 4,000 adoring fans. Nye began a

housed his headquarters in Florence.

speech that explored some of the world’s pressing scientific

Nye noted the attempts of Ham’s organization to teach

concerns and revealed much about the science guy who wanted

children about Young Earth creationism and criticized it for

to help solve them.

trying to instill false information in future generations.

Known for his enormously popular children’s show, “Bill Nye

“And it wouldn’t matter, except we need you,” Nye said.

the Science Guy,” Nye’s visit provided an opportunity to check

“We need the students of today to become the engineers and

in on the educational progress of the generation that watched

scientists of tomorrow to deflect the asteroid. We need you.”

his program in its prime.

it with a sense of humor and affability similar to the kind that

whom waited for hours in a cold drizzle, were excited for the

helped make his television program popular. Nye wanted to

chance to see such a familiar face in real life. This list included

get his audience both to laugh and confront reality with this

Louisville junior Mallory Schnell, a meteorology major.

marriage of comedy and science.

“I was willing to pay, I’m not lying, 50 bucks to see Bill Nye,”

“The Earth, in the scheme of things, is another speck,” Nye

Schnell said. “[His show] is the reason why I love science so much.”

said. “I’m a speck, standing on specks, which are a part of a

For Bogota, Colombia, sophomore David Camargo, the

speck orbiting a speck with a bunch of other specks, living in

lecture was inspiring and more than worth the wait. Although

Initially, the venue for the event was Van Meter Hall, but

Nye’s lecture still resonated. It was a testament to the cross-

tickets sold out within 30 minutes. Despite facing an additional

generational power of his message.

cost of approximately $14,000, the Cultural Enhancement

finished that presentation with him,” Camargo said.

RIGHT Rain did not deter crowds from snaking down the
sidewalks outside Diddle Arena before “An Evening with
Bill Nye.” Doors opened at 6:30 p.m. — an hour before the
presentation began.
LAUREN NOLAN

specklessness. I suck.”

Camargo had not even heard of Nye during his childhood,

“I wanted to switch my major to engineering right after we

ABOVE Bill Nye discusses global issues with the WKU
community on Oct. 15. The scientist and TV personality
stressed the importance of curiosity and lifelong education
during his Cultural Enhancement Series presentation.
WILLIAM KOLB

Nye peppered his speech with witty commentary and infused

The thousands of students who attended the event, many of

Committee switched the venue to Diddle Arena to accommodate
the high demand for tickets. The tickets remained free.

Nye began his speech by drawing upon the influence of his

“It did start to dawn on me that because the generation who

parents, affording the audience a glimpse into his childhood

grew up on him is now in college, he was going to be a big deal,”

not seen in his popular television program. Nye made several

David Young, committee member and head of WKU’s Theatre

jokes at his parents’ expense throughout the lecture, and his

and Dance department, said.

appreciation for his upbringing was clear.
“My father had a huge influence on me,” Nye said. “I guess
that’s not unusual — I have half his genes.”

According to Young, the objective of the series had gradually
gained the attention of students on campus.
“I think the Cultural Enhancement Series and the committee

As current head of the Planetary Society, Nye spoke with

are really committed to bringing to Bowling Green — for both

great passion and urgency about the potential of the cosmos

the campus community and BG — people, performers, events,

and why it should be studied and explored.

music that wouldn’t otherwise get here, that’s a little bit on the

“It’s an optimistic view of the future, that we can do more with

leading edge of what’s happening in the world,” he said.

less,” Nye said. “Space exploration just brings out the best in us in

Nye presented impending problems for the future and the

that way, that we can accomplish more, we can solve problems

scientific facts behind each. He hoped to empower his audience

that have never been solved.”

to use this knowledge to, well, save the planet.

While Nye’s speech touched upon a wide spectrum of topics,

“With your brain, you know your place in the cosmos, your

the main theme of his lecture — education — was a constant

place in space,” Nye said. “You can know the laws of nature,

presence. It was particularly relevant in Nye’s discussion of his

and you can use your understanding to, dare I say it, change

previous visit to Kentucky, which was for his debate with Young

the world.” ◊
STORY John Greer
DESIGN Cameron Love
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Lip Service
Darkness set in, and the freaks hit the streets.

character, it was the actor’s first-ever “Rocky Horror”

It was Halloween night and time to start rocking.

and his introduction to stilettos.

Students clad in leather, lace and all things

The high-heeled strut that impressed Medina

scandalous flooded the Capitol Arts Center

didn’t come naturally to Louisville freshman Daniel

theater in downtown Bowling Green for the annual

Scholl. In between the three-day-a-week practices

performance of the “Rocky Horror Picture Show.”

throughout the month of October, Scholl was learning

While the movie played on screen, actors

how to walk in heels.

performed an interactive play onstage. Performers

He carefully stepped across the center of campus

silently acted out scenes from the movie, which was

to the Downing Student Union. Once there, he turned

steeped in raunchy sexual humor and enjoyed an

and started strutting right back.

offbeat cult following.
In “Rocky Horror” tradition, newcomers to the show

“Oh God, I wasn’t going shit fucking nowhere,”
Scholl said. “I was going like a centimeter every step.”

were affectionately referred to as “virgins.” Before the

Scholl said he loved the opportunity to join

real performance began, they were called to the stage

the cast as a freshman and a “virgin.” He said he

for a few sex-infused competitions.

thought he rocked the performance, and many in

Virgins sank to their knees to suck jelly packets

the audience agreed.

held at waist level by other attendants, racing to

The stage workers, too, were amazed at Scholl’s

see who could empty their packet the quickest.

performance. They saw him practice dozens of times

Afterwards, virgins took a microphone in hand for a

before the show, but finally seeing him onstage felt

“best orgasm sound” competition.

completely different. Bowling Green freshman Rachel

Traditionally, past attendees would bring the

McClain, one of the show’s managers, heard good

newcomers to be introduced to the “Rocky Horror”

news from the crowd after spending the performance

experience. Louisville senior Dakota Sherek brought

behind the curtain.

her friend, Chicago senior Ana Medina, to finally

“Someone said that they’ve been here for six years

experience the performance. She was impressed

and that this was one of the best ones,” McClain said.

with the play’s lead character, Dr. Frank-N-Furter.

party, the crowd exited the theater. One could hear

running around,” Medina said. “He was wearing heels,

members of the crowd singing the movie’s “Time

and that’s really hard.”

Warp” song, and some were still overcome with giggles.

In the movie, Dr. Frank-N-Furter was part alien

Afterward, Scholl was standing outside the venue in

and part mad scientist. Referring to himself as a

his revealing leather outfit. He summarized the show’s

“transvestite from Transylvania,” he was on Earth to

vibe in a single, simple statement.

While Dr. Frank-N-Furter was the play’s premier

BELOW Lexington freshman Austin Vahle
and Jasper, Indiana, freshman Asya
Hildenbrand perform as Brad and Janet
in the “Rocky Horror Picture Show.”
“The characters came to life onstage the
moment the actors put on their costumes
and stepped onto the stage,” Vahle said.
“The close-knit unit that we created
within those last rehearsals was a really
awesome experience.”
BOTTOM LEFT Sabrina Sieg, a Louisville
freshman, and Amira Bryant, a Killeen,
Texas, senior, walk through the crowd in
character as Magenta and Riff Raff. The
crowd yelled and participated in the show
as much as the actors themselves.

Feeling sexually recharged and ready for the after-

“My favorite part was seeing Frank-N-Furter

use humans as sexual playthings.

LEFT Louisville freshman Daniel Scholl
played Dr. Frank-N-Furter in the “Rocky
Horror Picture Show” on Oct. 31. His
favorite part of the show was the roar
from the crowd when he walked onstage.
“I know how to make an entrance,” he said.
“I also enjoyed all the love I got from them
(the audience) at the end of the show.”

“You can let loose here and do whatever the fuck
you want,” he said. ◊
PHOTOS Lauren Nolan
STORY Tanner Cole
DESIGN Jennie Fowler
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Race to the Senate

I
ABOVE $2.4 billion was spent on TV campaigns for this
election, making it $100 million more expensive than
the 2010 election. According to data from the Federal
Election Commission, over $35 million was spent on
the Kentucky Senate race.
TOP RIGHT Joyce Lively and Linda Hill print the tallies
before hanging them on the door of the Bowling Green
Towers. After working 13 hours on election day, they
messed up the procedure.

t was a simple choice. All they had to do

indicated by how new one’s face was, but the

was step up to the booth, pick up the

direction in which the candidate looked.

pen and glance at the names printed

That direction encompassed several

on the paper. Many had already made their

unavoidable topics: coal, education and

decisions. All that was left was to blacken

guns. While these topics were just a sample

the box and turn in the ballot. Simple process,

of issues concerning the Commonwealth,

simple choice.

their prevalence during campaign season

But was it?

commanded national attention. Communities

Nearly 1.5 million Kentuckians ventured

tied to the coal industry felt the blow

to the polls for the 2014 midterm elections,

of environmental regulations and the

where complex issues were simplified into

subsequent pressures of unemployment.

a list of names. At the top of the ballot were

Students across the state faced the ever-

two names that had been ingrained into

increasing costs of higher education, not just

countless television ads as well as the minds

in their current wallets but in their future

of voters: Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-KY, and

finances as well. After growing national

Alison Lundergan Grimes.

concern for gun safety increased, gun owners

The two candidates raced relentlessly for
RIGHT Campaign worker and Louisville alumna
Lauren Cherry takes a selfie with Owensboro
alumnus Adam Rumohr, political science professor
Scott Lasley and Kaylee Carnahan as they celebrate
U.S. Rep. Brett Guthrie’s win at Mister B’s Pizza &
Wings in Bowling Green on Nov. 4. Guthrie, R-KY,
received 69.6 percent of the vote in his win for the
2nd District U.S. Representative.

a Senate seat in the months leading up to

questioned whether Kentucky policies would
change in response.

the election, covering an array of issues in

As the campaigns raged on and poll

their campaigns. The incumbent McConnell

numbers grew close, the issues became more

promoted his years of experience in office

complex. The midterm decision was more

while Secretary of State Grimes championed

than a choice between two candidates. It was

herself as a necessary change in the Senate.

a choice for the future, and it was anything

According to McConnell, change was not

but simple. ◊
PHOTOS Ditte Lysgaard Holm
STORY Abby Belknap
DESIGN Deron Millay
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Game of Loans
In the fall, 3,136 expectant freshmen poured onto

“I’ve seen the tuition and the cost of attendance grow

WKU’s campus with bright hopes of a successful

and increase,” Burnette said. “I’ve seen students’ needs

future. Many did not realize the reality of what it cost

increase — more students taking out loans, more parents

to be a Hilltopper.

taking out loans to help meet the cost.”

Nearly 70 percent of these students would set out for
adulthood with the burden of loans.
The increasing cost of higher education was a topic of

Ernest Smith packs ballots before taking
them to city hall. He had worked on
election day for the past 12 years. “I
retired after 38 years in the public school
system, so this is my form of community
service,” Smith said. After delivering the
ballots, Smith went to the Republican gettogether and celebrated the results.

A significant decrease in funding from the state and the
federal government compounded higher education costs.
The price tag of a college education increased even more.

much debate in the 2014 midterm election. It was not

“I have seen a lot of universities increase tuition

just a piece of abstract political ideology. It had a direct

because they’re not getting the level of funding that they

impact on WKU students past, present and future. This

have gotten at the state level in prior years,” Burnette

common thread affected everyone regardless of his or

said. “Over the years, you know, we’ve had significant

her major, background or plans for the future.

growth in the number of students, so the need at a

As Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-KY, and Kentucky

university level is still there, we’re just not necessarily

Secretary of State Alison Lundergan Grimes fought to

getting the funding at the state level to keep pace with it.”

win the support of voters across the Commonwealth,

Plenty of students from relatively affluent, middle-

education became a hot topic on their political agendas.

class backgrounds who had received scholarships could

As the incumbent senator, McConnell made few remarks

be forced to take out loans.

on the problem that had increased during his 30 years in

Such was the case for Richmond alumna Amanda

office. Grimes, on the other hand, had no qualms about

Swack. She had a Governor’s Scholar Program

criticizing the current state of the issue. She became an

scholarship and KEES money. But there were other

advocate for student loan reform. Grimes addressed the

costs to account for, such as the required freshman meal

issue on her campaign website.

plan and on-campus housing.

“The federal government can play a central role

These extra costs were not a reflection of increased

in helping students and families pursue educational

tuition, yet they still accounted for a large amount of

opportunities, but that will require a senator who puts

students’ expenditures. Combined, this cost ranged

our future generations before today’s partisan politics,”

anywhere from $6,364 to $7,840 and created a

it stated.

significant financial burden. Many were even in favor of

In 1986, it cost $1,030 in tuition and fees to attend
WKU for one academic year, according to the Kentucky

getting rid of these requirements in order to make the
first year more affordable.

Council on Postsecondary Education. In 2014, WKU

“I still took one [student loan] out my freshman year

advertised the cost of tuition and fees for a semester

for about $5,000 and then my sophomore for about

as $4,570 for Kentucky students and $11,676 for out-

$3,000, so total around $8,000, but by the time I pay it

of-state students. The same year, WKU was ranked

all back it’ll be closer to $15,000,” Swack said. “Because

with the fourth-highest student loan default rates of

of my parents’ income, I didn’t qualify for any financial

all large public schools in the nation. The default rate

aid. So the only loans I could take out were unsubsidized

reached 13.7 percent. In the spring of 2014, the average

and racked up interest.”

undergraduate WKU student graduated with $26,768 in
student loan debt, according to public records.

Taking out student loans may have been critical to
Swack’s collegiate success, but her debt would follow

Director and 22-year veteran of WKU’s Office of

her as she worked toward paying it off. She estimated it

Financial Assistance Cindy Burnette saw the change

would take anywhere from 10 to 20 years, depending on

take place over the course of her career.

the payment plan. ◊
PHOTO Ditte Lysgaard Holm
STORY Helen Gibson
DESIGN Deron Millay
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King Coal
Nearly 80 million tons, 12,000 workers and 200 years all dedicated
to a simple four-lettered word: coal.

factories with production methods that were less efficient. This only
added fuel to the proclaimed “war on coal.”

Embedded as deeply into the history of Kentucky energy as it was

“I’m completely for a cleaner environment, even though a lot

in the age-old Appalachian Mountains, coal permeated the culture

of older people in my hometown don’t see it that way,” Wynn said.

of 27 counties across the Commonwealth.

“They think it’s just a war on coal. I realize there’s good in it, but

While the lights in some production plants and coal-related

Harlan sophomore Jared Sizemore shared a similar stance on

bright on the stage of the 2014 Kentucky Senate election. Tensions

the issue. Because many Harlan citizens were connected to the coal

flared between contenders Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-KY, and Alison

industry in some capacity, Sizemore realized the challenges that the

Lundergan Grimes as the issue was drawn out of the mines and into

local community faced.

Despite bus tours throughout the state and impassioned
speeches on the essential nature of the resource to local economies,

“The regulations prevent, a lot of times, coal producing in general,”
Sizemore said. “It’s trickling down. It’s causing miners to be laid off,
As the election season entered its final months, McConnell

thousands of Kentuckians faced for decades. Harlan sophomore

and Grimes amped up efforts to win over coal country. Ultimately,

Josh Wynn, born and raised in coal country, witnessed the dynamics

McConnell won both the Eastern and Western regions by a sizable

of his hometown change alongside a struggling industry.

margin. In Harlan County alone, McConnell received 72 percent of the

“I can remember it being booming when I was younger,” Wynn

vote. Three months prior to the Nov. 4 election, McConnell visited 10

said. “You didn’t have to worry about going to college to make good

coal counties on a two-day bus tour. One of those was Harlan. Drawing

money. You could just go to the coal mines to make a living and

on local concerns and the county’s 12.1-percent unemployment rate

support a family. But now, you see a lot more unemployment and

at the time, McConnell spoke to a crowd of supporters.

Wynn’s home county of Harlan was one of several that suffered in
the years preceding the Senate election. Production, which mostly

Grimes campaigned intensely in coal country as well with a visit

dropped by 34.5 percent in the same time frame, according to the

by her side. Grimes rallied her supporters by touching on issues of

Kentucky Coal Association in 2014. With an increasing number of

better wages and mine safety.

workers leaving their homes in hopes of finding jobs in Western

“I am the pro-coal candidate in this race,” Grimes said.

Kentucky fields and more families relying on welfare, McConnell

The real challenge for coal country was not deciding on which
candidate to endorse, but ensuring that the victor could keep his

Throughout the election cycle, the seasoned congressman

or her promises. While coal was vital to a number of counties,

McConnell and spirited underdog Grimes engaged in a war of

its significance to the overall Commonwealth may have been

words and campaign advertisements. McConnell attacked Grimes’

exaggerated during the campaigns. Kentucky coal production

ties to President Obama, who was largely unpopular across coal

was on the decline long before the 2014 midterm elections, with

country. Grimes attacked McConnell’s ties to the Koch brothers,

a decrease of nearly 100 million tons since the 1990s. At the end of

who were largely criticized for their political muscle. McConnell

2013, coal mines employed just below 12,000 workers.

Despite the back-and-forth banter, both candidates shared the
same stance on coal: opposition to the Environmental Protection

115,925
(thousand short tons)

80,380
(thousand short tons)

Wyoming

West Virginia

Kentucky

Over the course of 2013,

coal mine employment in
Kentucky decreased
by over 15.5%

coal country, we’ve felt it the worst. We’ve got a depression here.”
to neighboring Perry County with former U.S. President Bill Clinton

called McConnell “Senator No-show.”

making Kentucky the largest
single market for Kentucky coal.

387,924
(thousand short tons)

Coal-Producing States

“I know you’re out here today because you’re worried about our

the previous year. Employment in the county fared no better and

stated that Grimes made an effort to deceive Kentuckians. Grimes

Top 3

country,” McConnell said. “Here in Harlan County, in the heart of

consisted of underground mining, decreased nearly 35 percent from

and Grimes addressed the energy situation with more intensity.

of coal produced in Kentucky
was consumed within the state,

and families don’t have a big breadwinner anymore.”

the candidates only tapped into the first layer of an issue that

you see people leaving their hometown.”

30%

we’re just not ready for it yet.”

businesses had been shut off in recent years, the subject burned

the national spotlight.

Coal supplies a majority of energy
in Kentucky and is the largest
source of domestic energy
production in the Commonwealth.

no coal production

2013

1 - 999,999

Coal Production
Tons of Coal Mined by County

1,000,000 - 4,999,999

5,000,000 - 13,265, 616

“In a hometown where everybody is a coal miner or knows a coal
miner or is tied to it in some way, it feels like it’s a lot bigger than it
really is,” Sizemore said. “In actuality, Kentucky coal is not as strong
as it seems.”

Agency’s proposed regulations. The regulations aimed to lower

The key to coal was perspective. Despite the increased attention,

carbon dioxide emissions from existing plants by 30 percent by

some natives of coal country still felt its representatives on Capitol

2030. This cast a large cloud over the business, and especially older

Hill were out of touch. ◊
STORY Abby Belknap

At the end of 2013,
coal mines in Kentucky directly employed 11,885 people,
down from 14,107 at the beginning of the year.

77%

of Kentucky coal was shipped
to electric power plants in 17
different states.

During 2013, coal
production in the
Commonwealth
decreased to
80.3 million tons,
the lowest level
of recorded
annual production
since 1963.

Source: Kentucky Coal Facts, 14th Edition, http://kentuckycoal.com
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Gunning For It
The hunter dragged the carcass to the truck bed,

Grimes held an NRA membership and claimed an

effortlessly tossing the 10-point buck on top of other debris

“unquestioned … strong support for the Second Amendment,”

and kills from earlier that morning.

according to her campaign website. In fact, the issue of gun

Flipping on the radio, he caught the ending bars of a Luke
Bryan song before the commercial break. A voice broke
into the silence, telling the NRA member how Sen. Mitch
McConnell, R-KY, would fight to maintain his right to shoot,
his right to hunt and his right to guns.
In some ways, election season seemed to be an even bigger
battle than deer season.
Gun ownership and rights still played a role in Kentucky’s

Treece admitted she wasn’t extremely familiar with firearm
knowledge before beginning her research.
“Growing up in Kentucky, I’m all about gun control and
being safe with guns,” Treece said. “I think we’ve owned maybe
one gun in the family. I’ve grown up around it, and I’m not one
to say ‘no guns,’ but it’s an issue that should be addressed.”
Treece, a Democrat who voted for Grimes, said it wasn’t

incumbent McConnell and his Democratic challenger Alison

difficult to separate her personal feelings about the issue from

Lundergan Grimes held similar positions on the issue.

the research.
“I’m dealing with straight numbers here,” she said.

according to the New York Times. The Center for American

Hodgenville senior Angelia Whitlock, a registered Democrat,

Progress reported that more than 5,600 people died from

voted for McConnell. Whitlock spent a year interning for

gun-related deaths in the Bluegrass State between 2002

Republican officials at both the regional and national levels.

and 2011.
Bowling Green senior Mallory Treece explored the subject

“I’m socially more liberal but fiscally tend to lean more
Republican,” she said.

for her honors thesis. Treece examined possible correlation

Whitlock said that while interning at both local and federal

between party affiliation and gun ownership. Did it matter

levels, constituents often called about healthcare issues and

if someone was an elephant or a donkey when it came to

veterans’ affairs. Only a handful of times did she receive

protecting his or her right to bear arms?

complaints about weapon legislation.

“It initially started around the time of the Aurora and Sandy

“But occasionally, we’d have phone calls from people

Hook shootings,” she said. “I wondered how people were

who passionately thought you should carry and use a

reacting to these events in relation to their party ID.”

gun because it’s guaranteed by their Second Amendment

Treece created an online survey to collect random
samples. Questions centered on a person’s general feelings
toward gun ownership and usage. The participants’ party
affiliation, gun ownership and policy knowledge were
catalogued in their answers.

rights,” she said.
Political science professor Scott Lasley said the issue of
guns in November’s senatorial race became a moot point.
“It tends to be an issue that’s discussed, but it’s not an
issue that decides many elections, certainly in Kentucky,”

Treece’s research found that most people, regardless of

he said. “This is a state, particularly once you get out

their registered party, would associate themselves with the

of Louisville and Lexington, that has a pretty healthy

candidate that identified as pro-gun rights.

support for the Second Amendment and expansive

McConnell consistently voted against gun restrictions in

interpretation of gun rights. You certainly saw that in

his 30 years on Capitol Hill. Most recently, McConnell voted

the senate election where both McConnell and Grimes

against banning high-capacity magazines in a bill that sought

made appeals to gun owners.”

to restrict ownership of guns holding more than 10 rounds
of ammunition.
However, the senator refused to take NRA contributions.
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Grimes, such as women’s rights and energy.

Senate election despite the fact that both Republican

In 2014, nearly 48 percent of Kentuckians owned guns,

U.S. Rep. Brett Guthrie, R-KY, reads congratulatory texts while campaign
worker Kaylii Carnaham checks the latest polls after the election on Nov. 4
in Bowling Green. “First time I ran for public office, I only won by 130 votes
out of 26,000,” Guthrie said. “This time I’m not quite as nervous. I like being
out campaigning, but it’s busy and I look forward to going back home and
watching some football and baseball again.”

rights didn’t make the cut against other campaign issues for

Lasley referred to Grimes’ advertisement infamously
ending with “and Mitch, that’s not how you hold a gun” while
skeet shooting.

The NRA gave some of the largest financial contributions

“I don’t think that either one are probably big hunters,”

to Republican candidates, according to the Federal Election

Lasley said with a laugh. “They realize that it’s a constituency

Commission. The pro-gun group spent an estimated $29 million

box you kind of have to check off because you don’t want it

in advertising for GOP candidates, including McConnell.

to be a weakness. They try to protect their flank on that.” ◊
PHOTO Ditte Lysgaard Holm
STORY Shelby Rogers
DESIGN Deron Millay
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Adversaries & Allies
With nervous faces and clenched hands, 10
women watched the last shot of the game. A precise
hit sent the ball slowly rolling along a green path
and into the cup. The European team cheered, and
the American team applauded along with them.

ribbons in their hair, American flag socks and even
American flag temporary face tattoos.
“Ribbons and socks, you name it,” Gary said.
“They went all out.”
The first day of the tournament was held at the

Every other year, the best golfers of the United

Bowling Green Country Club and the last two days

States and Europe competed for the Ryder Cup

were held at the Olde Stone Country Club. Just

trophy. In 2014, the European team won.

like the actual Ryder Cup, it consisted of three sets

The WKU women’s golf team held its own

of games, one each day. They competed in teams

version of the tournament. The Lady Topper Cup

of two during the day, then in the final match one

was born, and they took to the course.

player from each team played nine holes. The two

Paducah senior April Butler captained the
American team for the three-day tournament.
“It was nice to take a step back and have some
time with golf,” Butler said.

sides were tied at the end of the day.
Updates from the Cup were found on Twitter as
Butler and the rest of the team live-tweeted the
games. The team even sent updates on Snapchat.

Adam Gary, head coach of the women’s golf

“I think it made us more competitive because

team, said he wanted to do something fun for the

you obviously want to do well for your country,”

team. The end of the fall golf season and the middle

Butler said.

of the semester was the ideal time for a break and

Butler said she enjoyed being able to have

some fun competition. Gary even bought a trophy

teammates from other countries. The international

to award the winning team.

students made the team unique.

Ancona, Italy, sophomore Daniela Galassi began
the first day of competition with her European

The European team won the tournament with a
final score of 7-1.

teammates. She and three other girls wore shirts

“Even though we’re all from different countries,

crafted for the Lady Topper Cup. Galassi’s had the

at the end of the day we’re all still Hilltoppers,”

European Union’s flag embroidered on the front

Butler said.

and Italy’s flag on the back. The European women

The Lady Topper Cup brought the golf team

painted on their game faces and walked out of

together for a few days of fun after the season was

Bowling Green Country Club’s bathrooms ready

over. Gary enjoyed having the team do something

to compete.

out of the ordinary and acquire some bragging

Butler and her five American teammates were
decked out in red, white and blue. They wore

rights. He said the women’s golf team would
continue to do the Lady Topper Cup every year. ◊
PHOTOS Jake Pope

ABOVE Before breaking from the second round of the
Lady Topper Cup, the women’s golf team huddles as
Paducah senior April Butler dismisses the team. Eight
of 10 team members participated in the competition,
four on Team USA and four on Team Europe, during
the Oct. 14 competition.
LEFT Glasgow freshman Emily Alexander; Bowling
Green junior McKenzie Smith; Sigtuna, Sweden, junior
Ellinor Haag; and Essex, England, freshman Georgina
Blackman walk the course at Bowling Green Country
Club during the second round of the tournament.
Team Europe claimed the victory during this round of
the competition.

STORY Sarah Haywood
DESIGN Sarah Matney
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RIGHT Butler practices her stroke on the
putting green before the second round of the
tournament on Oct. 14. Butler wore American
flag socks and temporary tattoos to show her
support for Team USA.
OPPOSITE Ancona, Italy, sophomore Daniela
Galassi chips out of the sand on the first
hole at Bowling Green Country Club during
the Lady Topper Cup. Galassi played for the
European team with two teammates from
Sweden and England.
BELOW Butler applies a temporary tattoo to
Bowling Green sophomore Mallory Vaughn’s
cheek. The pair suited up in patriotic garb
including socks, ribbons and face paint.

WOMEN

MEN

SEPTEMBER

SEPTEMBER

Murray State Drake Creek Invitational - 3rd

Memphis Intercollegiate - 9th

Great Smokies Intercollegiate - 2

Louisville Cardinal Intercollegiate - 6th (tie)

OCTOBER

OCTOBER

nd

Butler Fall Golf Invitational - 1st

Firestone - 12th

Lady Pirate Intercollegiate - 12

Kenny Perry Invitational - 2nd

th

Middle Tennessee Invitational - 14

th

UAB Women’s Invitational - 4th
FEBRUARY

USA Women’s Invitational - 2nd
MARCH

Edwin Watts/Kiawah Island Classic - 14th
Lady Eagle Invitational - 1st
MSU Ocala Spring Invitational - 3rd
APRIL

Chattanooga Classic - 3rd
Conference USA Championships - 7th

NOVEMBER

Wendy’s Classic - 17th
FEBRUARY

Mobile Bay Intercollegiate - 12th
MARCH

Samford Intercollegiate - 5th
Seminole Intercollegiate - 16th
Grubmart Intercollegiate - 2nd
APRIL

Wyoming Cowboy Classic - 18th
Xavier Invitational - 2nd
Conference USA Championships - 11th
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Spell It Out
Chairs stood in a row on a small gymnasium stage,
the curtains were pulled and the banner hung ready
for the contestants of the Putnam County 25

William Barfée — found a friend in one another, and
so did Hall and Howlett.

th

Thrown together from the first day of rehearsal,

Annual Spelling Bee. The “25” was placed over what

the senior and the freshman quickly became a

was probably last year’s “24.” Like the yellowed

team. The veteran mentored the rookie, and their

banner, the stage was worn, having seen years of

friendship offstage became as real as it was beneath

past events and spelling bees. It was small. But to

the spotlight.

the 10 contestants, it felt like the biggest stage of
their lives.

The children competing in the bee represented
tweens from the coolest of the class to the outcast.

“It was a very nice beginning,” the competitors of

“Spelling Bee” brought a perhaps forgotten picture

Putnam County sang as they entered the stage for

of childhood to the minds of its audience. In that

their regional spelling bee.

fragile time, things could go smoothly, or they could

This was their chance to win it all — fame and
fortune — or at least a trophy and a savings bond.
WKU performed “The 25 th Annual Putnam

shatter in a second. For these contestants, they
could either string their letters together correctly
or miss one small detail and throw the entire thing.

County Spelling Bee” during Nov. 6-11 at Russell

Julie Pride, publicist and pianist for WKU’s Theatre

Miller Theatre in the fine arts center. The Theatre

and Dance department, said the award-winning play

and Dance department’s performance of the Tony

was very popular on the regional theater circuit, and

Award-winning Broadway play attracted 237 people

one of the things that made the musical so special was

on its opening night.

its unique engagement with the audience.

Dawson Springs senior and theatre major Sarah
Hall said the contest was exactly what you would
expect from a group of middle school children.

David Young, the head of the department,
directed “Spelling Bee.”
“Part of the fun is some folks are brought up from

“When you think of a spelling bee, you think of

the audience, just randomly selected to be spellers

these super smart, nerdy, weird kids,” Hall said. “That’s

in the competition, too,” Young said. “So every

all of these kids … but in their own specific way.”

performance is different.”

Hall and Josiah Howlett, a Lexington freshman and

The guest spellers each night consisted of three

musical theatre major, played two of the competing

randomly selected audience members and one

middle school students. Their characters — the shy

celebrity guest. President Gary Ransdell appeared

Olive Ostrovsky and the generally uncomfortable

at the closing night of the show.

›

William Barfée, played by Lexington freshman
Josiah Howlett, expresses a moment of
nervousness during his turn to spell in the
bee. From Nov. 6-11, WKU performed “The
25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee” in
Russell Miller Theatre.
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Young said the combination of this musical theater

It was the kind of friendship that children make

unique, and “Spelling Bee” was one of the few shows that

without regard to popularity, status or possessions. The

had both. With this aspect of improvisation and audience

unlikely friendship, just like the rest of the play, was a

participation, the show was intimate, and it made the

picture of acceptance.

audience feel attached to the characters and filled the
play with comedy.
This was especially true of Ostrovsky and Barfée, two
polar opposite personalities and the final two competitors
in the bee.
“Olive is a child, but she is one of those kids that has
adult qualities to her, so she’s very mature and takes care
of herself,” Hall said.
In the play, she sang “My Friend the Dictionary,” a

The theatre department at WKU also offered a unique
atmosphere of acceptance. Students involved in the
department spent a large amount of time together.
“When you leave a regular class and go do something
different, and you have that bonding time, it’s such a
different experience than normal class time,” Pride said.
The students in the department did this all the time,
and the hours that they spent together rehearsing
were astounding.

number about how her giant dictionary at home was her

In “Spelling Bee,” the students spent at least three

very best friend. Ostrovsky felt most at home sitting and

hours together every weekday in rehearsal. When

learning words from her friend the dictionary rather than

opening night drew closer, the cast was together even

playing with other kids.

more often, including both weekdays and weekends.

Hall said that she enjoyed playing the role of Ostrovsky
because she was such a complex character.
“I just have to think back to how I was as a child,
because I relate to Olive in a lot of ways,” Hall said.

Louisville senior Samya Monem was the dramaturg for
the play. She reflected on her own experience working on
a WKU production.
“You generally end up being really good friends with

She said her experience in “Spelling Bee” was quite

the people you’re working with,” Monem said. “I’ve

different from that of other performances because she

made friends from being on the same cast with them at

played a child. Hall said that being Ostrovsky was a fun

Western that I’m still really close with now, and we have

break from her usual leading lady-type role.

that special bond.”

Instead of her typical ingénue damsel in distress,

The department as a whole was very accepting of

Hall played a quiet little girl. She was the sweet girl, the

newcomers. When the freshmen arrived, instead of being

one who would rather save allergy and accident-prone

separated from the upperclassmen, they were welcomed.

Barfée from a flying bag of peanut M&Ms than watch

Monem and Hall both described the department

him be bullied.

as a family experience. This was especially evident in

“Sarah’s like that,” Howlett said.

“Spelling Bee.” As an ensemble show, there was not one

Hall was a mentor and friend to Howlett throughout

lead. Instead, there were six lead spellers and three adult

rehearsals. She helped him quickly learn the ropes of a

roles. Half of these roles, including the role of Barfée,

WKU theatre production.

were played by freshmen.

Ostrovsky’s sweetness slowly broke down Barfée’s walls.
“Barfée suffers from a very rare mucous membrane

The world that these freshmen entered into, however,
was not an easy one.

disorder, so he can only breathe out of one nostril,”

“It’s a ton of hard work, a ton of late nights and early

Howlett said. “He’s very serious about the competition

mornings,” Monem said. “It’s really stressful, but it’s worth

… and he doesn’t like to make new friends.”

it because most everybody who does it is so passionate

Somehow, despite Ostrovsky’s shy tendencies and
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Barfée’s grumpy demeanor, they formed a friendship.

and improvisational element together in one show was

about it and loves it so much.”

ABOVE Temporarily breaking character, Dawson Springs
senior Sarah Hall and Howlett share a laugh during rehearsal
on Oct. 16. In “The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee,”
the shy Olive Ostrovsky, played by Hall, became friends with
William Barfée, played by Howlett, and was another one
of the six spellers competing in Putnam County’s regional
spelling bee. Much like their actors, the two characters
developed a friendship over the course of the production.
LEFT Backstage after the final curtain call, Howlett and Hall
stand beside their castmates as technicians remove their
microphones. The cast had its pre- and post-production
rituals memorized and down to a steady-flowing rhythm.

›
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In an atmosphere of competition, a community developed.
“Rather than brush the freshmen aside, they (the
upperclassmen) mentor them,” Young said.
Auditions for “Spelling Bee,” as always, began in the first
week of school.

Howlett compared Barfée and Ostrovsky’s relationship to
that of the whole cast throughout rehearsals.
“It was just this whole new group of people meeting this
other group of people and just having to gel together to
make a show,” he said.

From the beginning, Hall was treated as an equal

It was a little awkward at first, just like Ostrovsky and

competitor, despite having limited theater experience. She

Barfée’s friendship. But as the show went on, Ostrovsky and

was able to develop herself as an artist. As a senior, auditions

Barfée began to bond, and so did the cast.

were not nearly as stressful.
Howlett had a slightly different freshman experience.

Ostrovsky asked Barfée, “Did you know if you switch the
first two vowels in ‘Olive’ it becomes ‘I love?’”

Auditions came quickly. He jumped in, hoping for the

“Are these really the kinds of things you think about?”

character of Barfée, and was called back — no small feat for

Barfée responded hesitantly, making fun of her with a trace

a freshman.

of uncertainty.

The cast began by learning all of the music for the show.

In that moment, Barfée offered a smile now and then —

They were off book — songs and script memorized — by the

even a laugh or two — to Ostrovsky. He found a kindred

end of September. A little over a month later, they performed

spirit in the most unexpected place.

onstage for a real audience.
Hall’s and Howlett’s characters became unlikely friends
in the play, and their friendship onstage mirrored their
friendship offstage.

A medley of goodbyes walked each contestant off the stage
as they made their mistakes. Eight goodbyes left only two
competitors — William Barfée and Olive Ostrovsky.
In the final throes of the competition, Ostrovsky and

“Josiah and me hit it off from the beginning,” Hall said.

Barfée spelled words back and forth, but they were no

Ostrovsky and Barfée sat next to each other onstage, so Hall

longer absolutely serious and competitive. They spelled

and Howlett were thrown together from the first rehearsal.
“We started talking the first night of rehearsal and really
never stopped,” Hall said.

quickly, one after the other, as they laughed and excitedly
explained what they knew about each word.
A similar scene occurred during rehearsals for the show.

Looking back, the two joked that they often got in trouble

Hall and Howlett sat together toward the back of what would

for making too much noise in the background at rehearsals.

soon be their small gym stage. Still in character, a grumpy

Hall emphasized how important it was to get along with

Howlett made a snide comment on the action downstage. Hall

the cast when working on a production.
“It’s fun once you do hit that stride with relationships in the
cast,” she said. “Because you can kind of start to play around
with each other onstage more because you kind of know what
to expect from them and their personality.”
Hall applauded the freshmen’s efforts on the show in the
midst of rehearsals.
“They’re blowing me away with their level of talent,” she
said. “They’re so professional about everything,”
Howlett said one of the most fun parts of the show was
getting to know the upperclassmen actors.

BELOW Concentrating on her contour work,
Hall carefully uses her artistic skills to create
dimension on her facial features that can be
noticed from far offstage. Theatre students
were required to take classes to learn the art
of makeup, and they prepared themselves
individually before performances.
BELOW LEFT Howlett, as William Barfée, stands
to take his turn as a speller in the bee. As the
opening dates for “Spelling Bee” drew near,
props came into play during rehearsals. Though
they had each gained a thorough sense of their
characters’ personas long before these details
came into existence, props still aided the cast in
creating a convincing portrayal for the show.

made a witty response. The two bantered until the laughter
became too loud for the background of the scene.
“It’s more fun to mess with your friends than anyone else,
even in real life,” Howlett said.
Hall agreed.
The actors in “The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling
Bee” reached back to their childhood years to bring their
characters to life.
“It reminds us how fragile that period of growing up is,”
Young said. “And it sort of makes us think, ‘How did any of
us ever survive that?’”

“Our worlds are kind of different because they’re farther

“Spelling Bee,” in two hours of laughter and song,

along in the program than a lot of us freshmen are,” he said.

reminded the audience that survival came because of

He said that having Hall by his side along the way was like

lessons learned, confidence gained and friends made along

having a mentor throughout the whole process.

LEFT Hall stretches while doing vocal warmups
to prepare for the first rehearsal in Russell
Miller Theatre. Once rehearsals relocated to the
final location, the cast was required to focus on
fine-tuning the intricate details of the show.

the way. ◊
PHOTOS Sally Jean Wegert
STORY Sarah Haywood
DESIGN Deron Millay
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ABOVE & LEFT In a moment of personal glory, Barfée’s spelling bee competitors
gather around him to show off his famed “magic foot.” Scripts littered the floor of the
rehearsal room on Oct. 9, but all the final details were in place for the show’s debut.
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Homecoming
Bells chimed on Guthrie Tower,
tensions rose with every hour,
each day better than the last,
our thoughts turned to the past
and filled our minds with hopeful glee
that this would be our memory.
That fateful day that just came by
was met with spirits soaring high.
Alums and colleagues — our Western kin —
they all stood by to watch pigskin.
Our enemies fell before us dead
as we painted the whole world Red.
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‘t

was the night before Homecoming,

Then a jolly red fellow caught Gary’s eye.

and all on the Hill,

Mr. President scratched his head and said, “Oh, my.

not a creature was stirring —

I’ve ne’er seen such a creature, who can you be?”

not even a white squirrel.

“I’m Big Red. Duh, can’t you see?”

The players were snuggled all in their beds,

The scarlet blob sprang to the stands,

while visions of complete passes danced in their heads.

red towel twirled in his hands.

And Julie in her ‘kerchief and Gary in his cap,

And Gary heard him yell, as the refs tossed the ball,

had just settled down for a pre-game nap.

“GO TOPS, and happy Homecoming to all!”

When out on the grass there arose such a clatter,

OPPOSITE Big Red, Smith Stadium. KATIE MEEK ABOVE Helmets, Smith Stadium. HARRISON HILL

POEM Shelby Rogers

Gary sprang from his office to see what was the matter.
Away to the window he flew with Julie
and tore open the door to yell, “Tailgate safely!”
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Hit the shower,

Stagger. Wait, no.

rinse off Friday’s dust.

SWAGGER.

9 a.m.,

You’re running dry,

shotgun or bust!

that won’t fly.

Looking sharp and feeling fresh,

Grab a cup

clasp hands with tradition,

go solo, YOLO!

history in the flesh.

It’s the best shade of red.

Kick off with a keg,

Grab a cup, there’s never enough.

going solo in the best shade of red.

It’s GAME DAY baby;

Land of the suits, bright lips and

have a little too much.

bright eyes. Uninhibited pursuits,
like the good ol’ times.

Hey now,
don’t touch the suit or tie,

Already noon? Is it so soon?

it’s hella fly.

Raise your cup, drink it up!

WHY IS MY CUP DRY?!?!?!

Red is the best shade, don’t trade!

YO, go fetch . . . Man,

AYYY! The old boys arrive,

you’re the best!

with their kids and their wives

Drunk in love,

still wearing the colors,

CRAAAZY in love.

it’s always the good ol’ times!

GO TOPS!

Red, red, RED! BIG RED!
Shines to the end. Up, up,

Oh, this classic charade,

fill up your cup! Game day’s

a wonderful parade,

eternal best friend.

as old as the Colonnade.

Man, it’s the best time of year.

Red of the finest shade on this hallowed Hill.

Hey pretty lady — be my date!

Raise your cup!

I mean, look at those leaves,

Raise it up! It is

hell yeah, OBLITERATE!

absolutely beautiful.
POEM Abby Belknap

ABOVE Solo cups, the Valley. BRIAN POWERS

TOP Kiss, the Valley. WILLIAM KOLB

TOP RIGHT Ice cold, the Valley. BRIAN POWERS ABOVE RIGHT Bagged wine, the Valley. BRIAN POWERS
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h
Homecoming is here

My favorite time of year
WAIT where’s my ID

POEM Ryan Pait

RIGHT Rose Damron, the Valley. KATIE MEEK
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FERGUSON 21

ABOVE Baby, South Lawn. MIKE CLARK OPPOSITE TOP Student section, Smith Stadium. WILLIAM KOLB OPPOSITE BOTTOM Marian Lanham, Smith Stadium. WILLIAM KOLB

t

he years advance,
students come and go,
things change
as the university grows.

Nothing can change
the spirit we share,
a common thread
pulsing through the air.

Graduation arrives
each December and May
as new students come,
the old fade away.

Hilltoppers present
and past alike,
we hold a connection
rooted deep inside.

One thing, however
is for sure:
Our dear old Western
is the same as yours.

Old and young,
red and white,
red towels flying,
for a weekend we unite.
POEM Helen Gibson
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t

he ball soars through the air and is caught for a touch down
town on a Saturday night with a cool breeze and a warm body
of freshmen take their first class as seniors take a final stroll on the Hill
Tops Tops Tops is heard on game day from every stadium on campus

was a place we all called home as we were part of a community
mattered as we banded together for what we believed in
time we will learn just how special that hill was in our minds
work hard to recall material during finals week
after week rolled by as we moved closer to the end
isn’t the right word because we will always have the spirit
makes the master and we are truly the masters of our own destiny
had a role in all of the memories and snapshots of our time at WKU.
POEM Matt Langston

ABOVE Barrette, Smith Stadium. ALYSE YOUNG ABOVE RIGHT Post-game celebration, Smith Stadium. HARRISON HILL OPPOSITE Queen Ellie Jolly, Smith Stadium. HARRISON HILL
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f

rom here it seems all winter’s fury stems,
for autumn’s tree-branch fingers barely still
clutch the fruits of springtime, fiery gems,
that waver past, wasted, at wind’s will.

“Wasted?” is the call from Valley way,
where tents in circus frenzy hold the Greeks.
“I’ll fo realz outdrink you any day,”
the one with red bowtie and polo speaks.
The red is mirrored in red shirt and dress
of smiling fans, a sartorial sea to part,
but sea becomes a stream, which then will press
‘tween gates before the football game’s to start.
“Dear Western’s day!” shout crowds at helmets chrome.
“Stand up and cheer this towel, this place, our home.”
POEM Brittany Moster

ABOVE Sigma Chi, the Valley. MIKE CLARK ABOVE RIGHT Fight song, South Lawn. BRIAN POWERS OPPOSITE Cecile Garmon, South Lawn. KATIE MEEK
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Band uniform, Smith Stadium.
BRIAN POWERS
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Common Ground
The Homecoming candidates rode down State Street
in glistening Corvettes. One by one, the would-be queens
arrived looking pristine.
While waving at the spectators lining the sidewalks, many

“It was so fun,” she said. “I had never ridden in a Corvette.

necks to satisfy a sweet tooth. Looking down the row of cars,

You are on a Corvette, people are around and they are yelling

the first few hands were white.

out, ‘WKU. We love you, Pakistan.’ It was fun, all the way.

Pakistan, graduate student.
The Pakistani Student Association walked behind her red
Corvette. Its members waved small Pakistani flags.

The atmosphere was exhilarating. She had never
experienced anything like it before.
“I felt like a queen, like a princess,” Kanwal said. “My
friends were saying things in my language, Urdu, like, ‘You

campus and representative of the international student

are a queen.’ One guy who made the video of me walking

population, PSA decided to have a candidate for the

down the field gave it to me, and I think I watched it 10 or

2014 Homecoming court. Kanwal became the second

12 times.”

first-ever Pakistani candidate.
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People are saying hi, and you are waving.”

In order to make the Pakistani presence more known on

international student candidate in WKU history and the

RIGHT Kanwal shows off the henna she wore in honor
of reaching the final round of the Homecoming queen
competition. Kanwal felt she represented not only her home
country, but the entire WKU international community as well.

Kanwal said the parade was undoubtedly the best part of
the Homecoming queen candidate experience.

hands threw candy to small children who would risk their

The next hand belonged to Sumra Kanwal, a Karachi,

ABOVE Karachi, Pakistan, graduate student Sumra Kanwal
laughs at Pakistani graduate student Abdul Samad as they wait
for the Homecoming queen crowning on Smith Stadium field.
Kanwal was the first Pakistani student to run for Homecoming
queen and walked onto the field during the game as one of the
top 10 candidates.

“I was just so happy,” she said. “I was just hoping, ‘I am in
top 10. I am in top 10.’”

Munawar said the nomination was an opportunity for PSA
and international students as a whole.

“I haven’t done anything like this before,” Kanwal said. “We

“We saw it as an opportunity for our organization to be

don’t have Homecoming queens in Pakistan. No one in my

well known after this,” he said. “We also saw that no one

family or organization has ever done anything like this before.”

else was representing the international [student] body for

PSA president and doctoral student Shahbaz Munawar

Homecoming queen. We had a lot of support from both

from Lahore, Pakistan, explained the motivation behind

international students and local students. So naturally

nominating Kanwal for Homecoming queen.

we were very happy with the whole outcome. To us, as an

“I thought Sumra was very talented and that she could

organization, winning was not the initiative.”

represent us very well, and that’s exactly what she did,” he

PSA began in 2013 when Munawar and others

said. “She wasn’t very confident in the beginning, but we were.”

collaborated to found the organization. Following its

After voting ended, Kanwal walked the field on Nov. 8 at the

creation, the organization tried to make the Pakistani

Homecoming football game as one of the top 10 Homecoming

student population known on campus to help WKU students

queen candidates.

better understand the culture and its people.

›
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The organization also created a community for

Sadal said his family was supportive and open-minded

Pakistani students who came to WKU. Members picked

about him having Indian and Bangladeshi friends, but

up students from the airport, helped them find a place

others back home were surprised.

to live, ate meals together and more. Students of all
nationalities were able to join.
PSA Cultural Coordinator and Lahore, Pakistan,
graduate student Ayaz Sadal felt that he was a
representative of his home.

“When my friends back in Pakistan find out that I have
friends from India, they say, ‘How can you do that? What
are you doing? This is not why you went to the United
States,’” Sadal said.
On a January evening, with the temperature below

“We are the face of our country right now,” he said.

freezing, a WKU student from India struggled to rescue

Sadal said that many people in the U.S. didn’t

his car. Leftover snow from the blizzard that occurred the

understand India and Pakistan. He remembered one
student who asked him if Pakistan was all desert and all
in the Middle East.

day before had consumed the vehicle.
The rescuer, who pushed the car out of the snow by
himself, was an unlikely one: a Pakistani student.

“So many people don’t know much about Pakistan,”

Alekhya Patagarla, an Andhra Pradesh, India, graduate

he said. “All they know about it is what they hear from

student and a PSA member, told the story, which was

the news. And they think of bombs. They think we’re all

about two of her friends.

in war.”
Although Pakistan wasn’t experiencing conflict, Sadal
said that Pakistanis still had to adjust to living in a violent
environment.
“In Bowling Green, if something happens with a suicide
bomber, the whole town would shut down because
Americans aren’t used to it,” he said. “When we have that

Patagarla, similar to Sadal, felt peer pressure to break
her ties with Pakistani students.
“Even many students in ISA [Indian Student
Association] say to me, ‘Oh, you have Pakistani friends?
Be careful,’” Patagarla said.
Sadal believed the tensions went away once the
students left their respective countries.

situation with terrorism or suicide bombers, people will

“It’s weird if we’re in Pakistan, considering the history

be sitting down and eating in the same spot where the

and the social pressures we have back home,” he said.

crisis took place just three hours later.”

“The social pressures are in both countries. Indians and

Out of the 24 Pakistani students at WKU, only three
were female.
“According to my culture, parents don’t let their

Bengalis would say the exact same thing. Once you’re
out of that region, there is no difference. It used to be
one country, but they just drew a line one day. That’s it.”

daughters go study by themselves,” Kanwal said. “It’s

Munawar agreed that the bond between Pakistanis and

all a culture thing. They don’t want to let their daughters

Indians became unique once outside the countries’ borders.

go out and do things by themselves because they are

“We see them [Indian students] as Pakistanis basically

too protective.”
Kanwal explained that there were young Pakistani
women studying in larger cities like New York.
“Bowling Green is a smaller city and people don’t know
about it,” she said.
That lack of awareness also applied to Pakistan’s
history. Pakistan, Bangladesh and India were one nation

because we have the same culture,” he said. “We don’t see
or feel any different about them. We love them so much.”
In the fall, a Bengali Student Association formed.
Kanwal hoped her Homecoming queen nomination
would lead to more students forming international
organizations and more attention for the international
student body overall.

until 1947 when Pakistan and Bangladesh became their

“I’m very glad to be in an association with Pakistanis,”

own countries and broke off from India. There was

she said. “Before coming to WKU, I had an open mind. I was

political and social tension for years after.

neutral. I didn’t think bad or good things about Pakistanis.

Therefore, it made sense that Pakistanis and Indians

When I became close to them, I really felt thankful

weren’t usually friends. However, at WKU, Pakistanis,

that I had met them so I could see life from a different

Indians and Bangladeshis were all very close.

perspective. I have changed many things in myself.” ◊

ABOVE Sophomore Daniyal Monnoo and graduate
student Zaheer Hassan, both from Lahore, Pakistan,
play cards with Zafar Khan, a graduate student from
South Waziristan, Pakistan, while Yaqoub Albahari,
a sophomore from Oman, relaxes behind them. The
Pakistani student population grew rapidly at WKU, in
part due to the Pakistani student community that had
been established. The Pakistani Student Association
members often gathered to cook and unwind in an
environment that reminded them of home.
LEFT Monnoo laughs at a joke told by Lahore, Pakistan,
graduate student Ayaz Sadal. Monnoo and Sadal went
with a group of students from PSA to pick up cigarettes
from Walgreens.

PHOTOS Alyse Young
STORY Shelley Spalding
DESIGN Katelyn Houge
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Great Expectations
The atmosphere hummed in tandem with the

reaction to its mistakes and losses.

lights inside Diddle Arena, and the red-and-white

Lucas said the inexperienced players like herself

student section vibrated with cheers and stomps

often “crawl themselves into a hole” after a loss.

as the volleyball team jogged onto the waxed court

Hudson agreed that mental toughness during

ready for battle.

games came as players matured.

The season featured the team’s debut in

The team ranked first in C-USA and lost only one

Conference USA, a first-place ranking in the

game. Griffin said the key to the team’s success was

conference and a team composed half of first-year

the camaraderie between the older and younger

students. Head Coach Travis Hudson was pleased

players. Hudson agreed.

with the team’s performance that year.

“It’s all about the culture of our program,”

“When you’ve been coaching for 20 years,

Hudson said. “And we have a culture built here

having a year of so many firsts is almost

that we are one family, and there is no freshman,

reinvigorating,” Hudson said.

sophomore, junior, senior. There is no starter

As the team began its first year in C-USA,

or reserve. There is no All-American and bench

Hudson found himself in uncharted territory with

player. We are one family, and we believe that it

five freshman players on the 12-player roster.

takes everybody in our family to help us achieve

He admitted that with the inexperienced players

our goals.”

joined by only two seniors, he didn’t have high
hopes for the team.
Assistant Coach Kristi Griffin said that after
graduating five seniors last season, she expected
the 2014 season to be a “rebuilding year.”
Seymour, Indiana, freshman Jessica Lucas said
a doubtful audience did not hold the team back.

Seniors Heather Boyan from Munster, Indiana,
and Mollie Pajakowski from Granger, Indiana,
stepped up as leaders and mentors for the younger
team members on and off the court.
“As far as teammates, I have never been a part
of a group that has been as close as sisters,” Lucas
said. “We can get on to each other on the floor,

“Nobody really knew anything about us, so we

and we’re still sisters outside of volleyball, which

definitely had something to prove,” Lucas said. “I

is awesome. No drama. We are always together.

feel like we went out and proved it this year.”

We are never separated. It helps so much.”

The team faced seven new opponents that

That relationship helped the team sweep

season. One opponent, Purdue, was ranked

the regular season conference and tournament

eighth in the nation and remained undefeated in

championship.

its season until it faced WKU in Diddle Arena on

“To only lose one match in Conference USA

Sept. 12. Griffin said the win was a milestone for

throughout the entire year was pretty remarkable,”

the team.

Hudson said.

“Many of our girls are from the Midwest, so
Purdue is the big name,” Griffin said.
With three to four freshman on the court every
game, every victory was hard-won.

Although the team had a successful season —
coming in at 30 total wins, only three below the
school record — its members looked forward to an

LEFT Head Coach Travis Hudson speaks to freshman
setter Jessica Lucas (1) during a timeout against Purdue.
In her first year as a Lady Topper, Lucas recorded 1,338
assists, enough to rank 18th in the nation in total assists.
MIKE CLARK

even more successful season in 2015.

“It was much more difficult than we thought

“I have great expectations for next year,” Lucas

going in terms of the demands of this league,”

said. “There’s always that chance — when you win,

Hudson said.

people get complacent — but with our team, you

One of the struggles the team faced was the fan

ABOVE The Lady Toppers celebrate after a block by
senior middle hitter Heather Boyan (3) in the final set of
WKU’s 3-2 win over Purdue on Sept. 12 at Diddle Arena.
Purdue, ranked eighth in the nation at the time, was the
highest-ranked opponent that WKU faced during the
2014 season.
MIKE CLARK

can tell, we’re hungry to get after it.” ◊
STORY Abby Potter
DESIGN Jennie Fowler
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AUGUST

OCTOBER

University of California, Riverside - W

Florida International University - W

University of Nevada, Las Vegas - L

Florida Atlantic - W

California State University, Northridge - L

Charlotte - W

SEPTEMBER

Belmont - W
Incarnate Word - W
Missouri State - W
Milwaukee - W
ABOVE Junior middle hitter Noelle Langenkamp goes up for a spike against
a Charlotte defender during the Lady Toppers’ match against the 49ers on
Oct. 7. Langenkamp finished in the top 150 in the nation with a .320 scoring
percentage in the 2014 season.
ERICA LAFSER
OPPOSITE Freshmen teammates Lucas and Alyssa Cavanaugh, an outside
hitter, were two of five freshmen on the volleyball team. Cavanaugh led all
other players with her 411 kills in the 30-6 season.
NICK WAGNER

Oral Roberts - W
Lipscomb - W

Marshall - W
North Texas - W
University of Texas at San Antonio - L
UTEP - W
Florida International University - W
Florida Atlantic - W
UAB - W

Purdue - W

NOVEMBER

Austin Peay - W

Southern Miss - W

Western Michigan - W

Marshall - W

Milwaukee - W

UTEP - W

Michigan State - L

Middle Tennessee - W

Long Island University Brooklyn - L

Florida Atlantic - W

Tennessee Tech - W

North Texas - W

Louisiana Tech - W

Rice - W

Rice - W
DECEMBER

Iowa State - L
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PHOTO William Kolb

Spirits Make the Master
It was there in the plastic pitcher stolen from a tall

In 2013, Kentucky passed a law that allowed the

table at Hilligans on a Thursday night. It was stashed in

sale of alcohol at historic sites in counties that were

the flasks hidden in the pockets of students streaming

otherwise dry to promote alcohol-based tourism.

into the football stadium on a fall Friday. And it was

Additionally, the Kentucky Distillers’ Association

there, on the floor, its recently regurgitated contents

purported that there were a million more barrels of

mixing with the pizza consumed hours before the

bourbon in the state than there were people. Closer

three too many that followed.

to home, WKU offered courses on the history of

It was also an American love story, one that went
back to the colonial days when revolutionary tactics

alcohol and moonshine in culture, which were open
to all students.

were discussed in local taverns over a tankard of the

Yet, the alcohol-related and the education-

pub’s best brew, a truth universal in scope: when the

centered sides of the college experience often

people gathered, they drank.

butted heads. In fact, the government-owned website

Abraham Lincoln adhered to the concept.

College Drinking Prevention stated that college-

“I am a firm believer in the people,” he said. “If

student drinking was “a public health issue that should

given the truth, they can be depended upon to meet
any national crisis. The great point is to bring them
the real facts, and beer.”
The quotation translated well to campus culture.
Had we real facts? At least 12 credit hours a
semester of them. Beer? Well, we had that, too.

be of concern to the Nation.”
But when alcohol was a part of not only a campus’s
culture, but a state’s and a nation’s as well, alcohol
became a part of student identity.
Give them beer, Lincoln said, and let them face the
world. Or, in this case, WKU.

›

Evansville junior Kendall Altstadt dances with friends at The Brewing Company
in the early hours of Jan. 30. Brew. Co. was especially popular on Thursday
nights, when beer and well drinks were $1 until midnight.
MIKE CLARK
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ALCOHALLS
In a July 2013 publication on college drinking, the

students from different areas together, and the men

National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism

involved drank as part of their bonding experience.

estimated that more than 80 percent of students in

Before 1869, Harvard students could be ranked not

college drink. Housing and Residence Life did what

only based on academic performance, but also on

it could to prevent WKU from being labeled a party

behavior outside of the classroom, including their

school by forbidding alcohol and alcohol-related

drinking habits at local taverns.

paraphernalia in the dorms.

As long as American colleges existed, alcohol was

Yet, Heather Thomas, hall director for Bates-

nearby. The problems came when students could not

Runner and McLean halls, said alcohol-related

control their drinking, an issue that Briggs said he

infractions in residence halls were prevalent across

saw predominantly in the dorms.

campus despite the clearly stated consequences on

“It’s the enculturation of ‘I have to get really

WKU’s website, which included alcohol confiscation

drunk or I have to be a big drinker,’” Briggs said of the

and a mandatory alcohol education class.

American college experience. “That’s what makes it

Steve Briggs, the assistant director of residence

a big problem.”

life on campus, said it didn’t matter that student

Although Briggs was concerned that any college

numbers had remained within the 140-190 range in

drinking was too much, campus police Capt. Dominic

the alcohol 101 class since 2008.

Ossello said numbers of alcohol reports on campus

“My concern is that it’s still an issue,” he said.

were not especially concerning.

Yet, alcohol and college had a lengthy and

“Over the last year, we’ve had a little bit of a rise,”

sometimes inextricably entwined relationship. In a

Ossello said. “But it’s well within the normal range.”

book called “The American College and University:

Briggs, too, said he had not necessarily noticed a

A History,” first published in 1962, author Frederick

change in the alcohol-related habits of students in

Rudolph tracked some of the ways alcohol came to

recent years.

be associated with the American college experience.

“I think it’s been a pervasive issue at all college

Debating clubs, Rudolph wrote, existed as early as

universities at all times,” he said of unrestrained

the 1700s, and often their members met at taverns

student drinking.

in town — the same taverns where these students’

And if that was the case, as Rudolph’s book

ancestors gathered to plan the tactics used in the

suggested, WKU’s on-campus alcohol culture was

American Revolution. The 1800s brought Greek

just another facet in the exquisitely cut diamond that

fraternities to campuses as a way to bring university

was the history of college drinking.

›

ABOVE Hilligans bartender Joe Brazil, of Bowling
Green, pours a round of shots made on the spot for a
customer. “It’s a college,” Heather Thomas, hall director
for Bates-Runner and McLean halls, said. “You want to
go to tailgating, and people want to have their drinks
regardless of whether you need it or not.”
BRIAN POWERS
OPPOSITE Borden, Indiana, senior David Lipps, a
security guard, stamps the hands of patrons after
checking their IDs at the front door of Hilligans. The
bar offered areas to dance and play pool.
BRIAN POWERS
RIGHT Cherry Hall can be seen in the background
as a crowd hangs out on the front patio of Hilligans.
Thursdays were usually the busiest nights at the bars
in Bowling Green, but the larger crowds did not arrive
until around 10 p.m.
BRIAN POWERS
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KEEP IT CLASSY
On an autumn Tuesday on WKU’s campus, 11:10

history in a new way,” McMichael said. “When I teach

a.m. classes were just starting. On the second floor

the American Revolution, we look at documents and

of Cherry Hall were the history courses, with topics

people. In this class, we look at taverns.”

ranging from the broadest studies of world history

Hollyfield went to McMichael for advice when

to the more detailed courses focusing on a single

he planned his summer course on moonshine,

time period. In Cherry Hall Room 215, the focus of

which studied how representations of moonshine

History 341 that Tuesday — and for the rest of the

in popular culture affected perceptions of the

semester — was alcohol.

American South.

The class, called “a cultural history of alcohol,”

“There are dry counties that are trying to

was one of the courses WKU offered that used

promote their moonshine culture because it’s such

alcohol as a lens for learning. Another, which

a part of our culture in the South,” Hollyfield said.

English assistant professor Jerod Hollyfield

“That’s why I think it’s important to understand its

planned to teach in the summer of 2015, was called

heritage. It’s something that’s just a part of who we

“moonshine in literature and film.”

are as Southerners.”

Andrew McMichael, the assistant dean and an

Hollyfield said classes such as his and McMichael’s

associate professor of history, began teaching his

allowed students to investigate the taboos of alcohol

history of alcohol class in 2006, and he got many

and drinking, especially those associated with the

positive comments, one of which seemed to be a joke.

college experience, which was often linked to binge

“One of the students said, ‘Why aren’t we making

drinking or out-of-control drunkenness.

beer in class?’” McMichael said. “I kind of laughed.

“Knowing that the university is open to that

Over the next couple of months I thought, ‘Why

kind of interrogation and inquiry is a good thing,”

don’t we make beer?’”

Hollyfield said. “Kentucky’s a big moonshine hub.

For several years, McMichael partnered with
the Biology department to do just that. Students

I think it’s very important to understanding our
culture on campus.”

learned both the history and the process of

Skyler Mirck, a Bowling Green graduate student

brewing. In 2014, the course was offered solely

in McMichael’s class, agreed that alcohol courses

through the History department, but the syllabus

offered on campus were especially pertinent

was still a unique one, featuring topics such as

because of WKU’s geographical setting.

“alcohol and world religions” and assigned readings

“Alcohol’s a big part of everyone’s lives, no

with titles such as “Beer and Its Drinkers: An

matter your views on it,” she said. “Especially being

Ancient Near Eastern Love Story.”

in a state that has a strong connection to alcohol,

“[Alcohol] gives us a different angle to look at

it’s really interesting.”

›

ABOVE Bowling Green resident Nash Gumm laughs
during a holiday sweater party he hosted at his house on
Nov. 21. House parties at off-campus locations were a
large component of nightlife at WKU.
MIKE CLARK
LEFT Bowling Green junior Austin Riley takes a sip of
beer with his friend Fort Campbell junior Garrett Brown
on April 9 on the patio at Hilligans. Riley and Brown
enjoyed sitting on the patio where they saw many of
their friends passing by.
MIKE CLARK
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TOPS ON THE TOWN
Whatever WKU students consumed alcoholically,

too great for the service to handle. In 2012, the

Bowling Green businesses reaped monetarily,

Student Government Association offered to fund

and with thousands of students and, presumably,

part of a safe-ride service. The Purple Line ran

drinkers on campus, those businesses closest to

from downtown Bowling Green, around campus

WKU were the most impacted by the campus’s

and out as far as the College Suites apartments off

drinking culture.

Campbell Lane.

Zach Younglove, a cashier at Shenanigans Wines

Esgus Owens drove the Purple Line most

and Spirits off Campbell Lane, estimated that 80

weekends and said Thursdays and Saturdays were

to 85 percent of the store’s customers were WKU

its busiest nights.

students. Kristine Hall, who worked at Hilligans

At 10:30 p.m. on a Friday, the bus was empty, but

near campus, said about 75 to 80 percent of the

Iggy Azalea was playing over the speakers, setting the

bar and grill’s business came from students from

mood for the busiest period of the night, 11 to 12:30.

9 p.m. until close.

“Sometimes I get as many as 10 or 20,” Owens

“For the most part, it’s pretty chill,” Hall said.

said of a typical night on the bus. “Sometimes it’s

She could be found amid the large crowd that

one or two. It just depends.”

usually accumulated after 11 p.m., swamping the

Having driven the Purple Line for nearly a year,

bar at the front entrance and occupying the high

Owens had to throw a group off for being too

tables and booths that made up the many-roomed

rowdy and told others to settle down because they

restaurant and bar.

were too loud.

The atmosphere was usually calm in the building

“But I’ve never had a fight or anything,” he said.

on the corner of College Street and East 13th

Mostly, the students riding the Purple Line were

Avenue, affectionately called Hilly’s by many WKU

tame, but they were determined. Owens said he’d

students. In fact, many of the students at Hilligans

seen students stand outside waiting for the bus in

said they didn’t go out to get drunk.

the rain and other forms of weather he wouldn’t

“I drink to be social and to have fun,” said Kristin

want to be out in. Nothing seemed to deter these

Simms, a Bardstown senior who shared a high-top

Purple Liners from their intended destinations,

table in the front room of Hilligans with a friend

which were mostly the bars and clubs in downtown

one Friday night.

Bowling Green.

Another group of students at Hilligans said they
usually went out about three times a week.
“It takes some stress off,” Somerset senior Cory
Moss said of going out to drink. “It’s something to
look forward to.”
Students could go out stress-free, too, knowing
that they didn’t have to drive home.
The Purple Line was the name given to those
WKU buses that ran Thursday through Saturday
from 10 p.m. until 2 a.m.
It was also known by students frequently as the
‘drunk bus’ and was enacted in 2012 as a safe way to
transport students home after a night on the town.

“If they’re going to do it, they’re going to do it,”
Owens said, shaking his head at the extent to which
some students would go for a night out.
But for Rebecca Kazi, a Richmond senior, going
out on the weekends was about more than drinking.
“It’s a social thing,” Kazi said. “I’m a shy person
naturally, and it brings my more outgoing
personality out.”
Once or twice a weekend, Kazi set out to
Hilligans, The Brewing Company in downtown
Bowling Green or friends’ houses to listen to music,
dance and meet interesting people.
“Drinking’s not my priority,” she said.

Transportation manager Stephen Rowland said

But for Kazi, as well as many of the other WKU

before the Purple Line, WKU had an arrangement

students who drank on the weekends, drinking,

with a local taxi service, but the need became

when practiced responsibly, was a little more fun.

›

Louisville senior Adam Westbay plays pool while Elizabethtown senior
Dean Gibson talks with his friend, White Mills resident Colten Pence, in
the early hours of Nov. 22 at Tidballs. Tidballs was a popular bar and music
venue known for its dollar-drink nights.
MIKE CLARK
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BE(ER)LIEVE IN THE PEOPLE
Give them real facts and beer, said

conspicuously empty wallets and the

Lincoln, a Kentucky native and a guardian

occasional puddle of vomit on the floor.

of the north side of campus where he

But vomit or not, the alcohol consumption

perpetually sat, gazing toward the top of

of WKU students, like their tavern-

the Hill and beyond to Bowling Green.

frequenting forefathers, was an action that

Perhaps the weekend out would

honored a nation grounded in personal

leave its evidence in the form of the

freedoms, beautiful landscapes and

words released by loose tongues, the

collective public drinking. ◊
STORY Brittany Moster
DESIGN Sarah Matney

LEFT Exchange student Maria Laura Fagundes, of Itaqui, Brazil, takes a photo of herself and
exchange student Stephania Martins, of Nova Era, Brazil, while they ride the Purple Line in
the early hours of Halloween in Bowling Green. The Purple Line, also known as the ‘drunk
bus,’ only operated between 10 p.m. and 2 a.m. on Thursday, Friday and Saturday and
provided students with a way to get to downtown bars without driving.
MIKE CLARK
BELOW Louisville junior Annie Schauman celebrated her 21st birthday at Brew. Co. in the
early hours of Jan. 30. The bar hosted live performances on its main floor and disc jockeys
and dancing in the basement.
MIKE CLARK
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Checkmate
It was hours of almost total quiet. If a cellphone went off, the

not overly social. He thought giving up chess would fix that.

owner was banned. Silence was vital. Instead, one had to withdraw

“It was terrible,” Marcsik said. “I didn’t want to do it. The worst

into his or her mind, a self-imposed exile from the regular world

thing is it didn’t even help me become a cool person. I was still just me.”

into one where it was only the player, the familiar curve of the
pieces under practiced fingers and the black-and-white board.
This was the process that national chess master John Marcsik
went through every time he played competitively, and his
proficiency enabled him to win the WKU Chess Club’s first-ever

So he got back into chess. Marcsik estimated that just to qualify
for a rating from the United States Chess Federation, he had played
about 2,000 competitive games.
In November 2014, the Federation ranked Marcsik as the
fourth-best player in Kentucky.

full-tuition scholarship. Marcsik, a Louisville sophomore, headed

Samuel Hunt, a WKU alumnus who started the Chess Club in

the Chess Club on campus and considered it his mission to make

2008, said getting chess programs started in local schools was an

sure the club and its scholarships continued long after he was gone.

attempt to attract academically gifted students and ranked chess

Marcsik said his parents told him to devote himself entirely to
everything he did, a tenet of life he applied to playing chess.

players like Marcsik to the university.
The university awarded scholarships to the top three winners

“There’s no point if you’re not giving it your all,” he said.

of the WKU chess competition, which took place each spring,

Marcsik began playing chess at age 3.

regardless of their ages or years in high school.

“My dad got tired of playing Candyland, so he sat me down and
played chess with me,” Marcsik said.
But his father didn’t stop teaching his son after he covered the
basic rules. He would remove pieces from the chessboard and play
until his son learned how to beat him.

“Now that we have the scholarships, we’re starting to see John
Marcsik and some of these kids … ready to come to Western, ready
to play on a chess team that travels around and plays other chess
teams to try to win some prestige for the university,” Hunt said.
WKU provided the scholarship money with the hope that

His father, Marcsik allowed with a small smile, was “reasonably

these awards would attract gifted chess players so that the

good at chess.” By the time Marcsik was 5, the two were playing as

university could compete with big-name chess colleges such as

equals. At age 8, he entered a state competition.

University of Texas at Dallas, which had a chess club that competed

“My mom was like, ‘Well, you’re good,’” Marcsik said. “That’s when I
started. I was just, I guess, naturally good at it. I won the championship.”
He was a junior in high school when he won the competition that
earned him a scholarship to WKU.
Ian Schnee was an assistant philosophy professor and the fouryear faculty adviser of the Chess Club.
“John is the best player we’ve had in our club,” he said. “He is a
fantastic chess player.”
At Chess Club, held on Tuesday evenings in Downing Student
Union, Marcsik played against other students, including Jake
Zimmerer, a Dexter senior who started playing chess at age 6.
“It’s hard playing John,” Zimmerer said after losing twice to
Marcsik. “He’s very good.”
But there was a time when Marcsik distanced himself from
his talent.
“A lot of people stop in middle school, I think, because they want
a social life, and that’s not conducive,” Marcsik said.
In middle school, Marcsik said he was not athletic, and he was

internationally, and Webster University in St. Louis, which boasted
the top collegiate chess team in the U.S.
“If they keep it going as strong as they have been, I definitely
think that within three years we could be in the final four of college
chess or maybe even win,” Hunt said.
Although Marcsik said he was “not the most social butterfly,”
Schnee said he was proud of Marcsik for pushing outside of his
comfort zone and serving as an ambassador for chess at WKU.
“He gets the kids excited,” Schnee said.
Marcsik’s goal was to encourage a passion for chess in local
students. He gave individual lessons and monitored competitions in
hope that the game would boost the confidence of those students
who may not, like Marcsik, have been seen as “cool.” In fact, he
considered spreading the joys of chess a duty.
“I did some research on how many people get this kind of
scholarship, and it’s so rare that I felt like I had some kind of
responsibility to try hard and do something with it,” Marcsik said.
“It’s not an opportunity a lot of people get.” ◊
PHOTO Alyse Young
STORY Brittany Moster
DESIGN Deron Millay

Louisville sophomore John Marcsik paid his way through college with a full-ride
scholarship that he won in a chess competition. Samuel Hunt, a WKU alumnus
who founded the Chess Club in 2008, awarded the scholarship to Marcsik.
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Comeback Kid
The spikes of 105 pairs of cleats scored the
AstroTurf of Smith Stadium as the 2014 football
team made its grand entrance into the arena.

fans frequently left the stadium frustrated.
“It’s been a roller coaster ride,” Doughty said.
“Every high school kid thinks that they’re going

It was the first game of the season. As the

to come from high school and play right away,

players warmed up on the field, there was a

and all the coaches say you’re going to play right

sense of confidence in the air.

away, but it didn’t happen that way.”

No one was more expectant, however, than

Doughty was redshirted his freshman year

the new starting quarterback, Brandon Doughty.

and sat on the bench for an entire season. The

Doughty, a Davie, Florida, senior, had spent

next season, he was given the opportunity to

five years waiting for this moment. He had

start, but he tore his ACL in the third play

struggled through injury and adversity, but this

of his second starting game. A year later, he

was his time to shine.

watched the season unfold from the sideline

Within the first two weeks of the season,
Doughty was named Conference USA
Offensive Player of the Week twice. He would

while he continued to recover.
“That was probably the lowest time in my
life,” Doughty said.

earn the title two more times by the end of

Rehabilitation prevented Doughty from

the season. He made headlines in November

doing the one thing he said he truly loved, the

with a game-changing touchdown pass to

thing he had done since age 5: play football.

teammate Willie McNeal, a redshirt senior

There was a silver lining in the dark cloud of

wide receiver, that gave the Hilltoppers an

injury and doubt. A month before he tore his

unexpected 67-66 victory over Marshall

ACL, Lexington junior Sydney Sisler, a WKU

University. A month later, he led his team to

soccer player, tore hers, too. She and Doughty

victory in the Popeyes Bahamas Bowl. At the

went through physical therapy together, and

end of the season, C-USA named him the year’s

they developed a friendship that soon turned

Most Valuable Player.

into a relationship.

But this was all new. The preceding four

“I’m the happiest man in the world that I

years of his football career were less than

found her,” Doughty said. “I don’t know what I

successful, and both he and Hilltopper football

would do without her.”

›

ABOVE Davie, Florida, redshirt senior quarterback Brandon
Doughty (12) calls a play during the first half of WKU’s 34-42
loss against University of Illinois on Sept. 6 at Memorial
Stadium in Champaign, Illinois. Doughty finished the game
with 297 passing yards and two touchdowns.
MIKE CLARK
LEFT Head Coach Jeff Brohm talks to Doughty in the fourth
quarter of the Hilltoppers’ game against University of
Texas at El Paso. WKU would go on to win 35-27, its first
Homecoming win since 2011.
BRIAN POWERS
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Doughty pauses before taking the field against
the Bowling Green State Falcons at Smith
Stadium. WKU would go on to win 59-31 with
a record-breaking night by Doughty.
MIKE CLARK
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Doughty and Sisler’s relationship bloomed during the long
recovery of their sports-related injuries.
“We always say, ‘Something so negative brought us something
so positive,’” Sisler said.

WKU football program, Head Coach Jeff Brohm.
Brohm came to WKU in 2012 as the assistant head coach and
offensive coordinator under Petrino, but Doughty and Brohm
first became acquainted when Doughty was still in high school,
and Brohm was an assistant coach at Florida Atlantic University.
“Coach Brohm actually went to all my high school games

“I would stay up until 3 o’clock or 4 o’clock in
the morning studying plays, you know, doing
whatever I had to do.”

recruiting out of FAU,” Doughty said. “We were in constant
communication.”
Brohm left the university shortly after. In fact, it was one of
the reasons Doughty decided to go to WKU instead.
The transition from high school to college allowed Brohm to

While one area of his life began to flourish, Doughty saw the
need for improvement in another. He remained determined to
play football again.

see Doughty grow to become a better player, teammate and
person, Brohm said.
“I think he has done a tremendous job developing,” Brohm

With the arrival of Head Coach Bobby Petrino to WKU in

said. “You know, when I recruited him, he was a good high school

December 2012, things finally started to look up for Doughty.

player. He was a smart quarterback. He loved playing the game,

On the field, he worked harder than ever before, and his

and I’ve seen him develop over the past couple of years.”

training did not stop there. Even while off the field, he worked
to become a better quarterback.
“I really dedicated myself to my craft,” he said. “I would stay
up until 3 o’clock or 4 o’clock in the morning studying plays, you
know, doing whatever I had to do.”
Having Sisler by his side helped Doughty develop, as well.
She became his biggest supporter as he worked to improve his
game and become a better player. She encouraged him, and she
helped him memorize plays.

They both attributed Doughty’s success to mutual
understanding. Brohm, a former quarterback, was able to
relate to his starting quarterback in a way that few other
coaches had before.
“We definitely have a very good relationship,” Brohm said.
“I kind of know what he has to go through and how it is harder
than some people think.”
Sean Pugh also fostered a close relationship with Doughty
and watched him grow during his time on the Hill. As the

“We had his little white board, and we would go through

character coach for the WKU football team, it was Pugh’s job

them,” Sisler said. “I mean, I didn’t know what the heck they

to, he said, “help the guys grow as men off the field,” but his role

were. But we’d try.”

entailed much more than that.

Their efforts paid off.

“The main reason I am here is to help the guys grow spiritually,”

A year later, Doughty made national headlines as the
starting quarterback. He now demanded attention. He had
made it to the top.

Pugh said.
While various coaches helped Doughty develop on the field,
Pugh guided Doughty outside of the stadium as a faith mentor.

Doughty attributed much of his success to the guidance,
friendship and leadership of one of the newest additions to the

He helped Doughty and many other players remember that
there was life outside of the sport they loved.

AUGUST

NOVEMBER

Bowling Green State - W

Louisiana Tech - L

SEPTEMBER

Illinois - L
Middle Tennessee - L
Navy - W

UTEP - W
Army - W
University of Texas at San Antonio - W
Marshall - W

›

ABOVE Doughty points up following WKU’s 67-66 overtime
win over No. 19 Marshall in Huntington, West Virginia.
Doughty threw for 491 yards and eight touchdowns to five
different receivers in the upset victory. The Hilltoppers’ win
spoiled the Thundering Herd’s bid for an undefeated season.
NICK WAGNER
LEFT Lexington junior Sydney Sisler talks with her fiancé,
Doughty, after he was crowned MVP of the inaugural
Popeyes Bahamas Bowl in Nassau, Bahamas, on Dec.
24. Doughty threw for 486 yards and completed five
touchdowns in the Hilltoppers’ 49-48 win, the program’s
first-ever bowl game victory.
NICK WAGNER

OCTOBER

UAB - L
Florida Atlantic - L
Old Dominion - W
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ABOVE Senior linebacker Nick Holt (10) wraps up Central
Michigan running back Devon Spalding (25) during the bowl
game. The Hilltoppers survived a second-half comeback to win
the game 49-48.
NICK WAGNER
LEFT Leon Allen (33), a senior running back, soars through the
air during the game against Marshall. Allen rushed for a gamehigh 237 yards and a touchdown in the 67-66 overtime win.
NICK WAGNER
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Doughty appreciated the impact Pugh made on his

know, of cashing in on last year,” Doughty said.

life and the inspiration that he provided. Doughty went

In December, the NCAA announced that Doughty

through many highs and lows during his time at WKU,

would have another year to reap the success of his

and he credited all of his successes to his faith.

seasons of struggle when it granted him an extra year

Many would look back and recount a redshirted
freshman year and an ACL injury with regret, but
Doughty believed it helped him in the long run.
“If I would have started there, redshirt freshman year,
who knows how I would have developed into the player I
am today?” Doughty said.
Pugh described Doughty as a humble “perseverer.”
When it came to Doughty’s success on the field,
Brohm said he was “a winner.”

of eligibility.
That could come to fruition in a variety of ways. Some
college sports analysts predicted a shot at the Heisman.
Some destined him for a chance to play in the NFL.
“I just want to play as long as I can,” Doughty said. “I
think that’s the important thing.”
As the season closed, Doughty’s future looked bright.
His football career was at an all-time high, and it did not
seem to be ending anytime soon. Less than a month after

“He wants to do well,” Brohm said. “He wants to please

the Popeyes Bahamas Bowl, Doughty proposed to Sisler.

people. He’s willing to put in the time, and he is willing to

While they began planning for a wedding a year away, he

play hard, and he’s got some toughness to him.”

began preparing for his sixth and final season on the Hill.

Above all, Doughty believed a major reason for his
success was perseverance.
“I stayed with it, and I’m paying the refund of it, you

Doughty’s football career at WKU may not have
started in a way that any college athlete would like,
but it turned into a dream. ◊
STORY Helen Gibson
DESIGN Katelyn Houge

Players celebrate with the Popeyes Bahamas Bowl trophy following their 49-48 win over
Central Michigan in Nassau. The Hilltoppers won the first bowl game played outside the
United States or Canada since 1937.
NICK WAGNER
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Full-Hips Naked
This is a personal essay from Louisville junior Erin Miller, a nude model for WKU’s figure-drawing class. Her essay is a
reflection on the experience of standing naked in a room full of strangers and an explanation of why she chose to model.
I let a room full of people see me naked for the first
time when I was 19 years old. Round-ass, small-tits, longlegs, full-hips naked.

long my nose looked from his point of view and I swear I
did not run a single red light.
I thought of how, in an apartment overlooking South 4th

At first I was hesitant.

Street, standing on hardwood floors two months after my

“And I take everything off?”

18th birthday, I stood as naked as a Renaissance painting

It was a Wednesday in the middle of September

while my body was drawn by the eyes of someone new and

and the weather was in some type of limbo between

his kisses on my bare stomach pressed themselves into my

the climate extremes. And yet, the temperature of an

hippocampus and when I thought of the home that is my

art studio was a consistent feel of cold marble while

skin, this memory melted out of my mouth.

the smell of oil pastels and paint swallowed the clean

Being naked meant taking off my blue robe in a

air. Under my bare feet was a concrete floor. Walking

roomful of hands clutching pencils and watching their

numbed my toes and chilled my spine. I was naked under

eyes absorb me. There were artists that immediately

my blue robe except for the goosebumps.

began to draw, and most began with my skull.

Sets of canvases were strategically placed around

Then there were those that took a step back and

an altar-like display of bowls of fruit and other shit that

outlined their path: the freckle on my left toe, the freckle

beginning art students were forced to draw to practice still

on my right hip, the freckle on the left side of my nose and

life. There were skeletons to practice anatomy, but I was in

the freckle under my left tit. If my body were a seek and

front of them — still a skeleton but with skin and movement

find, the freckles were the words. If my body were a seek

in my bones — and I was there to be placed on paper. I stood

and find, my thighs wouldn’t fit.

before my audience, and I began to think.

I watched a spot on the wall while their eyes watched

I thought of the winter when I was 10 years old that I

my diaphragm and the woman sitting to my right drew

spent praying to the top of my windowsill, ‘Please, please,

the curve of my elbow drowning in my hair and the pencil

please let me have a B-cup by June.’ No boy or girl would

in her hand created my hand muscles.

see me naked that summer, but I so desperately wanted
my shirts to fit tighter around my chest.
I thought of the hair on my legs that grew dark, grew
coarse and grew noticeable and the enduring pleas to
my mother to let me slice them off at their roots with a
disposable razor.
I thought of my first year of high school when I took

I found the boy in front of me surveying the angle of
my hips and with his pencil he measured the width of my
abdomen to fit the width of his paper and for once, the
eyes on my pelvic bone weren’t hungry.
I liked thinking of how my nose was constructed when it
was reconstructed in the mind of someone else because my
paper nose weighed less and meant less without my skin.

a shower for two hours too long because I was caught

I liked watching the folds of my flesh overlap while

up in counting each freckle on my body, becoming more

someone’s wrist deciphered the petals within my pale skin.

horrified with each double-digit, each triple-digit number

Sometimes I forgot that I was naked.

and how ugly of a pair my pale skin and brown circles

Sometimes I held a pose too long and sat on my two

seemed to be.
I thought of my drive to my junior prom. My posture
was so damn perfect because my date was not allowed to

feet to let them fall asleep. My arms fell to my side and
all the blood sat in my fingertips, but pencils couldn’t
recognize the sensation.

see any ounce of my stomach resting just slightly over my

I have felt more naked with clothes on and a mouth

seat belt and God forbid he notice the expansion of my

full of “I’m sorry” than in a room full of strangers etching

thighs against the leather seat and — shit — I forgot how

my bones. ◊
PHOTO Cassidy Johnson
STORY Erin Miller
DESIGN Cameron Love
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Wonder Woman
There are 24 hours in Kellie McDermott’s day.
Her fall semester schedule listed 21 credit hours.

schoolwork too difficult, she said, but she struggled

She prided herself on a 3.8 GPA, something few

with relating to the 18- to 21-year-old students

with her course load could accomplish. McDermott

who comprised a majority of her classes.

commuted 35 minutes to her job at the Franklin

McDermott’s oldest child, Elisabeth, a junior at

CVS Pharmacy where she worked 28 hours in an

WKU, had never had a class with her mom but knew

average week.

exactly what kind of student she was by the way she

She also had eight children, six of whom lived at
home with her.
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“She sounds like the kind of student I’d be really
annoyed by,” Elisabeth said. “I’ll call her between

I have everything planned down to the minute,” she

classes — and there will be 15 to 20 minutes

said, glancing at her watch.

between classes — and she’ll say, ‘I can’t talk right

McDermott married the day after her 17 th

now.’ I’m like, ‘Mom, there’s 20 minutes before class,’

birthday, giving up a full-tuition scholarship to

and she says, ‘But I’ve got to get my seat in the front

Murray State’s veterinary program to raise children.

row.’ I know she’s the kind of person who sits in the

“In 2003, I decided to return to school part-time

front and raises her hand to answer every question.”

chance,” she said.

RIGHT McDermott, a Franklin junior, watches her son Nicholas play
football on Oct. 10 with her daughter Isabelle. “Nicholas and I get along
really well together because he’s my sports kid, and I love sports,” she
said. “So we talk about football a lot and baseball a lot, and I try to make
it to his games.”

ran her house.

“Balancing motherhood with school means that

and just take two or three classes when I had the

ABOVE Sylar looks up at his mother, Kellie McDermott, after making
a mess on Oct. 11. McDermott said that she allowed him to make his
messes and go on with life because she believed that was the only way
he would learn. McDermott balanced raising eight children singlehandedly while taking a full course load of 21 hours.

McDermott didn’t find transitioning back into

Besides her peers, McDermott also had to find a
way to connect with her professors.

However, McDermott didn’t return to school

“I’m older than some of my professors, which is

full time until 2012 when she and her husband

really scary to me,” McDermott said. “Learning how

separated. The sobering reality of raising eight

to relate to other people is a little daunting to me.”

children on a single paycheck provided the 38-year-

McDermott wasn’t alone. Last year, nearly

old with the momentum needed to finish her degree.

2.2 million university students fell under the

“He was our source of income,” she said. “I was

“nontraditional” category, according to the National

homeschooling our children. I hadn’t worked.

Center for Education Statistics.

I finished almost all of my general ed[ucation

WKU defined nontraditional students as

requirements] but hadn’t decided what I wanted

undergraduates 25 years or older, according to

to do yet, and that just kind of did it for me.

the university Fact Book. As of fall 2013, those

I asked myself, ‘Wow, how am I supposed to

students comprised more than 18 percent of the

support these eight children?’”

total university demographic.

›
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The university utilized a number of offices to specifically

admirable because I don’t have nearly as much on my plate as

address the rising rates of nontraditional students, like

she does and I still save it for the last minute,” Elisabeth said.

McDermott, who returned to school or were coming to

Dill said McDermott made a lasting impression on her

campus for the first time.

during her tenure.

Charlene Manco, director of the Educational Opportunity

“[Kellie] is one of the most diligent students I’ve had in the

Centers, said aiding students was what the program excelled in.

last few years,” she said. “I’m really glad that I have her firmly

Since 2002, the federally-funded program serviced over

in my memory of terrific students over my career. I wish I

11,000 students from 10 counties.

could clone her.”

“The biggest challenges the students we service face are a

As the fall semester came to a close, McDermott found

lack of financial resources, how to enroll sometimes, a lack of

herself in the middle of another crisis. In addition to

childcare and their distance from an institution,” Manco said.

the piles of research papers from McDermott’s English

“They won’t be staying in the dorms. There’s often a lack of

courses, she received a phone call from her 2-year-old son’s

money even with financial aid options, and it’s incredibly hard

daycare. It had closed unexpectedly, causing McDermott

to work while in school or applying.”

to make a decision.

For McDermott, deciding on childcare and dealing with
financial hurdles became consistent issues.

The closure forced the McDermotts to again homeschool
their children, particularly their 14-year-old son, who would

A portion of her success could be directly traced to the

then look after the youngest kids while McDermott finished

understanding professors who helped her along the way,

her classes on campus. For her, a return to homeschool

McDermott said. Former English professor Lesa Dill advised

teaching meant stretching herself even further.

McDermott during stressful situations.

“She’s definitely a perfectionist and very schedule-

“Kellie is delightful,” Dill said. “I don’t think I did much

oriented,” Elisabeth said. “It’s hard to make sure everyone

to help her except to treat her as a grown woman trying to

gets to bed on time, homework gets done and everyone gets

achieve things I probably wouldn’t have been able to if I were

fed without some pretty intense scheduling.”

in her circumstances.”
Procrastination seemed out of McDermott’s vocabulary,
as every assignment, paper and soccer game was scheduled
to the minute.
“She gets her homework done weeks in advance, which is

McDermott also registered for another 21 hours the
following semester, seemingly unfazed by a course load that
would crush most undergraduate students.
“This semester was difficult, but it wasn’t life-threatening,”
she said with a smile. “I can do it again.” ◊
PHOTOS Erica Lafser
STORY Shelby Rogers
DESIGN Cameron Love
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ABOVE McDermott is a double major, studying English
for secondary teachers and professional writing. She
put in all her effort by taking 21 credit hours and
studying 10-12 hours a week.
LEFT McDermott folds laundry while her children vie for
her attention. “I have a little bit of old-fashioned values,”
McDermott said. “I told them … when they turn 18, I’ve
done my job. I’ve given you all that I can give you as far
as values and as far as roles and the way that you should
live, and now it’s time to go out and make mistakes. You’re
going to make mistakes and those are there to learn from.”

KELLIE MCDERMOTT 125

DS-New
After two years of planning, two years of
construction, $49 million and countless hours of
hard work, the former Downing University Center
transformed into the Downing Student Union.

feel,” Chaney said. “Its openness makes it easier
to navigate.”
Throughout DSU, murals conveyed WKU’s
history. These depictions began with Cherry Hall

The renovated structure featured over 400

on the first floor, and from there, Hill-inspired

places to sit, improved hydration stations,

artwork climbed up the building’s walls. The

24-hour study rooms and convenient phone

paintings featured recognizable imagery such

charging areas. There were more food options

as notable statues from across campus, cherry

introduced, including the first Steak ‘n Shake on

blossoms and Big Red. David Jones, a WKU

a college campus.

alumnus, filled the murals with minute details.

Capital Construction Project Manager Dan

“Cherry trees bloom on the first floor, and the

Chaney was pleased with the design transformation.

blooms float all the way up to the third,” Jones said.

“This design has a much more exciting look and

This was the year that DUC became DSU. ◊
PHOTOS Jake Pope
STORY Sawyer Smith
DESIGN Jasmine Jones

ABOVE Students walk up DSU’s grand staircase. Before
renovations, the building housed a large spiral staircase
that led to the floors above what became the atrium.
LEFT Wittenberg Construction, the general contractor
for the DSU renovations, executed the building’s design
with architects from the Ross Tarrant and Mackey
Mitchell architectural firms. The 45-year-old building
underwent a $49-million renovation, which was
completed in August 2014.
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After Dark
Finals week loomed over the Hill like
the Grinch that snatched the holiday, but

Ambriehl Crutchfield helped organize the
events for the new Nite Class.

that didn’t mean that spirit across campus

“We want to bring in different people

was any less bright. On the eve of stressful

that are on campus and just make them feel

examinations and the wrapping up of the

welcome, like they have a place to have some

semester, students found a way to enjoy time

fun and something free to do,” Crutchfield said.

together with a classic combination of cookies,
milk and “How the Grinch Stole Christmas.”

For Westmoreland, Tennessee, freshman
Danae Eves, Nite Class provided that

Upon drifting in from the food court and

opportunity. Eves joined the “Fright Nite”

frosty outdoors, students mingled in the open

Halloween celebration. She participated

room known as Nite Class. But the party had

in a hayride and viewed the classic October

begun long before winter’s arrival.

movie “Hocus Pocus.” After seeing a Nite

A multipurpose venue reinstated in the

Class advertisement in her dorm in December,

Downing Student Union, Nite Class became

Eves stopped in at the showing of “How the

a place for students to gather and enjoy

Grinch Stole Christmas” for another evening

various forms of entertainment. From kickoff

of entertainment.

parties to seasonal movies, Campus Activities

“I like this movie and I had time to come see

Board members planned events that allowed

it,” Eves said. “So far from what I’ve seen, [Nite

students to gather late at night in a safe

Class] has been pretty entertaining. I believe

environment. Throughout the year, students

I’ll come back.”

danced beneath vibrant strobe lights, met

Evansville senior Kamilah Champion,

in front of movie screens and smiled as they

president of CAB, encouraged the return of

enjoyed the stress-free atmosphere.

Nite Class to the first floor of DSU.

Nite Class welcomed an old tradition

“I just like having it there,” Champion said.

through new doors. Before the complete

“I came in on the tail end of the original Nite

renovation of DSU began in 2012, Nite Class

Class, so I didn’t really get to fully enjoy it. To

was an installation in the basement for years.

be able to have a student space and call it our

Nite Class began in the 1987-1988

own and do things that we want to do is really,

academic year. Student Government

really nice.”

Association President Timothy Todd was

As students explored the new DSU,

standing in a campus diner called the

Nite Class remained open throughout the

Goal Post when his foot went through the

dark and daylight hours. Whether used as

floorboards. It became apparent to Todd that

additional food court seating or the scene of

students needed a better late-night hangout

an occasional party or CAB-sponsored event,

spot on campus, and Nite Class was born.

the venue promised students somewhere to

As a CAB intern, Nashville freshman

go and something to do. ◊
PHOTOS Harrison Hill
STORY Abby Belknap
DESIGN Cameron Love

Elizabethtown freshman Emonnee Smith and Louisville freshman Katie Devore enjoy a ball
pit in Nite Class during the Rejuvenation Station on Dec. 8. The Rejuvenation Station was an
event put on by the Campus Activities Board for students to relieve stress and relax during
finals week. “Ball pits are my entire childhood,” Devore said.
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ABOVE Hopkinsville senior and Delta Sigma Theta sorority
member Sierra Thompson passes through Nite Class
during a Halloween party on Oct. 31. “It’s refreshing to
have activities on campus in a safe, friendly environment,”
Thompson said. “It gives students the opportunity to
let their hair down and Greeks the opportunity to give
students a show outside of the teaching we do in the
classroom so regularly.”
RIGHT Atlanta sophomore Nicholas Farmer and Louisville
sophomore Jeff Lightsy dance in the middle of a circle at
the Halloween party. “I don’t dance all of the time,” Farmer
said. “I just dance when I am really feeling it.”
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Snow School
KAYAK CATASTROPHE
Lexington senior Brice Harney made the climb

Crestwood freshman Casey Garrett was

up to Hospital Hill. He stood at the top, excited to

sleeping alone in her room on the 17th floor of

sled over approximately two feet of snow.

Pearce-Ford Tower when the blizzard hit. The fire

WKU canceled classes for a total of 7 ½ days

alarm woke her up at about 6:45 a.m.

in the spring semester. Known on social media as

PFT experienced a power outage that displaced

“Snowpocalypse,” the event shut down campus

hundreds of its residents for two days. The only

and most of Bowling Green.

real refuge offered by WKU was shelter in

“We were walking across the Hill and we see

Downing Student Union.

this kayak,” Harney said. “No one was around

“I slept in shorts and a T-shirt that night,”

it. We asked if it was anyone’s kayak and these

Garrett said. “It didn’t hit me that there was about

people who were also sledding said that it didn’t

two feet of snow on the ground until I was outside

belong to anyone else.”

standing in it in flip-flops.”

Harney and his three friends climbed into the

Garrett had to walk in her flip-flops to

kayak and slid to the bottom where a ditch sent

Zacharias Hall’s lobby while university officials

them flying.

scrambled to understand the situation. Garrett

Harney and his friends decided to go again, this
time with five people in the kayak.
“I never knew there was a tree until we hit it,”
Harney said.

ABOVE Over half of a foot of snow fell on Feb. 16,
initiating an entire week without classes for all WKU
campuses. The storm required President Gary Ransdell
to enact a new policy for weather-related schedule
changes. Three weeks later, snow caused two more
cancellations right before the start of spring break.
NICK WAGNER

PERMAFROST TOWER

and her friends decided to go to a friend’s room in
Northeast Hall. That meant walking through two
feet of snow from Zacharias to Northeast in her
flip-flops.

Harney and his friends climbed and rolled out of

“My friend gave me a piggyback ride through

the kayak, lying in the snow as they suffered battle

the snow to get to my Bible study leader’s room,”

wounds. They claimed they could have easily

Garrett said. “She told me to jump on her back, but

spent time in the hospital after what happened.

I literally couldn’t because I couldn’t feel my toes.”

“The girls at the top watching us thought we

After staying with friends for two days,

were greatly injured,” he said. “I got this huge

Garrett returned to PFT along with its hundreds

bruise on my butt.”

of other residents.

›

RIGHT Louisville junior Hans Stewart, Gallatin,
Tennessee, graduate student Katie Armbruster,
Lexington senior J’Maika Combs, Denver graduate
student Elicia Tillis, and Louisville junior Kane Reyes
sled down the hill by Van Meter Hall on Feb. 16.
Students all around campus continued to sled after
finding out that school had been canceled the following
day after the accumulation of 10-15 inches of snow.
TYLER SANDERS
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SNOW JAMS
Louisville senior Rachel Archer packed a mere
Coke and two granola bars when she and her dad
began the journey from Bowling Green to Louisville.
The freezing rain was just beginning to fall.

Lorena Santarém’s first encounter with snow.
Snow covered 40 percent of the Northern
Hemisphere during the winter, but — outside of

“I thought that I should bring a blanket and

Antarctica — the Southern Hemisphere received
such negligible snow coverage that it was not even

something horrible would happen,” Archer said.

examined, according to the National Oceanic and

Archer and her dad found themselves trapped

OPPOSITE Bowling Green freshman Caroline Davis adjusts Bowling Green sophomore
Carter Jackson’s hat after sledding down College Street in thick snow. Students used
everything from trash can lids to mattresses to sled down the hill.
WILLIAM KOLB

The winter of 2015 was Manaus, Brazil, senior

food on the ride with me because I knew if I didn’t,

for 24 hours in the middle of a traffic jam that put
ABOVE Union senior Megan Shefchik, Louisville junior Danny Thoele and Nashville
junior Kierra Chandler enjoy their time off school after more than seven inches of snow
fell in the early hours of Feb. 16. Shefchik and Chandler were members of the WKU
dance team and performed gymnastic routines in the snow for passing sledders.
WILLIAM KOLB

FIRST SNOW

Interstate 65 at a standstill.
A truck driver near them gave them a jug of
water, and another stranger picked her dad up and
took him to Dollar General to get food.
The National Guard also came to help those

Atmospheric Administration.
“I walked outside and saw that everything was
covered in white: the cars, the houses,” Santarém
said. “It was so beautiful.”
Santarém played in the snow for the first time
with several of her other Brazilian friends. She
especially enjoyed falling backward into the snow.

trapped in their cars by providing food and water.

“I was really glad I could share my pictures

“We were in that exact spot for 30 hours,”

and videos on Facebook with my parents and

she said. “Technically it was 29½ hours, but I’m

friends back in Brazil who never get to see

rounding up because I think I deserve it.”

snow,” she said. ◊
STORY Shelley Spalding
DESIGN Katelyn Houge
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A young woman defeated a powerful enemy and prepared to fight again.
A professor and his students celebrated and claimed their identities.
A woman dove deep to learn a life-changing skill.
These were all rites of passage.
Each of these events guided people from one stage of life to the next. They were small
moments in time, and they were momentous occasions. For some, these rites were clear.
For others, they were hazy and even unexpected.
In 1995, the Talisman published a set of stories featuring members of the WKU community
and the rites of passage they experienced. They gave birth, claimed independence, lost
their virginity, found religion and persisted through their educational journeys.
Twenty years later, the concept resurged.
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Positive Spin
It took visits to three doctors, two throat-specialists and one
emergency room before Lynzi Johnson found out the truth.
Bowling Green senior Johnson was repeatedly told that
she had strep throat. Doctors prescribed antibiotics and sent
her home five times over a four-week span, but the sickness
never waned.
On Aug. 19, Johnson learned she had leukemia, a type of
cancer that caused the production of abnormal blood cells,
according to the National Cancer Institute.
“I finally had to give in and go to the emergency room

only a few breaks.
“I kind of wanted to give up, but I didn’t want to,” Johnson
said. “I wasn’t ready to, and I think that’s why I survived through
it. I had too much to do.”
Johnson had support from her team, her community and her
family throughout the endeavor. Sterling said Johnson “was
always in [the guard’s] prayers before every performance.”
The band dedicated performances to Johnson, raised money
and wore orange-colored items during performances — the

because my counts were so outrageous.”

color dedicated to leukemia awareness.

the doctors “didn’t know if [she] was going to make it through
the night.”

“They were so supportive, it really lifted my spirits a lot,”
she said.
Johnson wouldn’t be able to say that she was cancer free for
another five years. There was a chance that the cancer would

Despite the disease, Johnson stayed strong.

return. If it did come back, she said she was sure she would be

The following day, an ambulance rushed her to Louisville.

ready to fight again.

Johnson had spun in WKU’s color guard for four years and

Doctors said the strength from her previously active lifestyle

was a captain for three of those years and an instructor for two.

with colorguard and other activities kept her alive, according

Johnson’s connection with the color guard at WKU helped keep

to Johnson.

her mind off of her sickness. She was still leading her teammates,
such as Nashville senior Melinda Sterling, from the hospital.
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with days of rest in between each treatment — Johnson had

said. “Finally, they did blood tests on me. I was lucky to be alive,

Johnson to the University of Louisville Hospital. Johnson said

RIGHT Johnson laughs with other women on WKU’s color guard team
following auditions. Despite being diagnosed with leukemia and having
to take a year off from school, Johnson continued to lead the color
guard and helped the team stay motivated.

chemotherapy. Chemotherapy treatments were usually given

because I was collapsing and throwing up blood,” Johnson

That night in the emergency room, doctors wanted to fly

ABOVE Meade County senior Lynzi Johnson watches new and returning
color guard members audition for WKU’s 2015-2016 team on April
25 outside the fine arts center. Johnson was diagnosed with leukemia
in August 2014. During the past year, her teammates supported her in
many ways, including making T-shirts that were worn on game days. The
T-shirts were orange, which was the color dedicated to leukemia.

first week. In total, Johnson said she had almost 40 rounds of

“Being healthy actually saved my life, so I want to get back
to that,” she said.

“She would update her [Facebook] status to let us know how

While in the hospital, Johnson learned of another woman

she was doing, then she would turn right around and tell us,

from Meade County who also had leukemia and was close to

‘Don’t forget to run this routine,’” Sterling said.

her age. That woman passed away at 20 years old. Johnson

Johnson attempted to help as best as she could from the
hospital. She felt that lying around and resting only made her
feel sicker.
Johnson was in the hospital for seven weeks. Her first
chemotherapy treatment ran 24 hours a day for the entire

promised the girl’s mother that she would beat leukemia and
raise awareness for the terrible disease.
This promise drove Johnson to stay active and healthy
because she did not want the leukemia to come back. If it did,
she wanted to be able to beat it — again. ◊
PHOTOS Cassidy Johnson
STORY Jared Sizemore
DESIGN Deron Millay
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Pride Identif ied
A sea of purple and red T-shirts comprised of eager
young men sporting Greek letters, boat shoes and

“He talked to me about it beforehand and said, ‘I’m

backward Polo hats gathered together. It was the first

going to do it tonight,’ and I said I’d be there to back

Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity chapter meeting of the

him up,” Serafini said.

year, and most of the members were concerned with

Not only did Serafini back Roberts up through moral

the business at hand, such as planning social events,

support at the meeting, but also through coming out

chapter rituals and plans for the night.

himself on National Coming Out Day one month later.

However, one member’s surprising contribution to
the meeting held more weight than all of the agenda
items combined.
As Dustan Roberts stood to speak to the 50
members of his fraternity, a weight he’d been carrying
his whole life was lifted from his shoulders.

“Basically I just kind of sat there and thought to
myself, ‘If this kid can do it, I can do it,’” Serafini said.
Roberts thought the overwhelming support of his
fraternity brothers inspired Serafini to come out.
“I guess by seeing the amount of love in the room
and the amount of acceptance … he knew he was

of my mouth before they were all standing up cheering

probably going to get the same reaction,” Roberts said.

Roberts, a Bowling Green sophomore, was in
the fraternity for less than a year before making
the decision to come out as gay. He said the warm,
accepting reception to his news was the last thing he
expected from a Greek organization.

Serafini received staggering support from WKU
faculty, friends, students and fraternity members.
However, others who came out at the time did not
experience the same level of love and acceptance.
Nancy junior Erick Murrer came out through a
gradual process that began during MASTER Plan

“After my initial pledge semester, I told myself I

week. His RA held a session during which floor

wasn’t going to hide it from them anymore,” he said. “I

residents stood up if they identified with a group, such

just needed to let loose and tell them, and that ended

as Christian or international student.

up being the best possible decision I ever could’ve
made because their reaction was great.”
Roberts said hiding his sexuality from his family,
friends and fraternity brothers took a heavy toll on his
grades and self-confidence, so he knew it was time to
come out to everyone.

When the RA called out LGBTQ, Murrer stood to
identify a truth he had been hiding within himself for
as long as he could remember.
“It was awkward, but I didn’t really care at that
point,” he said.
Murrer said he had known he was gay since the

“The happiest moment I’ve ever had in my life

fourth grade but felt the need to hide that aspect of his

was coming out to my chapter,” he said. “It made me

identity because he was raised in a very conservative

stronger, and I’m a lot more comfortable with myself

Christian family.

as a person.”
Roberts discussed the possibility of coming out
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He made the announcement through a Facebook post.

“I didn’t even get the words ‘I’m gay’ all the way out
and clapping for me,” Roberts said.

Dustan Roberts, a Portland,
Tennessee, sophomore.

was also a WKU history professor.

with Sigma Phi Epsilon’s adviser, David Serafini, who

“I thought I was going to be in the closet all my life,
honestly,” he said. “I thought it was just going to be
something I was going to bear and not tell anyone.”

›
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However, Murrer came out to his family on the

name-calling he sometimes experienced made life

phone in the fall. He said their opinion meant the most

difficult, but he felt safe knowing his fraternity brothers

to him, so he was devastated when they did not receive

supported him.

his confession with warmth.
“My parents have the attitude that they love me,
but they will never accept me for who I am and that

Murrer was not afforded such luxury as a non-Greek

their religious beliefs don’t allow them to accept this

affiliated student and said he felt Bowling Green was

sin,” he said.

not a safe place for LGBTQ.

Murrer’s family didn’t speak to him for months

Murrer said that while WKU influenced his decision

with the exception of occasional fights. He spent the

to come out, the university had a long way to go to

majority of his holiday breaks with his boyfriend,

become LGBTQ friendly.

because his family forbade him from coming home.

neutral bathrooms and special ceremonies for LGBTQ

family’s emotional support, but it was even more

students, but he said it was not enough to make up for

stressful as a child of a low-income family to be unable

the community’s lack of visibility on campus.

he relied on for tuition.

“Gary Ransdell had a dinner for LGBT students, but
I feel like a lot of it is PR and not actual change,” Murrer

He sought a dependency override from WKU so he

said. “They kind of lump us all together, but each group

could obtain the aid himself, but he said the university

within that spectrum has a different set of dynamics

required a “physical altercation” to have occurred in

like any other community.”

order to award an override, so Murrer had to speak to
his parents to figure out the situation.
“I had to work through the fact that they couldn’t

Roberts said he hoped to involve Greek life in
obtaining visibility and support for the LGBTQ
community at WKU.

accept me for who I am but something that’s inferior,”

“I thought that maybe coming out to my fraternity, I

he said. “I wanted to avoid that and be independent

could get Greek life involved in making the campus more

and supported by the programs at Western. But

LGBT friendly and that’s kind of my goal,” Roberts said.

unfortunately, Western makes it impossible for me to
do that.”
According to the National Coalition for the

Coming out was an experience that inspired Roberts
to be a pioneer for equality and recognition of diverse
groups on campus, he said.

Homeless, LGBTQ persons in 2014 faced “social

“I want us to get treated the same way regardless if

stigma, discrimination and often rejection by their

we’re white, black, if we like guys, if we like girls, if we like

families” after coming out, which provided challenges

both, however we choose to identify ourselves,” he said.

when a LGBTQ youth was dependent on his or her
family for money or shelter.
The UCLA Williams Institute reported that 40
FAR RIGHT David Serafini, a history professor.

He acknowledged efforts such as new gender-

Murrer said it was difficult to be cut off from his

to talk to his parents about federal financial aid, which

RIGHT Erick Murrer, a Nancy junior.

“I know that if something goes wrong I’ve got 50
other guys that’ve got my back no matter what,” he said.

Murrer said although coming out greatly damaged
his relationship with family and friends at home, he did
not regret staying true to himself.

percent of homeless young people identified as LGBTQ.

“I’m proud of who I am, but I’ve lost a lot,” he said. “I

LGBTQ students likewise faced discrimination and

hope one day coming out won’t be this huge, serious,

hate in their daily lives.

drawn-out thing. Right now [with] the way things are,

Roberts said performing in front of others at

it’s better to think things through and do it when it’s the

fraternity events while being openly gay and the

right time for you. But once you do, don’t look back.” ◊
PHOTOS William Kolb
STORY Jessica Voorhees
DESIGN Cameron Love
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Beautiful Butterfly
She walked into the balmy, chlorine-scented air. Hanging
on the wall behind her, above a painted crimson towel,
were thick, black letters nearly 12 feet across that read
“Bill Powell Natatorium.”
On an antiquated chalkboard sitting before her were
the words, “swimming for beginners.”
She sat alone on the bleachers, waiting patiently and

something that scares me a little bit, too.’”
As a non-traditional student working to complete
her degree in environmental science, Smith’s current
college experience was not her first. She completed an
associate’s degree years ago and formerly worked in
hospital administration.

carefully eyeing the water. Members of the WKU swim

Former WKU swimming coach, second-winningest

team effortlessly made their way up and down the length

coach on the NCAA’s all-time list for Division I coaches and

of the pool. She wore a plain blue-and-black swimsuit, and

university physical education instructor Bill Powell taught

her swim cap sat lopsided on her head with only a pair of

countless beginning and advanced swimming courses after

clear Speedo goggles to keep it in place. She stared down

coming to Bowling Green in 1969.

at the swimmers’ fluid, easy strokes in disbelief.
It was 8:30 a.m. Class would not start for another
40 minutes.
Glasgow senior Sherry Smith drove to Bowling Green
twice a week to attend the swimming for beginners class.
She was 52 years old.
“I’m pretty much early to all of my classes considering I
drive in from Glasgow,” Smith said.
While she’d been in swimming pools before, she never
ventured deeper than she could stand. Going underwater
was completely outside of her comfort zone.
ABOVE Sherry Smith, 52, of Glasgow, is a nontraditional
student working to complete her degree in environmental
science. After going back to school, Smith took the
opportunity as a full-time student to enroll in multiple physical
education classes, including swimming for beginners. Smith
did not learn to swim until the first day of class.

said. “But this time, I said to myself, ‘It’ll just have to be

“I’m always willing to try something new,” Smith

“In all my years here, I’ve never had a swimmer quite like
Sherry,” Powell said. “She does all the great things young
students are afraid to, like ask questions and show up early,
if even show up at all.”
Through a determined relationship with Powell, Smith
learned to swim in one bi-term class.
Still not wholly satisfied with her accomplishments,
Smith demanded more time. She convinced Powell and
her classmates to rally for an extension of the bi-term into
a full-semester class.
“I won’t give up on this,” she said. “It’s really just too fun
to stop.” ◊
PHOTOS & STORY William Kolb
DESIGN Cameron Love

RIGHT Smith and her classmates tread water for two minutes
in the deep end of the pool at the Bill Powell Natatorium. “I
look around and see that everyone’s younger and sometimes
I wonder what they all think, but once we get in water, they’re
all willing to help me out,” Smith said.
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Courtly Love
It seemed like a relationship for the movies. Two

“And my friend was flippin’ out about him, and I’m

star basketball players meet. They fall in love. They

like, ‘Who is George Fant?’ She pointed to him and

excel at the sport, become extremely successful and

said, ‘That’s George Fant.’ I was like, ‘Eh, he’s not all

live happily ever after.

that.’ That was the first time I really saw him.”

But for WKU senior forwards George Fant III and
Chastity Gooch, that was real life.
The pair sat side by side. They weren’t outwardly
affectionate, but their words seemed to flow in
stride with each other. Neither needed to speak
over the other. Their eight-year relationship spanned

“She was just lying to her friend,” Fant said, quickly
recovering with a laugh. “That’s all it was.”
Fant eventually won Gooch over. Four years later,
the couple got engaged on her birthday.
The couple’s relationship was only eclipsed by
their time spent playing basketball.

countless practices, scheduling conflicts, staffing

Fant said he’d been playing basketball since

changes, wins and losses. They had long since figured

seventh grade. As a forward, he received the Sun

themselves out.

Belt Conference tournament’s Most Outstanding

“Our relationship really revolves around Diddle,”
Gooch said.

Player in 2012.
“For me, I just like doing it because I challenge

Fant first saw Gooch in eighth grade at the state

myself when I play,” he said. “I like being able to

basketball tournament hosted by WKU. The two

progress your craft and get better at it. It’s amazing.”

played at rival middle schools. Gooch was from

Gooch’s basketball career started when she was in

Franklin, Fant from Bowling Green. He immediately

the second grade, which meant she’d devoted nearly

became enamored.

15 years to her craft on the court. Her dedication

“Myself and my teammates went to their state

led to her nomination as an All-American candidate

championship game,” Fant said. “I saw her playing, I

on top of being named Conference USA preseason

asked my friend who that girl was and he told me. The

player of the year.

next day I saw her at the mall, but I didn’t speak to her

It also assisted her team in winning the C-USA

or anything like that ‘cause I was too nervous. Finally,

championship, sending the Lady Toppers to the

I had my friend contact her cousin to get her number.”

NCAA Tournament for the second time in two

Fant admitted to being instantly smitten, looking

seasons and clinching the team’s 11th conference

at Gooch with a smile. Gooch laughed before saying
she took a while longer to develop those feelings.
“One time my friend and I went to the movies, and
he was there with his family or something,” she said.

tournament win.
“Chastity Gooch has given me every reason to
believe that she is one of the best players in the
nation,” ESPN’s LaChina Robinson said.

›

ABOVE Senior forward Chastity Gooch (30) drives toward the basket around
Southern Mississippi’s forward Voche’ Martin (11) during WKU’s 60-57 win over
Southern Miss in the championship game of the Conference USA tournament
March 14 at Legacy Arena in Birmingham. Gooch helped the Lady Toppers score
18 points in the game and was named to the all-tournament team. The Lady
Toppers secured an automatic berth in the NCAA tournament with the win.
LEFT Senior forward George Fant (44) shoots a layup during the Toppers’ 59-45
win in the first round of the C-USA tournament March 11 at Legacy Arena. Fant
got into early foul trouble, causing him to only play for 12 minutes in the game.
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ABOVE Fant watches Gooch and her teammates celebrate their victory in the
championship game of the C-USA tournament. Fant was named to the C-USA
All-Conference second team and Gooch was named C-USA player of the year.
LEFT Fant hugs his fiancée, Gooch, after the Lady Toppers’ win in the
championship game of the C-USA tournament. Fant and Gooch started dating
in high school and both went on to become star forwards for WKU.

MEN
NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

Pikeville - W

Bowling Green State - W

Marshall - W

North Texas - W

Charlotte - W

Austin Peay - W

Murray State - L

Charlotte - W

Rice - L

Old Dominion - L

Minnesota - L

Ole Miss - W

Old Dominion - W

Marshall - L

Marshall - W

Belmont - L

Chicago State - W

Florida Atlantic - W

UAB - L

UAB - L

Stony Brook - L

Louisville - L

Florida International University - W

Middle Tennessee - L

Saint Joseph’s - W

Brescia - W

UTEP - W

Florida Atlantic - W

Alice Lloyd - W

University of Texas at San Antonio - W

Florida International University - W

Louisiana Tech - L
Southern Mississippi - W
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Gooch said her love of basketball stemmed from pushing
her limits as an athlete.
“It’s really kind of all I know,” she said.

rituals — text messages, encouraging notes, well wishes —
much better than he did. When arguments arose between
them, he said they got resolved in the fastest way possible.

Both Gooch and Fant acknowledged the struggle of

“I say I’m wrong, she’s right,” Fant said. “I mean, this is

balancing basketball with a relationship, but Fant said it

‘Queen Beyoncé’ over here. She calls herself ‘Beyoncé,’ so

was easier with someone undergoing the same issues with

what she says usually goes.”

similar understanding. The biggest difficulties came from

The soon-graduating seniors thought about their futures

their schedules. Mirrored play schedules meant Gooch

frequently. Fant studied recreation administration, and

could play at home while Fant faced the same team in an

Gooch majored in interdisciplinary studies with an emphasis

away game.

on business, but basketball clearly drove many of their goals.

“Last year, we were at the same place at the same time,”
Gooch said.
With two players in competitive athletics, it would be
easy for rivalry to overtake a relationship. The couple said
they didn’t have those problems.
“I support her completely,” Fant said. “I’m always at
every home game, and you can usually hear me in the

When asked what they wanted to do after college, the
couple said plans hinged on a number of variables.
“It depends on a lot,” Gooch said. “How the season plays
out, playing overseas...”
“We both want to go professional, obviously,” Fant said.
“But you got to play it out and see.”
Within the next 10 years, plans seemed more concrete.

crowd screaming and yelling and clapping, on my feet. On

“I know both of us really aspire to be more well off and

the flip side, she’s not really a happy little person like I am.”

being able to not worry about much,” Fant said. “We’re

“That’s a lie,” Gooch said, turning to her fiancé with a

both hardworking people. [We want to] someday have a

teasing glare. “I yell stuff out. When you dunk or something

family. But a way down the road. Way, way down the road.

big on the court, I say ‘yay.’”

Like far. Maybe 10 years off.”

However, Fant admitted that Gooch maintained pregame

“I know we’re going to be OK,” Gooch said. ◊
PHOTOS Mike Clark
STORY Shelby Rogers
DESIGN Deron Millay

ABOVE WKU’s senior guard T.J. Price (52) looks to pass to senior forward
George Fant (44) in the final minutes of WKU’s 53-52 loss against the UAB
in the second round of the Conference USA tournament Thursday, March
12, 2015, at Legacy Arena in Birmingham, Alabama The loss ended the
Topper’s post season and was Price and Fant’s last game for WKU. Price
led C-USA in scoring during the regular season but was suffering from leg
cramps during the game and scored 6 points.
RIGHT WKU’s redshirt senior guard Trency Jackson reacts after WKU
takes the lead during their game against UTEP on January 22, 2015 at
Diddle Arena. Jackson led the Hilltoppers with 14 points, six rebounds
and five assists to a 80-74 overtime win. Jackson had the second best
3-point percentage on the team with 40.3 in his senior season and led the
Hilltoppers with 32 steals.
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WOMEN
ABOVE Redshirt sophomore guard Kendall Noble (12) drives around
Southern Miss guard Kierra Jordan (20) during the championship
game of the C-USA tournament on March 14. Noble was named the
C-USA defensive player of the year and set a WKU record for steals
with 95 in her second season with the Lady Toppers.
OPPOSITE Noble hugs junior guard Micah Jones (5) after the Lady
Toppers’ 60-57 win in the C-USA championship game. The win
secured Noble’s second trip to the NCAA tournament in her two
seasons with the team.
RIGHT Senior guard Alexis Govan (21) cuts down a piece of the net
after WKU’s win over Southern Miss in the championship game.
The win made the Lady Toppers both the regular season C-USA
champions and the C-USA tournament champions in their first
season in the conference.
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NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

Bellarmine - W

Alabama A&M - W

Marshall - W

North Texas - W

Charlotte - W, W

Central Arkansas - W

Ole Miss - W

Charlotte - W

Rice - W

Old Dominion - W, W

Colorado - W

Alabama State - W

Old Dominion - W

Marshall - W

Southern Miss - W

Albany - W

Austin Peay - W

Florida Atlantic - W

UAB - W

Texas - L

Mississippi State - L

Ball State - W

Florida International University - W

Middle Tennessee - W

Louisville - L

Belmont - W

UTEP - W

Florida Atlantic - W

Tulane - W

University of Texas at San Antonio - L

Florida International University - W

Hofstra - W

Louisiana Tech - W
Southern Mississippi - L
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Confusion Institute
Chinese instruments and writing utensils filled glass cases that
stood throughout the room. Colorful, ornate dresses from Mongolia
were displayed in glass boxes all over the hardwood floor.

Thomas said he enjoyed his time in Beijing and liked the program,
but he had some issues with the institute’s policies.
“I wish it was a little more open,” Thomas said. “I know that other

A large, detailed bust of a Chinese philosopher solemnly

universities are closing their Confucius Institutes. At Penn State,

greeted visitors from its spot between ancient artifacts and loaded

they closed theirs because they’re a really big research school. They

bookshelves. Large, gold lettering stated his name and the years he

wanted to do grants through their Confucius Institute and they

lived: 551 to 479 B.C.

were denied because they weren’t allowed to do things the way they

He was Confucius.

wanted to unless they had approval from the Chinese government.”

This was the Chinese learning center of the Confucius Institute

Thomas said the controversies on the Hill were more focused on

at WKU, one of over 450 Confucius Institutes worldwide. About

the construction of a building for the institute right on WKU’s campus.

100 centers dotted the map, but several U.S. universities, including

The building itself seemed to make sense — the site was right next to

Penn St. and the University of Chicago, cut ties with their Confucius

the international housing that all the institute’s professors lived in.

Institutes in 2014.
“Over the past five years, our Asian studies has grown successfully

But Hanban was providing $1.5 million for the construction.
Essentially, China was erecting a building on WKU land.

from a program to become a full department,” said Susan Welch, dean

“Some actions are questionable and some funding is also a little

of the College of the Liberal Arts at Penn St. “We worked collegially

questionable, but at the same time it’s providing opportunities for

with our partners at the Dalian University of Technology. However,

people and students to do something they’ve never done before,”

several of our goals are not consistent with those of the Office of

Thomas said.

Chinese Languages Council International.”
Terrill Martin, managing director for WKU’s Confucius Institute,
said the programs had a mission: to disseminate Chinese culture
across America.

With such a heavy construction project on the way, possible
curriculum restrictions also concerned administrators.
“There’s two things we don’t talk about,” Martin said. “We don’t
talk about religion, and we don’t talk politics.”

The program was the main method by which China placed teachers

The curriculum left out several key historic events in China’s past.

in school districts abroad. There were about 40 teachers in schools

One was the 1989 Tiananmen Square protest, during which the

across Kentucky.

Chinese military fired on student protestors in Beijing and arrested

In order for WKU to fully embrace internationalization, China had
to be incorporated, according to President Gary Ransdell. In 2014,
China was the most populous country in the world with 1.3 billion

thousands more.
Ransdell suggested that tensions within academic affairs were the
reasons other universities cut ties.

people and had the second largest nominal GDP with over $10 trillion.

“You don’t want another government involved in setting your

Hanban, an institution affiliated directly with the Chinese

curriculum or affecting academic freedom on a campus,” Ransdell said.

government, managed the Confucius Institute program.
Taylorsville senior Chase Thomas spent five months studying
Chinese in Beijing through the Confucius Institute. He lived in a
dorm with students from around the world, all linked by their study
of Chinese. It was Thomas’ first time leaving the U.S.

Martin was adamant that the same problems were not occurring
at WKU.
“The Chinese government is not dictating how we run our program,”
Martin said. “We dictate how we run our program.”
Unlike U of C and Penn St., WKU chose to maintain its Confucius

“In general, I think it’s a really good program for the university,”

Institute in spite of the controversy surrounding it, and for the time

Thomas said. “I think it opens up a lot of different roads and type of

being, Confucius remained on his pedestal, his solemn gaze focused

activities, different types of opportunities for people.”

on the students who entered his domain. ◊
ILLUSTRATION Emily Little
STORY Trey Crumbie
DESIGN Deron Millay
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The Monster on the Hill
A cloud diffused through a dirt-covered arena, amplifying the

That phase did not last long.

cacophony of revving engines to a near-deafening roar. The crowd did

She started off cleaning and taking pictures of the trucks. During

not seem to mind. They cheered louder and louder as Stomper, a fan-

this period, she caught the attention of Tod Weston, an entrepreneur

favorite monster truck, landed jump after successful jump.

and monster truck legend who owned Uncle Tod Motorsports in Fort

It was a blond-haired, blue-eyed, 18-year-old college student behind
the wheel.
Westport freshman Macey Nichter filled the seat of her father’s
oversized monster truck. For her, monster truck driving was more than
a hobby.
It was a passion. It was her job. Her office was a souped-up 4x4.
Her workplace was an arena scarred by tread marks and filled with
thousands of adoring fans, and she loved it.
She was the second-youngest female monster truck driver in the
nation and one of the few females in the sport.
“It gives me a purpose,” Nichter said. “It gives me something to wake
up to in the mornings.”

Lauderdale, Florida, and sponsored Team KJ Monster Truck Racing, a
monster truck team for young competitors. He wanted Nichter to be
a part of it.
“About six months later they had me in a truck at 15 years old,” she said.
“Then about a year after that, I was in the full-sized trucks.”
Two years later, Nichter was still driving trucks and had become a
fan favorite.
By the time she began her freshman year of college, she had traveled
to 35 states and the Caribbean island Aruba for monster truck shows.
She had eight corporate and local sponsorships. At that point, Nichter
was a two-year veteran driver and a successful competitor.
“These little kids, like, they’ll come up to me and they’ll just give me

Many of her new friends at WKU, including Louisville freshman Cole

hugs, and it is like, that is why I do it,” Nichter said. “I don’t just do it for

Funkhouser, were surprised to discover the nature of her profession.

the thrill of the truck. I do it because [of] the fans. They’re incredible.”

“From meeting her, I could tell she was a country girl but never
would have imagined she would have been a monster truck driver,”
Funkhouser said.
Nichter competed in shows across the nation and juggled the
pressures of being a first-year student at WKU. Regardless of the
stress that accompanied it, Nichter knew that she wouldn’t trade her
profession —or her passion— for anything.
Driving a truck was not just a hobby for Nichter. It was in her blood.

Her father agreed.
“The fans is why we go out and do what we do,” he said.
As a professional in the sport, Nichter felt the pressure of being one
of a select few females in a largely male-dominated sport.
“I feel like she can compete equally but maybe isn’t given the same
opportunities or chances,” Funkhouser said.
Nichter, however, never let gender stereotypes or societal beliefs
deter her passion for driving.

Her father, Joe Nichter, had been driving monster trucks for 25 years.

“Just because I am a girl and I am doing this doesn’t mean that I

He made monster truck shows a family activity and raised his daughters,

can’t do it,” she said. “I mean, here you see girl MMA fighters. They’re

Madison and Macey, in and around the sport.

out there, and they’re kicking butt. It is just a thing that is really bad

“Every time we would go to a show, you know, we went as a family,”
he said.
He ensured that his daughters grew up with the sport that he loved.

with society. They think that women are not capable of doing a maledominated sport, so it just gives you more of a drive to tell them, you
know, ‘Hey, I can.’”

Despite her connection to the sport, many never expected Nichter to

Nichter told stories of the times when she had landed a jump or gotten

actually drive, much less become a successful and competitive monster

more applause than any of the other competitors and of the often-

truck driver.

shocked responses of her male counterparts when they realized it was

“There’s so many people that know me and that grew up with me, and

ABOVE Westport freshman Macey Nichter uses an impact gun to
remove lug nuts from the wheel of her monster truck, Stomper.
Nichter shared the truck with her father, Joe Nichter, who taught her
how to drive monster trucks. “When I see her, I’m nervous because
I want to see her do good,” Joe said. “There’s always the element of
getting hurt, but I’m more concerned about her doing good.”

a she — not a he — who had beaten them.

they never expected to see me in this truck,” she said. “They thought I

“I want my kids to be like, ‘Yeah, my mom drives monster trucks,”

wouldn’t want to continue with this, and then I actually did have a phase

Nichter said. “‘Oh, your dad golfs? Well my mom drives monster trucks,

where I was like, ‘I want nothing to do with monster trucks.’”

so I think I have [a] one-up on you.’” ◊

LEFT Nichter wraps a warming blanket around the transmission of
her monster truck. Nichter was using her own custom-designed cab
in order to transform Stomper into its new identity, Redneck Diva.
“It’s an adrenaline rush,” Nichter said. “It’s like a roller coaster that
you’re in charge of.”

PHOTOS Nicole Boliaux
STORY Helen Gibson
DESIGN Jennie Fowler
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NOV. 15 — RUGBY DAY

9:38 A.M.

It was just past 7 a.m. Prospect senior and team

Only one hour in, the well-worn 2002 Honda

captain Blake Sarmiento sat on the toilet. Asleep. For

Odyssey swerved through Nashville. Scorpions’s “Rock

nearly 45 minutes. With the rugby team’s signature

You Like a Hurricane” blasted through the speakers as

drink, gorilla’s blood, still running through his veins, he

a senior rugger drove with one hand on the wheel and

woke up and ran out the door minutes later resembling

the other holding a breakfast burrito.

something like a wild, collegiate silverback miraculously
functioning on adrenaline and three hours of sleep.

Sarmiento kept his head down, wore borrowed
sunglasses and mumbled about how the drive felt like
a rough airplane landing. The highway’s rumble strips
growled in agreement.

A Way of Life
Billy Whelan, a WKU alumnus and founder of

Alongside Whelan, Nashville sophomore

He wore a red WKU rugby hoodie beneath his

Lawrence Mellion watched as generations

Army coat. His well-groomed mustache framed

collided in a mad scramble.

a faint smile.
“I didn’t think it would last this long,” Whelan
said. “You know, it’s more like a family and a way
of life. It makes me very proud.”

8:14 A.M.
The team gathered at the home field, half as glazed as
the donuts that made their way around the van. Players

11:09 A.M.
Sarmiento hunted down a gallon of water and
trail mix during a pit stop at a gas station. Another

piled into several other vehicles bundled up in sweats

teammate tried on tinted shades. The team president,

and hoodies for the cold weather and the four-hour drive

Louisville junior Jake Schwandt, stayed by the exit, too

down to Memphis, Tennessee, for the final game of the
season. The team hit the road after a profanity-laden
debate over who could drive the last car.

focused on standing up straight and keeping his eyes
open to bother with snacks.
Back in the van, the excitement calmed as the last

brothers on the field.

the Rugby Club, stood at the edge of the field.

“It’s a whole lifestyle,” Mellion said. “It’s
something shared, you know. It takes a special
person to play this shit.”
For nearly 40 years, that’s what the WKU

Braving the chilly November air on Homecoming

Men’s Rugby Club was — a college legend. The

weekend, Whelan and other members of various

team followed a notorious reputation of drug-

rugby generations reunited for the annual Old

induced behavior and rowdy parties where nearly

Boys game, in which the team competed against a

everyone and everything was trashed. The social

squadron of former players in a demonstration of

perks of the sport took the spotlight while the

tradition and camaraderie. Alumni clad in shorts

memories of games faded.

and T-shirts stood on the sidelines, uninhibited by

But as the team entered a new season and a

the nearly freezing temperature and wind chill.

new division, the members set themselves on a

They shouted commands and bantered with their

new course. They had something to prove.

›

effort to catch up on lost sleep began with the radio
playing a lullaby of classic rock. Game day had yet to
truly begin.

Indianapolis freshman Derius Moore, Oak Grove
sophomore Nathan Cartwright, Hendersonville,
Tennessee, sophomore Mitchell Garcia and
Bowling Green freshman Justin Dunn listen to the
referee before their match against the Memphis
Tigers. Last season, WKU’s rugby team was
accepted into the D1-AA conference, which was
governed by Rugby USA.
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A NEW TEAM
“Saturday’s a rugby day.”

Division I. As team captain, Sarmiento gave his

The house shook with the chanting of ruggers. They

brothers a piece of advice.

gathered after the Old Boys game, clasping hands and

“You better buckle up,” Sarmiento said. “It’s still a lot

crowding the battered rooms. Songs echoed off the

of fun, but there’s a lot of work involved now more than

bruised walls and cheers rippled through the keg where

ever. It really is rugby first.”

alumni filled blue Solo cups.
The floorboards vibrated. A strobe light flashed
angrily and voices crescendoed. The chant quickened
and climaxed. The spirit of rugby culture was at a high,
but then someone spilled his drink.

Louisville junior Jake Schwandt, the team president,
walked home after practice and threw himself down in
a large armchair.
“I knew something big was coming from the team,”
Schwandt said. “I didn’t know what to expect when I

“Shoot the boot.”

got here, but then I saw all the potential, and I wanted

Alumnus Beau Spencer, former president of the

to be a part of what’s happening.”

team, stepped forward to accept the task. He raised a

The rugby team’s house was tidy, the floor swept

Nike sneaker, fresh off someone’s foot, and filled it with

and furniture properly arranged, but empty bottles of

a sip of beer. He tipped it back, downing the beer with

liquor still lined the shelves — a reminder of the past

a triumphant smile.

and motivation for an improved future.

But that was the old rugby team.

“We went from being not even a full club to a

In 2014, one of the team’s finest moments came

legitimate program,” Schwandt said. “We saw the

with a unanimous decision to get serious. With

momentum that was building, and we all wanted to

acceptance to the North Division of the South

make our mark and build up this program to what it

Independent Rugby Conference, the team entered

could be. Now that it’s going, there’s no stopping it.”

›

Rugby players fight for the ball in a lineout during WKU’s match against Tennessee
Tech at the Preston Complex. The team struggled to gain university funding, forcing
the team to cover its own costs and provide transportation to each match.
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CEASE AND DESIST
Just before the end of the fall season, the program
came to a stop. The Office of Judicial Affairs
issued a cease and desist order in late November,
immediately suspending all official activity.

Sarmiento’s graduation, sustained the team’s
positive mentality.
“I saw a light in the tunnel because we played so
good that season,” Goetz said. “As soon as we got

“It was confusing,” Schwandt said. “We were

confirmation to practice, we hit it two times harder.

sitting there with our heads in the sand, freaking

We’ve got to prove that we’re not just a bunch of

out because we didn’t know what we had allegedly

screw-ups and we’re not here to party. We’re here

done wrong and we didn’t know how serious

to graduate and play rugby and make a good name

whatever the accusation was.”

for ourselves.”

During the subsequent investigation, the team

Confirmation came nearly two months later with

came to a standstill. No team meetings, no practices

an email from Judicial Affairs. The message stated:

and no matches. No one knew for certain what

“As part of our investigation and judicial procedure,

prompted the cease and desist order save for a

and to ensure WKU students are compliant with

vague reference to Title IX — a declaration by the

Title IX behavior expectations, the WKU Rugby

U.S. Congress that no federally funded program

team will have a compliance measure put in place to

could discriminate based on sex.

ensure they fulfill their organizational obligations
to address the behaviors reported to our office.”
The update required the team to adhere

The rugby team runs the field at
the start of its final match of the fall
semester in Memphis, Tennessee,
against the Memphis Tigers.
In 2014, the team crossed the
threshold from being an intramural
club to offically becoming a
recognized team.

“As part of our investigation and
judicial procedure, and to ensure WKU
students are compliant with Title IX
behavior expectations, the WKU Rugby
team will have a compliance measure
put in place to ensure they fulfill their
organizational obligations to address the
behaviors reported to our office.”

to several conditions, including each member
completing the EverFi Haven module and
attending a presentation on sexual assault and
responsible drinking. The team was also placed
on social probation for the remainder of the
academic year.
Practices resumed in the spring as soon as
each member fulfilled his new obligations. The
investigation remained ongoing, but the focus on
the sport was reinvigorated.
“We’re actually something good now, and I really
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Just as the team began to step into the spotlight,

want people to see what rugby is about,” Goetz said.

the cease and desist order shut off the lights.

“There’s a new WKU rugby, and you can run with us

Louisville junior Jack Goetz, the new captain after

or run from us.”

›
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7:11 P.M.
The van promptly pulled over on the side of
Interstate 40. The teammates eagerly hopped out of the
side door and raced to the edge of the foliage, relieving
themselves as trucks raced by.
The ride resumed moments later with Sarmiento
declaring a shirtless party. Immediately, the players
transformed their tees into turbans and grabbed
fresh cans of beer. The driver focused on the road, but
that was no excuse for violating the new dress code.
Hands reached forward from the back seat and tore
the shirt from his back, proclaiming victory with scraps
of cotton and swigs from shallow cans.

9:08 P.M.

5:31 P.M.
The ruggers piled back into their vehicles once

“I feel like an animal at the fucking drinking zoo,”

again. The game was over. The traditional social

Schwandt announced from the depths of the van.

was uneventful. The drive home was long, and the

As the final stretch of the journey approached, the

sky was already black. But it was still Saturday, and

team loosened up with drinking games. AC/DC

no game day was complete without a post-game

introduced the last round with “Thunderstruck” as

celebration. Sarmiento popped open a can of beer

the van boomed with the music of ruggers at their

and shook his head.

finest social hour.

“Shit,” Sarmiento said. “I’m just happy I could play.”

All was fair in rugby and war.
When the game called, nothing else mattered. There
were six days of the week for shenanigans. Then there
was Saturday.
Saturday was always a rugby day. ◊
PHOTOS Alyse Young
STORY Abby Belknap
DESIGN Sarah Matney

ABOVE Drinking songs are a long-standing post-game tradition for
WKU’s rugby team. The songs themselves played out almost like
a game. A rugger held his drink over his head, and his teammates
pointed to him with their elbows out, signaling him to sing next. If he
stalled or messed up, he was forced to drink a beer out of another
person’s shoe.
OPPOSITE Beau Spencer, a 2008 alumnus, drinks beer out of another
rugby player’s sneaker after failing to correctly sing the words to a
rugby song. Spencer was a participant in the 2014 Old Boys rugby
match held by the WKU rugby team. The match was a decades-long
tradition, and it brought WKU rugby alumni and current players
together. After the match, Spencer attended the traditional rugby
social where players drank and socialized.
RIGHT Louisville freshman Jack Goetz, Louisville junior Jake Schwandt
and Fairdale sophomore Anthony Jennings celebrate in the van on the
drive through Tennessee heading back to Bowling Green.
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Robots in Tights
Gordon Wilson Hall’s Lab Theatre spoke in

“Good,” she said.

creaks, groans and whispered footsteps — the

“Fresh” by Jake Bowen pulsated from the stereo,

chorus of a tech crew busying itself with last-

and Primicias padded onto the stage. Spotlights

minute modifications to an impending Valentine’s

glanced off her leggings and caught in the fabric’s

Day performance. As 16 dancers emerged from

decorative, nebulous swirls. The dancers orbited

the dressing room and spread across the stage,

her, stretching their limbs, awakening their muscles

the theatre began to collect a string of disparate

and letting Primicias’ characters — their characters

conversations in its rafters:

— settle into their bones.

“I’m starving.”

After four years on the Hill, Gordon Wilson had

“Did someone track down an usher?”

become a second home to the dancer. Primicias had

“No. I woke up like this.”

also spent the past week of run-throughs living in

Jade Primicias, however, knelt quietly at the

Seat 3-12.

edge of the Marley-covered dance floor. Her day

But rehearsals were over.

had come. In less than two hours, the Mayfield

“When I finally took my seat in the audience, I

senior’s Honors College thesis project, a five-piece

felt great,” she said. “It was like I had just gotten on

dance concert titled “Whispering: The Sounds

a roller coaster and was making my way to the top.”

of St. Paul’s,” would begin. Each of the routines

As spectators filled the lab theatre, Primicias

either evolved from or was influenced by the

readied herself to become a bystander in her

dance and creative writing double major’s poetry

own journey.

— a collection of work that she included in the

“At the end of the process — during the final

recital’s program and sold as a book, “Strangers

performance in Gordon Wilson on the day of

in the Dome.”

the show — a little part of me crept back up and

Primicias wedged her portable speaker system

took her seat in the audience,” she said. “At that

between an assortment of concert programs and

point, my work was finished. Everything had been

Valentine’s Day cards.

choreographed, produced and rehearsed. All that

“Is everyone ready to start warm-ups?” she said.

was left for anyone to do was sit back and watch

The ensemble answered with a collective, “Yes.”

what we had created.”

›

ABOVE Mayfield senior Jade Primicias leads WKU dancers in warm-up
exercises before “The Dance Project,” a series of routines choreographed
by students in the Department of Theatre & Dance, on Feb. 15 in Gordon
Wilson Hall. Although Primicias’ thesis concert took place the day before,
the centerpiece of her project, titled “Strangers in the Dome,” ran as one of
nine performances in the recital.
RIGHT Primicias takes a moment to alter Hannah McCarthy’s costume
during a brief lull in rehearsals on Feb. 5. McCarthy, a Nashville freshman,
performed the project’s opening routine, “Magpasiya.” Primicias
constructed the piece around her poem “Robots in Tights,” which explored
the daily struggles of dancers.
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OPPOSITE A moment of silence sweeps through Gordon Wilson’s Lab Theatre
as Primicias assembles her cast one last time before her thesis concert,
“Whispering: The Sounds of St. Paul’s,” began on Feb. 14. The journey to curtain
call entailed over two years of research and approximately 6,000 miles of travel.
BELOW The cast unites on Feb. 4 — the first time since fall — to begin rehearsing
“Strangers in the Dome,” the centerpiece of Primicias’ project. In total, the
dancers logged approximately 21 hours of practice by the time they presented
the structured improvisation routine for audiences.
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Primicias’s path to that seat began when she took an independent

Primicias’ personal hardships wove themselves into other aspects

excursion to St. Paul’s Cathedral in London during her fall 2013

of the thesis concert. The performance’s final piece, “Beauty Lies,”

semester abroad at Harlaxton College in Grantham, England.

depicted an “unhealthy relationship” that the dancer experienced

“I was sitting in the Whispering Gallery with all the time in the

while studying in England.

world, and I let myself fade into the background as I observed

“It started as a summer fling and turned into something that we

everything going on around me,” Primicias said. “The vibrant colors

both thought was going to last forever,” she said. “I later wrote the

of the dome, stained-glass windows and embellished church walls

duet poems as an attempt at understanding what he might be feeling

were glowing ... As I sat on that stone bench, it all sort of came to

while simultaneously explaining my own side of the story.”

me. I knew I would write poems about this. I knew I would set dance

Louisville junior Mara Brand assumed the role of Primicias for the

to it. I knew I wanted to recreate the experience in as many ways

duet, and Lexington junior Jamie Harvener played the choreographer’s

as possible.”

ex-boyfriend.

And she did. Bolstered by money from a FUSE Grant, an Honors

“The most intimidating aspect of the dance was the pressure that

Development Grant and a National Dance Education Organization

came with trying to tell someone else’s story,” Brand said. “I knew it

sponsorship, Primicias traveled to 19 cities and eight countries

was very personal to Jade, and I wanted her to feel fulfilled in seeing

during her two-year period of personal and academic exploration.

her words and feelings come to life through movement.”

But the dancer’s creative arc wasn’t as smooth as it outwardly

To lighten the personal weight of “Magpasiya” and “Beauty

appeared: The crux of her project — structured improvisational

Lies,” Primicias flung herself into the concert’s production. The

dance — sparked tensions with professors at WKU and dance

senior committed to no fewer than 30 hours of creative direction.

companies abroad. Such complications stemmed from the genre’s

This involved designing posters, compiling music and poetry

lack of a central, recognized definition, Primicias said.

recitations, tweaking dancers’ costumes and coaxing the kinks out

“Dance improvisation is the most raw form of dance,” she said.

of choreography.

“The root of it is that the dancer has all the artistic liberties to create

“With the solo and the duet especially, I had to find a way to detach

whatever movement, whatever emotion comes out of him or her at

myself from them both mentally and emotionally,” she said. “Once the

that time — as opposed to choreography, which is created in the mind

poetry was written and the intent was communicated to the dancers,

and body of a choreographer and set upon other dancers.”

it was no longer actively part of me.”

Primicias added that because most classically trained dancers had

Relinquishing control proved nerve-racking but liberating,

not been exposed to improv, many of her peers hesitated to consider

Primicias said. In the end, the senior said her ability to nurture a seed

it a legitimate technique.

of inspiration into a tangible, final product reaffirmed the choices

Lexington senior Fiona Mowbray, who helped Primicias coordinate
her winter concert in England, agreed with her peer’s sentiments.

that guided her through her collegiate career.
“I was struggling with the decision of whether or not to drop my

“More often than not, people either didn’t really understand

dance major,” she said. “I had never anticipated the amount of turmoil

what improv was or what Jade’s concept was, so that led to some

it would put me through, but in the end, I stuck it out, and I could not

confusion,” she said.

be more thankful for that decision.”

But Primicias did not let criticism deter her. The dancer cited her

When the lights finally died down and the audience faded from the

“turbulent relationship” with a professor in the dance department

theatre, Primicias allowed a moment of clarity to descend. According

as the impetus for her poem “Robots in Tights,” which inspired

to the senior, the concert’s success freed her to explore the symbiosis

the concert’s introductory solo, “Magpasiya,” a Filipino word that

between dance and poetry for years to come.

translated to “decision” or “process.”
“He told me that I could not study abroad at Harlaxton because it

Gordon Wilson didn’t ring with the finality of a closed show. It
echoed Primicias’ desire to reach new heights.

would show that I wasn’t dedicated to the program — among other

“I have done quite a bit of maturing and figuring things out over

things,” Primicias said. “This poem grew out of that inner struggle

these two years, and a great deal of it is tied to my thesis,” she said.

that is so commonly felt among college students and everyone who

“I’m a lot stronger than I look. The defense may be complete, and

is forced to make a decision that will affect the rest of their lives.”

the book may be bound, but the adventure is still just beginning.” ◊

Lexington junior Jamie Harvener and Louisville junior Mara
Brand execute the main lift of their duet, “Beauty Lies,”
during tech rehearsals on Feb. 12. Brand, who wore the
choreographer’s leggings for the performance, depicted
Primicias in the twilight of a longtime relationship.

PHOTOS & STORY Josh Beal
DESIGN Deron Millay
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Lexington senior Fiona Mowbray pads across stage left during tech
rehearsals on Feb. 12. Over winter break, Mowbray accompanied
Primicias to England, where the two coordinated a “more intimate”
version of the thesis concert for British audiences.
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Beauty Found
The following words are excerpts from responses to a single question: Why do you wear hijab?
The answers ranged from matter-of-fact to outspoken, but every woman noted similar themes.
Religion drove some and humility carried others — but under the hijab, beauty found them all.
PHOTOS Nicole Boliaux DESIGN Sarah Matney

Hiqmat Bello
Lagos, Nigeria — Graduate Student

PORTRAIT SERIES 177

Sumra Kanwal

Emina Hasancevic

Karachi, Pakistan — Graduate Student

Sheboygan, Wisconsin — Junior

I wear hijab to cover my hair and because it is part of fulfilling my beliefs. It’s not just like I wear hijab
because of my religion, though. I am supposed to because of my religion, but it is a choice that I made.
Nobody forced me. Not even my parents said that I had to wear it. It was always my choice, and I am so
comfortable and feel safe with my choice.

The hijab is a symbol for purity in every way possible.
A hijab shows modesty, purity and [being] one with Allah. You are wearing it for a reason — in order to
keep the good that you created and to stay that way.
When it comes to my future, I cannot wear a hijab where I am headed. Society will not accept me this

I feel like a pearl in a shell because of my hijab. I feel safer, more beautiful and pretty.

way. I would have to work 10 times harder than others in order to land a job. I want a job as a lawyer, and

I think the whole point of taking or wearing hijab will be lost if it is imposed on someone. After coming

then I plan on heading into politics.

to the U.S., I felt more connected to my beliefs and religion. It made me think more deeply about all the
aspects of my religion. I never questioned myself on wearing hijab, and I try not to judge others. In Kentucky,

When I wore the hijab before, I couldn’t even get a job. Maybe in the future people will see. They will
stop stereotyping and creating such a big deal about it and learn that it is just normal.

some people still look at girls in hijab with confused eyes, but I don’t blame them. For lots of people, it’s
something new. But I am so grateful and feel blessed that I made that choice.
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Amani Liaqat

Rawan Al-Daheem

Lahore, Pakistan — Graduate Student

Saihat, Saudi Arabia — Freshman

I feel very confident, unique, appreciated and as fully accepted as anyone else. My experience of living as

Islam asked all Muslim women to wear hijab because it is written in the Quran, and the Prophet Muhammad

a Muslim lady is great and wonderful. People do ask me about my dressing style, which is strange to some,

ordered it. I wear hijab because I follow my religion. I am lucky because I am Muslim because I think Islam

but most people found it to be a beautiful and modest way of presenting yourself.

makes me a strong woman. When I wear hijab I think anyone can’t look at me because I am Muslim, and that
makes me feel safe. I like to wear hijab because it makes my face so beautiful.
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Whitney Reardon
Cincinnati— Junior
I have to start by saying that I am a Christian, and I think I always will be. I’ve never been Muslim, but
I respect Islam and have learned from it. The first time I met a Muslim, I thought he hated me. That was
two years ago.
Today, he is one of my dearest friends.
As a white, Christian, American, middle-class woman, I have no idea what true discrimination feels like.
I live an extremely privileged life and I wanted to gain some perspective.
I wore the hijab first as a social experiment. I wanted to see people’s reaction and see how it influenced
me. I was stared at, ignored and frowned at. In that same evening, I was smiled at, called “sister” and told
that I looked lovely. I had spent years worrying about how I looked, but suddenly it mattered less. I wanted
people to see my personality, not the cloth on my head.
I’ve spent years worrying about my body and my hair, but in hijab my hair is hidden and my body is
covered and it doesn’t matter. In those moments, the only piece that matters is my personality.
I know some people may be insulted by my choice to wear hijab, but that was never my intention. I love
what the hijab stands for and how it has helped me as a person. It is not a sign of oppression. It is only
oppressive when people are judgmental.
For me, the hijab is understanding — an understanding of Islam, modesty, respect and, most of all, myself.
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PHOTO Brian Powers

Chism for President
It was 11:59 on a cool spring night — a moment that would
soon lead to defeat for Brandenburg junior and presidential
candidate Brian Chism.
The Student Government Association senate chambers were
abuzz with excitement and activity as 39 candidates anxiously
awaited the results of the year’s election.

first-year senator.
As an agriculture major, Chism spent the majority of his

single opponent in his campaign for SGA president — Glasgow

ultimately served as state president for the Kentucky FFA

sophomore Jay Todd Richey.

Association. His election to a state FFA office kept Chism from

President Nicki Taylor slipped out of the room to prepare the

becoming involved in student government.
“Freshman year I kind of wanted to run, but then I also still
wanted to run for state office for FFA,” Chism said.

announcement. The candidates and their supporters made

As his tenure as FFA president came to a close, Chism knew

small talk, but only one thing was on their minds — the results.

that it was time to get involved. At the end of his sophomore

Most people expected that New Haven junior and incumbent

year, he put his political science minor to use in a successful

Executive Vice President Nolan Miles would run for president
and succeed Taylor.
At the last minute, Miles’ plans dissolved. He decided
to keep his position and ran unopposed for the office of
executive vice president.
“When that curveball came of Nolan not running, it was kind
of like, well, you know, maybe I could run,” Chism said.
The day before applications were due, Chism decided to run
for SGA president.
Meanwhile, Richey was coming to a similar conclusion.
Henderson sophomore and incumbent senator Zach Jones
said Richey’s candidacy came as no surprise.
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A senator since his first semester on the Hill, Richey was wellversed in the politics of SGA. Chism, on the other hand, was a

collegiate career involved in Future Farmers of America and

as the clock struck midnight. Crofton senior and current SGA

LEFT Chism wears a custom nameplate on his belt as he films
a promotional video for his campaign on March 31, two days
before the polls opened for student voting. “I just got it from a
place online, but growing up as a farm guy, it’s typical for guys to
have one. You could say it’s a way of having a piece of the farm
from home with me here at school.”

great ideas for the student body,” Richey said.

Chism, however, only had to worry about one. He had a

After a two-day TopNet election, the polls officially closed

ABOVE Brandenburg junior Brian Chism carefully listens to the
results of the WKU Student Government Association’s 201516 presidential election. Chism lost to Glasgow sophomore Jay
Todd Richey by a margin of 26 percent, or 350 votes of a total
1520. Chism secured an SGA senate seat, topping out all other
senatorial candidates by more than 1 percent.

I had to cast my candidacy because I do believe I have so many

“Well, it’s kind of just always been known that Jay was going
to run, just a matter of we just thought it was going to be a year
later,” Jones said.
To Richey, running for president was more than a possibility
— it was a responsibility.
“I don’t believe the student body could wait another year, so

run for an SGA senate seat.
Chism was no stranger to the world of grassroots politics.
They ran in his blood.
“My dad at home was involved in politics, just a local
magistrate for two terms, and I can remember as a young,
probably — gosh — I was in the fourth grade or something
going around with Dad in his old, beat-up, blue pickup truck
knocking on doors, trying to get as much support as we could
and put up yard signs and just all of that stuff,” Chism said. “You
know, I never really thought that I, myself, would be the one
doing that.”
Chism even used campaign materials left over from his
father’s days running for local office.
“When Dad ran, we made great big four-by-eight sheet signs,
and they were just a white sign with the old-school stencil
letters that you bought at Walmart and spray-painted,” he
said. “We still had those signs, and it is kind of funny. A lot of
the signs that I have now we just repainted.”
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With only two weeks to plan and execute his
campaign for SGA President, Chism stayed busy.
“It’s been just kind of a whirlwind ever since it
started,” he said.

that I have ever worked in, it is typically 12 hours,”
he said. “So with those type of races you can kind
of gauge where you stand based on the number
of people that are at the polling place or early

Chism depended on the support of his friends,

absentee voting that comes in and things like that.

his FFA colleagues and his Sigma Alpha Epsilon

You can kind of get a voter turnout feel, whereas

fraternity brothers.

with this, who knows?”
With the campaign behind them, the candidates

“President,” Taylor said, “is Jay Todd
Richey.”

anxiously awaited President Taylor’s announcement
of the winners Wednesday night. Suspense hung in
the air as Chism and Richey worked the room in their
own ways.
Chism shook hands with supporters, and Richey

ABOVE Chism buries his face in his hand prior to the start of the SGA meeting where
he later found out he lost the presidential election to Glasgow sophomore Jay Todd
Richey. Controversy followed the election results, wherein accusers claimed Richey
broke a variety of SGA election codes in his campaign.
OPPOSITE After hearing of his loss, Chism photographs the official election results
with his smartphone. His initial plan was not to run for SGA president, but he
decided to enter the race the day of the deadline after New Haven junior Nolan
Miles announced he would not continue as planned in the election.

“I didn’t really know what kind of support I would

struck up conversations with friends. Then Taylor

have, but it has just been tremendous,” Chism said.

walked into the senate chambers with a single sheet

Bowling Green junior Austin Cole was Chism’s

She began reading names.

signs and shared support for the Chism campaign.

“President,” she said, “is Jay Todd Richey.”

“We grew up showing livestock together,” Cole said.

Richey’s face lit up, and his supporters cheered. A

“I got to know him through that, and then once we got

few seats away, Chism’s face remained calm, steady

here to college I got to know him a little bit better.”

and attentive, listening to the rest of the results.

Chism knew that at the end of the day, it wouldn’t
be the signs, posters or tweets that mattered. It
would be the votes.
“What is interesting about this race is, you know,
it is a 48-hour voting window, and any other race
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of paper.

friend and one of his many supporters. He donated

Chism lost. He would still be able to serve as an
SGA senator, but the presidency went to Richey.
“I am perfectly fine with the way that fell tonight,”
Chism said. “Feelings are not upset a bit. You know,
it is just another way to be involved.”
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Meanwhile, Richey was on the other side of the room,
elated almost to the point of speechlessness.
“I’m just so excited, so honored. I am so … just so
stunned,” he said.
Richey won by a 63 percent margin with a total of 350
votes over Chism.

anybody else was — had no knowledge of it until it came
out and still, to this day, don’t know who filed it.”
To Richey, the situation was equally shocking. His
campaign manager, Bowling Green junior James Line,
said he was responsible for the illegally-placed posters.
“It was an honest mistake on his part,” Richey said.

His excitement was short-lived. Less than a week after

“He saw other posters, not campaign posters, but he

his victory, an anonymous complaint called the legitimacy

saw other posters for other events hanging up for other

of Richey’s victory into question.

events on this specific door, and he just assumed that it

Section 3.4.6 of the SGA’s election code stated, “There

could be a valid location to place a poster. I had read the

shall be no campaign material distributed into or onto

election codes, and I knew that that was prohibited, but

doors or doorways on campus.”

I did not adequately inform him.”

The appeal claimed that the source had photographic
proof of posters advertising Richey’s candidacy
placed in the doorways of several buildings, including
Thompson Complex.
Five days later, another anonymous source filed a

Richey was put on trial. The future of SGA waited on
a verdict from the judicial council.
Both Chism and Richey were present at the trial, as
well as many other senators and students involved in and
interested in SGA. The meeting lasted less than an hour.

second appeal, which contended that Richey had also

Officials read the appeals, Richey had the chance to

violated SGA election code 3.4.13. Five days after the

defend himself and then there was a moment of silence.

election had ended, Richey’s posters remained intact,
hanging in buildings on South Campus.
That was prohibited.
A few days later, another appeal reached SGA
chambers. Senator Jones filed a request to repeal election

The anonymous source was asked to come forward,
but the anonymous appealer chose not to make himself
or herself known.
After a few silent seconds of eyes searching the room,
the judicial council moved on.

code 3.4.6, the one that originally was filed against Richey,

Half an hour later, after four testimonies from

calling it an infringement on the First Amendment to the

individuals supporting Richey and speaking against the

U.S. Constitution.

election codes and their appeals, the judicial council

“Prohibiting freedom of speech in the form of placing

came to a decision.

flyers on doorways that students, faculty members and

It recommended that SGA review the relevant

staff members either hold jurisdiction over or consider

election codes in the following year’s session. As for

their place of residence is a very concerning sentiment

the legitimacy of Richey’s presidency, he was issued a

to me as a concerned American, WKU student and as

warning and remained the SGA president-elect.

elected Student Government Association senator of the
student body,” his appeal said.
President Taylor emailed SGA members to inform
them that an emergency meeting would be held the
following week.
Chism was stunned. He did not know about the initial
appeal or the poster it challenged until he got an email
from President Taylor following the first appeal request.
“I just happened to check my email, and it was an

“I am beyond relieved,” Richey said. “I am truly excited
to move forward on behalf of the student body with this
organization and begin to work for all Hilltoppers and
just begin the work that I campaigned for.”
Despite the controversy that followed his election,
Richey remained optimistic about the direction and
future of SGA.
“I believe this has shown a positive light on the need
for reform of our election codes,” Richey said.

email from Nicki letting — I guess it was to all of the

Chism agreed.

candidates first — [to let us] know that the appeal

“That is what the process is for,” Chism said. “That’s

had been made,” Chism said. “I was just as shocked as

why we have rules.” ◊
PHOTOS William Kolb

Chism waves to fellow students as he leaves the Downing Student Union
with his campaign associate, Bowling Green junior Cody Pruitt, after
finding out he lost the SGA presidential election. Chism remained a
member of the SGA as a senator for the 2015-16 school year.
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Pompom Posse
The noise from the crowd began to die down

“It was everything I wanted cheerleading to be,”

as the team assumed formation. Before the music

Hayden said. “I tried to leave the money aspect out

began, a man yelled ‘Let’s go Toppers.’ A fast-paced

of the decision because I knew that I needed to go

beat started to play, and the women began their

somewhere I wanted, and my parents would support

routine. Red pompoms fluttered, and tumblers ran

me either way.”

from side to side, their flips transforming into a hiphop dance routine.
WKU’s all-girl team placed eighth in the nation

the team felt like a big family. He considered other

at the 2015 College Cheerleading and Dance Team

schools that would help cover his tuition, but WKU’s

National Championship. The coed squad did even

team made him feel right at home.

better with a fifth-place finish. All-girl Coach Joshua
Bewley said he felt pretty positive about the season.
“It was another good step for our program,” Bewley

“We put in countless hours putting our bodies on
the line and representing the university, doing many

old. Our level of competition has greatly increased.

things around Bowling Green and being some of the

There are several other universities competing and

faces of WKU,” Robinson said.

many more qualified top-10 finishers. It’s gotten a

Robinson said he balanced a full-time class load,

little bit harder, but we’re still placing just as good as

several weekly practices, performance events and a

we always have.”

part-time job.

Despite continued success, cheerleaders at

The Athletics department established a Memorial

WKU did not receive athletic scholarships from the

Scholarship Fund in memory of Stacey Coy, a former

university because WKU did not consider cheerleading

co-captain who passed away in an automobile accident

to be an athletic program.

in 1998, according to the WKU Sports website. The

an activity,” Bewley said. “It takes precise movements
and exceptional strength with a lot of teamwork
demanded to make a goal come through.”

RIGHT The eighth-best all-girl cheerleading team in
the nation cheers at WKU’s game against UTEP. The
Hilltoppers defeated the Miners 35-27.
ALYSE YOUNG

Still, Robinson believed WKU cheerleaders
deserved financial support.

said. “Our all-girl cheerleading program is only 7 years

“I wouldn’t call cheerleading a sport; it’s more of

ABOVE Owensboro senior Madison Hayden
rallies the home crowd during the Hilltoppers’
Homecoming matchup against UTEP. WKU won its
first Homecoming game since 2011 with a score
of 35-27.
LUKE FRANKE

Bowling Green sophomore Dre Robinson first met
other cheerleaders at an open gym practice. He said

scholarship was donation-based, which left little space
for the donations to reach multiple cheerleaders.
Some of the budget from state appropriations and
fundraising went toward need-based scholarships

Instead, administrators considered cheerleading a

to get members equipment and uniforms, but the

part of marketing. All of the funding came from state

memorial scholarship hadn’t been offered for the last

appropriations and the team’s fundraising efforts.

several years due to a lack of funding. In the past, its

University of Kentucky offered cheerleaders

value ranged anywhere from $300 to $1,500.

in-state tuition scholarships and other financial

With successful runs at a national championship

assistance based on a student’s eligibility. Its coed

under their belts, the cheerleading teams believed

team beat WKU by just two places.

they were in a good place despite a lack of university

While comparable schools offered similar

financial support.

cheerleading prestige and financial incentives,

“We’re 100 percent happy with where we are now,”

cheerleaders such as Owensboro senior Madison

Bewley said. “We’ve got a great staff that we get to

Hayden still chose to pick up the pompoms for WKU.

work with.” ◊
STORY Natalie Melcher
DESIGN Sarah Matney
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Blue Brothers
As the day ended at the blue house on East Main Avenue,

Nguyen credited his recovery to his recent interest in

its six roommates, all members of Phi Gamma Delta fraternity,

Christianity. He clung to verses in the Bible that described

relaxed by playing Ping-Pong together.

people who were strong and courageous.

But the seventh roommate stayed in his room, where

“Somehow [the stroke] happened after the event that I

sounds of classical music could be heard from behind the door.

became a Christian … so that my faith would help me overcome

If opened, it would reveal Khoa Nguyen studying.

it,” he said. “Had this thing happened before, I would have a

That’s how his roommates said Nguyen relaxed — by
cracking open a textbook.
“Part of me didn’t understand it, but part of me was also
impressed,” Joe Starks, a Lexington senior and Nguyen’s
roommate, said. “I’m not wired that way. He is. He just likes to
do it. He’s passionate about what he does.”

hard time to recover from that.”
It was during his recovery that Nguyen received help from
his new friends, including his future blue house roommates.
Stark said that he and Crestwood senior Zack Van Zant
would visit Nguyen during his recovery.
“It’s amazing how he functions now,” Van Zant said. “Unless

Nguyen, a Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam, graduate student,

you’re told it happened, you wouldn’t be able to tell. He’s really

studied so much because he was determined to do well in

come a long way since then. It’s hard not to respect his faith.

school. Nguyen planned to pursue his Ph.D. in economics after

The first thing he asked for in the hospital was his Bible.”

graduating from WKU.
Nguyen came to the United States in the summer of 2011
for a work program. After completing the program, he spent
a year in Vietnam and then returned to the United States in
2013 to study at WKU.
The decision was tough for Nguyen. He said he was
unsure at the time if he should pursue a degree in business
administration or economics.

Two years after the stroke, Nguyen was finishing his
master’s degree in economics and working as a graduate
assistant in the Economics department.
Starks said that living with Nguyen allowed all the men in
the house to know him better and, in turn, lessen the distance
that language and cultural differences created for American
students with international friends.
Starks and Van Zant agreed that there was a bond in their

“My heart said yes, go for it; my head said no,” Nguyen said.

house, not only in a fraternal sense, but also in the sense of a

Before starting the master’s program in economics, Nguyen

brotherhood in which Nguyen was included.

spent a semester studying in the English as a Second Language
International program on campus.

“In the beginning, there was still the sense of, like, he’s
Vietnamese, he doesn’t quite understand this or that and we

Nguyen met his future roommates and made some more

don’t understand this or that about him,” Starks said. “He’s

American friends through Bridges International, a component

Vietnamese, but he’s not any different than us. We don’t treat

of the campus ministry CRU.

him any differently.”

Three months after coming to the Hill, Nguyen’s life
changed after suffering four strokes in one day.

Because of Nguyen’s experiences with healthcare during his
stroke, he wanted to pursue a career in healthcare economics.

Nguyen spent one week in the hospital and two weeks in a

“As a stroke patient, I struggle through all the different

rehabilitation center recovering from the strokes, which left

type[s] of physical challenges, and then I deal with a lot with

the right side of his body paralyzed.

the hospital and emotions too,” he said. “My exposure to the

Despite the physical damage, Nguyen said he didn’t see the
recovery as a challenge because of a fear that something like
this would happen to him.
“I usually dream of one day I wake up paralyzed and I was
scared,” he said. “When this [stroke] happened, I was surprised,
but not actually surprised because I was in a state of knowing
this would happen.”

healthcare system encouraged me to follow it.”
Nguyen said he was thankful for his experiences at WKU,
including the help he received from his professors and the time
he spent with his roommates at the blue house.

ABOVE Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam, graduate student Khoa
Nguyen enjoys a bonfire in the backyard of the blue house on
East Main Avenue with Elizabethtown senior Drew Morgan
and Rineyville junior Andrew Boyles. Nguyen became friends
with many of the men in Phi Gamma Delta fraternity, including
Morgan and Boyles, after moving into the blue house. “My
favorite part of living in the blue house is to be with the boys,”
Nguyen said. “We are all different from each other, but as a
whole, we are a family.”
LEFT Nguyen does homework in his room on April 9. After
having four strokes in 2011 and learning more about the
healthcare system, Nguyen hoped to pursue a career in
medical economics.

Nguyen said he would have changed only one thing about
his time with his roommates.
“I wish I had more time with them,” he said. ◊
PHOTOS Cassidy Johnson
STORY Kayla Swanson
DESIGN Sarah Matney
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Fighting Nightmares
To illustrate the perceived need for protection on campus, the Talisman staff asked WKU women from different
walks of life to show the contents of their bags. No matter how different their essentials, each carried a weapon.
PHOTO ILLUSTRATIONS Nicole Boliaux & Lauren Nolan

Bright pink shoeboxes sat atop tables lining Centennial
Mall. Men stopped by each station to check in and grab a shirt
and one of the shoeboxes that had been carefully organized
by size as they would be in a retail store.

would have a good time, Willenbrink said.
“So I went over and I had about two beers, and I remember
him going to the kitchen to get me a Colt 45,” she said. “I

Inside the boxes were women’s high-heeled shoes.

maybe had a quarter of it. All of a sudden, I felt so drunk I

The university’s fourth annual “Walk a Mile in Her Shoes”

couldn’t focus.”

event was underway. Participants traversed campus in heels
to raise awareness for sexual assault and harassment.
Sexual Assault Services Coordinator Elizabeth Madariaga
planned the event along with the Interfraternity Council.

Willenbrink said she faded in and out of consciousness the
rest of the night.
“I came to, and I don’t even know what time it was, but this
person was raping me,” she said. “Then I blacked out. The next

“What makes it so important is that it gets people talking,”

thing I could remember was being in the bathroom, and then I

she said. “By increasing awareness, it lets victims and

blacked out again. I woke up the next morning, and I couldn’t

survivors know we’re here for them … It lets victims and

find my underwear or my pants. I finally realized they were

survivors know we’re talking about this issue.”

around my ankles.”

The topic of sexual assault swept the nation as a crucial

She floated through the nightmarish scenes, but the

discussion point, especially on college campuses. An

realization that the previous night’s events were not a dream

estimated 20 to 25 percent of women at higher education

eventually hit her.

institutions experienced “completed or attempted rape

“It kind of — it fucked me up,” she said.

victimization,” according to a study done by the U.S.

Denial set in shortly after. She said it wasn’t until she

departments of education and justice.
Elizabeth Willenbrink was one part of that percentage, but
for the Louisville junior, she was more than a statistic.
Willenbrink, a social work major, said she experienced
multiple instances of sexual harassment before her junior year.

explained what happened to her current boyfriend that the
weight of the situation set in.
Her boyfriend supported her, she said. The assaults didn’t
put pressure on their relationship, but there was nothing he
could do about her past.

The first incident happened early during her freshman year.

“I’ve found the best person in the world, and we’re planning

“I have always been a really quiet person, and I made

on getting married already,” she said. “But he doesn’t know

friends with a person who was my only friend for a while,”
she said. “On Homecoming night, we went to a party. He didn’t
drink and I drank.”
The night quickly escalated.

what to say sometimes because there’s nothing he can do.”
Willenbrink, like many other victims of sexual assault,
chose not to file an appeal with the university.
“I know this person, and they’re a very violent person,” she

“We went back to his dorm,” she said. “He physically

said. “That’s why I didn’t come forward. I fear for my safety every

assaulted me and then he sexually assaulted me. At the time,

time I walk on campus. I know that if I’d reported it to authorities

I was too intoxicated to do anything.”

on campus that I probably would feel even less safe.”

Willenbrink’s situation wasn’t isolated. As many as 70

If the 25 percent statistic remained true, Willenbrink said,

percent of college students admitted to having engaged

then most people on campus knew someone who experienced

in sexual activity as a result of being under the influence of

sexual assault — be it female or male.

alcohol or to having sex they wouldn’t have had if they were

However, only four rapes were reported to WKU Judicial

sober, according to a University of California, Berkeley study.

Affairs from 2010 to 2012. Willenbrink decided to create

Willenbrink continued to associate with her perpetrator for

weekly group meetings where victims could congregate and

fear of being isolated on campus, she said. Eventually, the stress

talk openly about their pasts, healing experiences and lives.

grew too much and she stopped speaking with him completely.

“I can talk freely about my experiences without fear that

“I met people and could explain it to them, and they

anyone will have to report it,” she said. “[I like] being able

understood,” Willenbrink said.
She slowly recovered from the assault, venturing into
friendships and relationships. In February, that changed.
Willenbrink created a new friendship with a member of an
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intramural team. He invited her to a party, insisting that she

to speak about it and really show that vulnerability and
have students say, ‘I know exactly how you feel,’ and to
know and tell myself I’m not crazy because other people
feel it too.”

›
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One of those others included Emilie Milcarek, a Flemington, New
Jersey, senior.

your life is overtaken by this horrible, horrible thing that this person did
to you, and there’s not a goddamn thing you can do about it.”

Before coming to WKU, the 25-year-old photojournalism major

Milcarek started carrying a pocketknife with her wherever she went,

studied at Wesley College in Dover, Delaware. The university felt like

and she said she slowly started opening up to others about her experience.

a perfect fit, Milcarek said.

At the suggestion of a friend, Milcarek became a member of Willenbrink’s

“It’s a super-small school,” she said. “I knew pretty much every person
there, even though I was a freshman.”
However, at a friend’s party one night, a tall figure appeared that
Milcarek didn’t recognize but definitely noticed.

small group at WKU.
“It creates solidarity because I might never see these people on campus
ever, but we meet once a week and have a bond, and I know that they’ll
never betray that bond,” Willenbrink said.

“He was extremely good-looking, like a 6’ 4”, tan, traditional guido

Administrative changes occurred in order to facilitate some comfort

but a step down from it, not quite ‘Jersey Shore,’ but at a tolerable

for victims of sexual assault. Created in 1972, Title IX became associated

level,” Milcarek said. “I remember looking at him and thinking, ‘Maybe

with equal opportunities for women, particularly in athletic departments

he’s a football player,’ but I knew most of the football players because

around the country.

I was a cheerleader.”
She wore a loose-fitting Hooters shirt and jeans. As she moved around
the house, she said she remained conscious of the man’s presence
following her into every room.
She left her friends once to answer her phone —“a pink Razr, that’s how
long ago this was”— in a quieter room, Milcarek said.
“Before I could flip it open, he picked me up,” she said, taking a breath.

In the early 2010s, Title IX expanded to accommodate sexual assault and
safety for both women and men. For WKU, these changes began in 2014.
Director of Equal Opportunity and Title IX Huda Melky retired in
2015 after 36 years with WKU. During her time, she oversaw the largest
updates and expansion of Title IX sexual assault policies.
“Title IX is not just about athletics, but people frequently hear about
it in the context of sports,” Melky said. “These changes impact everyone.”

“He wrapped his arms around me and literally threw me over his shoulders

Dana Bolger co-directed Know Your IX, a national survivor-led, student-

and we went upstairs. I’m yelling at him and I’m not understanding why

driven campaign to educate both women and men about their rights under

no one is coming after us. And I realized no one can hear me because the

Title IX legislation.

music was so loud and there were so many people there.”

“Schools must take immediate steps to address any sex discrimination,

Milcarek said she’d only had one beer the entire night and was

sexual harassment or sexual violence on campus to prevent it from

completely sober for everything that followed the unnamed man flipping

affecting students further,” Bolger wrote. “If a school knows or reasonably

her onto the bed in an upstairs room.

should know about discrimination, harassment or violence that is creating

“I feel like all of these bruises starting to form on me,” she said. “He
flipped me over and he was holding me down by the backs of my shoulders.
I remember trying to kick my legs, but for whatever reason it wasn’t doing
anything. And that was it.”
Despite years of martial arts training, self-defense classes and having
friends in police forces, Milcarek’s struggles weren’t enough to get him
off of her, she said.
“I just couldn’t believe that there was nothing that I could do,” she said.
“I lived my whole life thinking that if anything like this ever happened that
I would be fine, that I would know what to do.”

a ‘hostile environment’ for any student, it must act to eliminate it, remedy
the harm caused and prevent its recurrence.”
Under Title IX, schools were also not allowed to discourage survivors
from continuing their education, including being forced to quit a team, club
or class because they felt uncomfortable.
While the university’s Title IX policies were supposed to change how
sexual assaults were dealt with on campus, Willenbrink said policies
weren’t enough.
“There need to be women, LGBTQ (people), advocates in law
enforcement that make it comfortable for victims to come forward,” she

She closed her eyes and hoped for it to end, she said. After he left the

said. “Right now, it’s so hard to come forward. I’m scared other people are

bedroom, Milcarek never saw him again. In a daze, she picked up the flip

scared of how it’s going to be handled. There’s so much doubt surrounding

phone she’d dropped during the struggle and walked back to her dorm.

the victim.”

Milcarek was in the minority of victims who did not know their
perpetrators. Approximately 73 percent of sexual assaults were perpetrated
by someone the victim knew, the Department of Justice reported.
It took six years to finally tell someone about her rape, Milcarek said.
The experience continued to haunt her.
“I think the most frustrating thing about all of this is that it’s literally
affected every single part of my life, and there’s no getting that back,”
she said.
“I’ve had nightmares waking me up in the middle of the night,” she

Milcarek said victim doubt gave her a platform to dispel the stereotypes
and the questions.
“I’ve started to love when people say [she deserved it] because then I

ABOVE Students walk down the Hill past the Kentucky Building in
high heels during the “Walk a Mile in Her Shoes” event on March 31.
The event involved students, faculty and members of the community
walking around campus in high heels to raise awareness about sexual
assault. The event was organized by WKU’s Interfraternity Council.
CASSIDY JOHNSON
LEFT Participants wait to begin their march around campus. The men
wore high heels as they walked a lap up and down the Hill. Proceeds
from the event went to Hope Harbor, a local crisis center for victims of
sexual assault.
CASSIDY JOHNSON

get to dispute them and say, ‘Guess what, I was fucking sober and wearing
jeans and a t-shirt,’” Milcarek said. “It doesn’t fucking matter. A predator is
going to do what a predator is going to do.”
But for Milcarek, the other members of Willenbrink’s small therapy
group and the participants of “Walk a Mile in Her Shoes,” talking about the
issue of sexual assault helped make significant strides.

said. “You try to have a relationship with someone and it’s in the way.

The heels-wearing men ran past Subway in a full sprint once they saw

You feel like you’re hiding a secret from parents and friends, and it creeps

Centennial Mall. Those out front proudly carried the “Walk a Mile” banner

into your head when you don’t want it to. Literally every single aspect of

and raced toward the finish line, waving a flag for change. ◊
STORY Shelby Rogers
DESIGN Sarah Matney
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Jet Set
It was a season of transformation for the eight women

Malamou, saw this combination as a unique opportunity.

who made up the WKU tennis team. The program was in
a state of flux.

“In Greece, I can’t combine tennis and studies,” Malamou
said. “You have to choose. Like, if you are going for studies,

All university sports transitioned from the Sunbelt

it is hard to play tennis. We don’t have facilities in the

Conference to Conference USA. Athletic Director Todd

universities and stuff, so it was a great opportunity to come

Stewart announced that the 78-year-old men’s tennis

here and study and play tennis, this combination. That’s

team would be eliminated as a result of increased budget

why I ended up here.”

cuts in 2014. The women’s team was authorized to

They had the chance to receive an education and play

continue, but a piece of WKU athletic history had been

the sport, but the opportunity had its challenges as well.

changed forever.

“Tennis is fine,” Malamou said. “I can play the whole

A new head coach, Jonatan Berhane, was hired in July

day. I don’t mind, but homework after practice is the

2014 to coach the women’s team. Berhane brought five

worst part. You have practice and then you have to

new recruits to join just three returning players. Four of the

study and then you have to wake up again and go to

five new players were international students.

practice and then classes and practice, and then — it’s

The new team sought to bring resurgence to the

like never-ending.”

tennis program.

It was the first time many members of their team had

Such was the case for Gothenburg, Sweden, freshman

played international college tennis, and Ostrava, Czech

Emilia Granstrom. As first-year students, she and the

Republic, freshman Tereza Hejlova considered her team’s

majority of her teammates viewed the program as a

7-10 season a success.

clean slate.

“I think we had [a] pretty good season,” she said. “We

“I think since all of us are new here we don’t really know
how it was before,” Granstrom said. “I think all of us are

played some tough and challenging matches, and we did
all right. But hopefully next year will be better.”

really excited.”

Her teammate, Athens, Greece, freshman Andreanna

Granstrom was excited to be on the team at WKU

Christopoulou, agreed. Their first season together may

because she wanted to be able to play tennis and study

have been imperfect, but as a new, united team, they hoped

simultaneously, she said.

to continue improving.

Granstrom’s teammate, Ioannina, Greece, freshman Elpida

“We hope to win our conference,” Christopoulou said ◊
PHOTO Naomi Driessnack
STORY Helen Gibson
DESIGN Jennie Fowler

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

Tennessee - L

Austin Peay - W

Middle Tennessee - L

Louisville - L

Belmont - W

Murray State - L

Florida Atlantic - W

Lindsey Wilson - W

Eastern Kentucky - L

Long Island - W

Middle Tennessee - L

Arkansas State - W

Boston University - L
Florida International - L
Lipscomb - W
Southern Illinois - L
University of Tennessee at Chattanooga - L
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Rough Edges
Lindsey Eastman sat behind her wooden desk and checked emails from
students as she fiddled with her black pixie cut. Her office was strewn with

Roller derby was a sport played by two teams of five members skating

and out of the room to use the sewing machine for last-minute touch-ups or

the same direction around a track. The goal of the game was to block the

to step behind the curtain of the fitting room to try on new outfits. Eastman

other team while the designated “jammer” lapped the other team for points.
Eastman dedicated three nights a week at two to three hour-long

By night, Eastman wasn’t dressed in professional clothes that covered

practices for the Bowling Green team, for which she served as both

up her forearm tattoo. Instead, she transformed her armor into a suit

jammer and blocker. The team practiced at the Bowling Green Skate

of skating gear in order to practice her other passion: roller derby. At

Center, formerly the Skate Box, after closing hours.

practice, a large, black helmet obscured Eastman’s pixie cut. She sped
down a skating rink and pushed women out of her way.
But by day, she calmly sat in her office, without any indication that she
had one foot — and two roller skates — in another world.
Eastman’s love of costume design began when she served as the

The center was dead silent during the practice except for the sound
of heavy breathing, skates on the wooden floor and one of the team
captains, Jennifer “Jenerator” Whittamore, yelling. The walls of the skate
center were a dingy lime green and the carpet had seen better days, but
this was home away from home for Eastman and her teammates.

supervisor of a costume shop at Illinois Central College. She attended

“Since joining our team last year, she has done a fantastic job,”

Penn St., where she received her MFA in costume design. Eastman later

Whittamore said. “Her attitude is always positive. I know her old team

secured her dream job at WKU.

misses her like crazy, but I’m so thankful that VCRD is where she ended up.”

“I was looking for a position exactly like this one,” Eastman said. “I

As practice began, Eastman took a violent fall as her skates slipped. Her

didn’t care where it was at the time, but both WKU and Bowling Green

body made a loud thump as she hit the wooden floor of the quiet building.

have turned out to be a good fit.”
While working on her education, Eastman befriended a woman who

“What’d you do, Stitchy? Are you OK?” her teammates yelled.
“I just fell down. It’s no biggie,” Eastman shouted back.

competed on a roller derby team. Eastman’s passion for costumes quickly

Roller derby was a violent sport, but the team members cared about

led her to discover a passion for something a little rougher around the edges.

each other. The scars that they gave one another only bound them

Eastman spent her mornings teaching costume technology at WKU,

together in the end.

an entry-level sewing class. She spent the rest of her day guiding student

“Roller derby has given me such a sense of community,” Eastman said.

workers on their costume projects and supervising the Costume Shop’s

“I remember the day I moved to Bowling Green, the team offered to help

lab hours, which were open to other students.

me move before we had even met. They’ve become my family.”

“The moment when I explain something to the students and it clicks
is so fulfilling,” Eastman said. “That’s by far my favorite part of this job.”

RIGHT StitcHer Up practices drills with fellow members of the Vette City
Vixens roller derby team. Practices were held at the Bowling Green Skate
Center multiple nights a week from 8-10 p.m. Eastman said the sport
helped her release tension from work. “I leave feeling good and strong and
ready to take on all the stress,” she said.

training during her graduate school years.

dozens of vibrant wardrobe sketches and fabric pieces. Students came in

served as the instructor and supervisor of the WKU Costume Shop.

ABOVE Lindsey Eastman, WKU Costume Shop director, prepares costume
pieces for a dress rehearsal for “Evening of Dance.” Usually, associate
professor Shura Pollatsek focused on costume design while Eastman
managed the Costume Shop, but when Pollatsek was on sabbatical,
Eastman took on both responsibilities.

to skate at a young age but underwent the more intense roller derby

Eastman’s eyes gleamed as she worked. The small shop was cluttered
with dance students trying on outfits for their next show or hanging out

Instead of wearing leotards, this family of Eastman’s was dressed head
to toe in skating gear — helmets, mouth guards, knee pads and roller skates.
Along her side was WKU alumna Shelby “Haun Solo” Haun, another
one of the team’s captains.

until their next class. Eastman moved to get out from behind her desk

“Since Stitchy joined, she has improved so much,” Haun said. “It’s been

and walked to the fitting room to check on a student. She picked up a

really cool to see her improve this way. It’s been awesome to gain a new

string of white lace and delicately pinned it to the brown leotard the

skater, a new energy and a new friend to the team.”

student was wearing.
“Lindsey is one of the best teachers I’ve had so far,” said Louisville
senior Kaitlyn Fink. “I was so nervous about taking her costume tech class
because I couldn’t sew worth a darn, but she was so patient. I could talk
to her about anything, even her love for roller derby.”

By day, Lindsey Eastman was a costume instructor whose eyes lit up at
the sight of a sewing machine and a new costume to design.
By night, StitcHer Up was her name, and she threw delicacy by the
wayside as a team member of the local roller derby team.
“Sometimes people think that costuming and roller derby go together,

Playing under the fitting name of “StitcHer Up” and the number 36

because roller derby used to be this elaborate costume sport, but that’s

— the number of inches in a yard — Eastman was a team member of

not how it is anymore,” Eastman said. “I’ve just happened upon two very

the Vette City Vixens roller derby team in Bowling Green. She learned

different things that I really do love.” ◊
PHOTOS Abby Potter
STORY Allison Sawyers
DESIGN Deron Millay
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The steady beat of pouring rain drummed on the roofs of residence halls

Journey Over the Hill
The Talisman staff sought to capture the spirit and image of a spring day as a Hilltopper.
The following pages document a journey over the Hill through the course of a typical day.

6:30 - 7 A.M.

and buildings at the bottom of the Hill. At 6:45 a.m., the area would have been
strangely quiet if it weren’t for the inch of rainfall pouring over Bowling Green.
Many students were still fast asleep in their dorm rooms. Facing the campus’s
gradual incline, only a few had braved the inclement conditions. They were
determined to reach their destinations on time.
One such student was Harned junior Madison Irwin. The Zacharias Hall
resident stuck to a strict schedule every day.
“I’m in the dental hygiene program, so we have to get there really early to
get our cubicles ready for our patients,” Irwin said. “I try to get there around
6:55-7 on Tuesday [and] Thursdays.”
Unfazed by the sudden storm, she rushed past Pearce-Ford Tower, Poland
Hall and the Preston Center to get to the Academic Complex so she could
start her day.
“I used to take 10:20 or 11:10 classes, so it was like a huge switch going
from sleeping [until] 9:45,” she said. “Now I have to get up at 6 or 6:30, but it
is worth it. I knew that it was going to be hard, and I knew that it was going to
be early, but it is good. I love it.”
PHOTO William Kolb
STORY Helen Gibson
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steadily through a sea of blue sky and currents of vapor. Students surged to
and from classes with fixed continuity. They waded through the weekend’s
refuse: Steak ‘n Shake cups, flying plastic bags and lone fries that had fallen
prey to ants.
South Lawn was quiet but for the flapping of birds flitting from tree to
tree. Occasionally, students cut across the lawn to class. Their sleepy footfalls
sprayed dewdrops into the crisp morning air. The slowly-drying grass swayed
to a medley of sounds — the distant slapping of flip-flops on concrete, traffic
sounds drifting up from University Boulevard and intermittent bird calls.
Minutes passed and the field was quiet again, waiting until the bell tower’s
ring brought the next round of students.
PHOTO Tyler Sanders

10-11:30 A.M.

9 - 10 A.M.

Guthrie Bell Tower chimed 9 a.m. and the soaring structure, backlit by
the sun, cast a shadow on the stone courtyard. Above, white clouds floated

The sun hid behind a blanket of gray clouds. The sidewalks sparkled with
droplets of rain that quickly grew into puddles, and the heart of campus was
calm and quiet, pulsing only to the rhythm of rain boots splashing through
newly accumulated reflective pools — the sounds of spring.
A strand of T-shirts hung between two trees. The rain soaked through the
cotton until they clung, limp, to the lining. But they were not lifeless. Their
shades became more vibrant after hiding beneath coats for so long — the
colors of spring.
Students wandered past, pulling hoods over their hats and letting the rain
ricochet off their umbrellas. The morning was dull, but the day was still young
and the rain could not last forever. Soon, the sun would return from its hiatus,
and the blooms would wake from their slumber — the thought of spring.
PHOTO Jake Pope
STORY Abby Belknap

STORY Jessica Voorhees & Abby Potter
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Conference Center. A pair of stairs led up to the deserted conference room.

A great magnolia tree hung over the courtyard. One of its crackled, leathery
leaves fell from a branch and swayed through the air to the ground. It landed
with a quiet crash on the other side of the star.
Students, faces hidden behind sunglasses or shielded by hands, occasionally
interrupted the scene from all sides. Their footsteps formed a triangle of
walkways. No one stepped on the star.
Those not walking through took up residence in the shade. They sat in silence
at picnic tables, their faces buried in binders, books and bagged lunches.
It was the quiet between classes — the calm before the storm.
As 12:25 p.m. rolled around, students spread across the space in droves.
The quiet lifted. Students hungrily poured from their classrooms in FAC and
strolled down the Hill.
One group marched through from the Colonnade up toward Garrett. Their
voices bounced around the area, filling it with energy. A studying student
still sitting at a table readjusted her headphones to drown it all out. These
boisterous friends were done with classes for the day, so they were off to
get lunch.

12:30 -3:30 P.M.

11:30 A.M.-12:25 P.M.
208

Gray clouds floated over the four-story brick building known as the Garrett

Emblazoned on the cement between Helm Library and the fine arts center
was a large red-and-white star. In its middle was a black fountain.

One staircase stood pristine and free of blemishes. Its twin was damaged,
chipped and marred by yellow caution tape that flapped in the wind.
A trickle of students walked by as the minutes ticked by on the small clock
between Cherry Hall and the Kissing Bridge. Some looked at their phones.
Others chatted with their friends who walked with them.
A line of parked, abandoned cars lined the shadowy pathway from Panda
Express to the Faculty House.
A trio of students sat on the platform leading to the Kissing Bridge. Two of
them took portraits on the side of a plaque that displayed the Western creed
while the other watched patiently.
Toward the back of the building, a group of four students ate a collective
lunch plucked from Java City, Panda Express and Garrett Food Court. As
the four students enjoyed their nourishment and chatted freely, about 100
visiting middle school students passed them and entered Garrett to get tasty
treats for themselves.
As the afternoon grew an hour older, a groundskeeper dressed in a forest
green shirt worked diligently to keep the display of yellow, purple and white
flowers fresh. The only things to keep him company were his white truck and

The dried-up magnolia leaf crunched under their feet.

the sounds of birds chirping in the distance.
PHOTO Lauren Nolan
STORY Tanner Cole

PHOTO Jake Pope
STORY Trey Crumbie
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It was raining on College Street, facing a north that was downhill and a bar that

by. The automobiles splashed through the puddles of water that had formed

was too early to be crowded and cars filled with people too smart to be walking

at the intersection, sending up waves as their wheels came to a stop. Birds
chirped as they plucked at the now saturated landscape for worms. Raindrops
clung to Henry Hardin Cherry’s bronze nose.
The peacefulness continued as 4 p.m. rolled around. The rain had slowed
for a moment, and the clouds were slowly moving toward the east. The
overcast sky showed no hint of sunshine. The humid air had a crisp smell.
At 4:20, the bells played a short melody as students emerged from class.
Hoods were raised and rain jackets zipped. Colorful umbrellas bloomed as
students scattered. Hilltoppers rushed toward the bus stop. Professors were
not far behind. With briefcases and totes in hand, they set off for the rest of
their day.
PHOTO Cassidy Johnson
STORY Natalie Melcher

4:30 - 5:15 P.M.

3:30 - 4:30 P.M.

Raindrops fell from the dull, blue sky as cars and Topper Transit cruised

down the empty stretch of concrete sidewalk. Tree boughs loomed overhead,
boughs that were the too-new green color that visited for two weeks and didn’t
come around again until the next year.
A pair of shorts-clad young men hurried downhill to their car, backpacks
askew. Their hair lay plastered to their heads.
From up the Hill, Cherry Hall’s bell tower played, tinny and reminiscent of a
merry-go-round from another century. The sunken ribbon of the street shone
in strips where cars had driven, marking paths for their followers, sending up
spray that settled back on the blacktop.
The cardboard-tearing sound of wet wheels and the whine of a change
in gear created a sodden symphony that filled Alumni Avenue between the
Catholic church and the white-bricked Wesley Foundation across the street.
Both were quiet from the outside, both veiled in the misty rain. The newest
leaves of the old trees in front of the redbrick and white-painted houses
lay heavy with the weight of the water on their wings, pointed toward the
ground but thrust high on gray trunks toward a grayer sky that looked as softly
textured as a swath of cotton settled a little too close to earth.
PHOTO Jake Pope
STORY Brittany Moster
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“OPEN” shone through the dark night, beckoning to the few weary walkers
in Bowling Green’s Fountain Square. The last of the stragglers ambled into the

5:15 - 5:45 P.M.

did little to stir the cigarette smoke-infused air of the Hilligans front porch.
Smoke rings slipped from the lips of the patron at a neighboring table, where
he sat with two friends and spoke to the server who breached the glassfronted doorway every few minutes.
At the intersection beyond the black metal bars that separated this redroofed haven from the rest of College Street, SUVs and four-door sedans
and one black-and-gray vehicle that was definitely old enough to order a beer
coasted to a stop, bearing witness to the others passing through the deep
puddles that had formed, and moved on.
Three plastic chairs, one of which sheltered an empty cardboard carton
that once, in happier times, held bottles of Bud Light, stood against the whitepainted porch front of an otherwise redbrick house. A tree, too thin to hold
anything more than a few tiny purple buds, rose from an uneven fringe of
unkempt electric green grass.

8 - 9:45 P.M.

Overhead, a painted red awning tinged with pink blotted out the gray
Bowling Green sky. From the awning hung a slightly swaying ceiling fan that

reaches of its neon light, and a door opened to welcome them.
At 8:42 on a Wednesday night, the largest crowd downtown could be found
in Spencer’s Coffee. Friendly faces lit by laptop screens appeared behind
wooden tables. There was conversation to have, homework to do and coffee
to drink. Stories of past relationships and profound mission trips mixed with
tea steam over cups. Other tables caught the cadence of textbooks as they
opened, closed, then opened again. Frustration and anxiety snuck into the
room, but they were quickly assuaged by another cup of chai.
Slowly, 9:45 drew closer, and the harsh reality of closing time began to
creep into the minds of lingerers. Employees swept floors and stacked chairs
around empty tables. A scholar made his way to the counter for one last refill
to carry him through the rest of the long night. Groups of friends gradually
laughed themselves out the door.
Outside, “OPEN” still beamed brightly until, all at once, the light switched

Creedence Clearwater Revival, sounding from somewhere overhead, was

off and darkness set in.

best heard when the traffic ceased and the intersection was empty except
for the occasional students, making their ways home while John Fogerty
wondered, “Who stopped the rain?” Now, passing heads no longer bent to

PHOTO Jennifer King
STORY Hannah McCarthy

shield faces, and birds darted overhead in the reprieve to different trees.
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PHOTOS Jennifer King
STORY Brittany Moster
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Athletic Aesthetic
Elizabethtown sophomore Jared Coffell woke up and hopped
on the scale.
Based on his weight, he calculated how sharp his calorie
reduction for the day would be and how much extra time he would
put into training at the gym.

for the same goals. He said they shared the same height class,
which was the shortest in the competitions, so they had similar
training strategies.

and consumed only coffee and wine for three days straight. The

“I’m training for a national show this summer,” Baldwin said. “I

process dehydrated her muscles in order to maximize their definition.

don’t know if I could be a personal trainer, but I’d like to use [fitness]

training and cardio work at the gym.
“It takes a lot,” she said. “Mentally, it’s the most straining thing
I’ve ever done.”
Coffell and Boon competed in the National Physique Committee
Kentucky Derby Festival Championships in Louisville.
Physique competitions were similar to bodybuilding contests, but
the emphasis was on muscle definition rather than size.
Male physique competitions were a sect of body building in
which contestants needed an aesthetic, marketable appeal. Coffell
waxed his eyebrows and received a dark spray tan in preparation
for the competition.
“It’s more of a fitness model look, where it’s about proportion and
symmetry and being lean,” he said.
Similarly, Boon said the female physique competitions required
judges to compare the proportions of contestants’ bodies. Boon

to help people.”
Boon trained at the Preston Center and met Coffell while she
prepared for the competition. Boon looked to Coffell, a third-time
physique competitor, for guidance throughout the day’s events.
Coffell said the competition took place in a huge warehouse
with walls lined with athletic supplements and fitness companies
promoting their products to the many contestants and attendees.
More than a thousand spectators gawked at the central stage,
which was adorned with a massive Pegasus in homage to the
Kentucky Derby. It stood in stark contrast to the bronzed figures
of athletes posing for a row of judges.
Coffell said backstage, athletes swarmed to sets of weights
to boost their muscles before taking the stage. He said the
compliments he received from other athletes while pumping
backstage boosted his confidence.
“It was great to hear competitors tell me I looked good, because
sometimes I would doubt myself,” he said.

stood in five-inch heels for the long day of posing onstage and

Pro and amateur fitness, figure, physique, swimwear and

flexing behind the curtain. She used glue to adhere a tiny pink bikini

bodybuilding athletes traveled from across the country to compete

to her tanned skin.

for a chance to qualify to perform nationally and then earn a pro card.

“You’re supposed to sell this cool, sexy look as a bikini girl, so you
have to be flirty and classy at the same time,” she said.

A pro card in the fitness industry opened up possibilities for
sponsorships from athletic companies. Contestants in physique

Coffell and Boon performed as athletes in high school but did

competitions paid high entry fees to compete. The Kentucky

not begin training for physique competitions until attending WKU.

Derby Championships charged $80 plus crossover fees if athletes

“I wanted to bring my training further and set a goal for myself
by doing a physique competition,” he said.
Boon signed up for the competition upon the recommendation
of her friend, Louisville senior Madaline Sill, who also competed in
bikini modeling and coached Boon for posing.
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Baldwin said he connected with Coffell because they strived

Crestwood junior Allie Boon cut water completely out of her diet

She slowly removed carbohydrates from her diet. Meanwhile, she

RIGHT Coffell bench presses in Preston. To prepare for the competition,
Coffell was in the gym six days a week. “Training took up a majority of
my time,” Coffell said.

national champion.

It was his sixth day at the gym that week.

struggled to find the willpower to keep putting in hours of strength

ABOVE Elizabethtown sophomore Jared Coffell laughs with his friends
during his workout at the Preston Center. While training, Coffell
became friends with many of the regulars in the gym.

Coffell trained with his brother, Nicolas, and Tanner Baldwin,
a nationally qualified NPC men’s physique and 2014 teen class-A

competed in more than one category.
Many athletes who performed in physique competitions
dedicated their whole lives to chasing their fitness goals.
Coffell said he struggled to juggle his schoolwork, job and
relationships with training for the competitions. ›
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ABOVE Coffell gets his eyebrows waxed at NTouch hair salon in Elizabethtown. “Not
only do you have to look good body-wise for the physique competition, you also have
to have a well groomed haircut and face,” Coffell said.
LEFT To prepare for his competition, Coffell counts his calories every day to make
sure he is on track to cut as much weight as possible. This meant he could not always
eat the same meals as his family.
OPPOSITE TOP Coffell receives a kiss from his girlfriend, Cecilia sophomore Brendan
Bird, after a long day of classes and training. “With training and schoolwork, I haven’t
had as much time to hang out with Brendan,” Coffell said.
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ABOVE Coffell practices his posing before going out for the men’s physique
class-A competition. Coffell also competed in the collegiate and teen
physique classes.
LEFT Coffell practices his stance with his posing coach Sascha Teems.
“You’re not going to find a harder-working young man,” Teems said.
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“It’s hard with school because you’re wanting foods, and

Coffell took first place in class-A men’s, collegiate and teen

you’re stressing about school and competition at the same time,”

physique competitions, which qualified him to compete nationally.

Coffell said.
Boon said the restricted diet provided her biggest challenge.

He said he hoped to continue competing in the future to earn
a pro card and open up possibilities for future jobs and successes.

She ate only chicken, egg whites and broccoli for three months

“I would hope it would offer possibilities to be sponsored by

and struggled to fight the urge to indulge in the tempting junk food

either a gym clothing company or supplement company or open

constantly surrounding her on campus.

up opportunities for fitness modeling and photo shoots,” he said.

“If someone opened a peanut butter chewy bar five rows back, I

Boon placed first in the novice class and second in collegiate at

could tell what they were eating without looking,” she said. “It’s hard

the Derby competition and earned two sword-shaped trophies,

when you can’t even have a freaking Goldfish.”

which she posed with onstage as she accepted her award. She

Despite the mental and physical sacrifices involved in training for
both competitors, they pressed on through the long day of countless
posing routines beneath the hot stage lights for a crowd of judges
and fitness enthusiasts.

ABOVE On April 25, during the annual National Physique Committee Kentucky Derby
Festival Championships, Coffell wins first place in the men’s class-A, collegiate class-A
and teen division along with earning a national qualification for men’s physique. “My
goal was to win first place in all three classes, but I didn’t think that I had a chance to
win the men’s class,” Coffell said. “When I won, I was so pumped.”
OPPOSITE Crestwood junior Allie Boon, middle, waits to receive her sword after
winning first place in the novice bikini competition. Boon also received a second-place
award in the collegiate division.

planned to compete in two more competitions in fall 2015 in the
natural and open classes.
“It’s a lot of work, it’s a lot of sacrifice, and I didn’t have a lot of
free time,” she said. “It’s hard, but it’s worth it.” ◊
PHOTOS Harrison Hill
STORY Jessica Voorhees
DESIGN Deron Millay
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Holding On
Alumnus David “Doc” Livingston was a part of the WKU community for
over 50 years. He earned his bachelor’s degree from the university in 1951
and went on to teach in public schools in Harlan, Lee and Franklin Counties.
After almost 20 years of service in public schools, he returned to WKU to
teach courses in music theory, composition and woodwinds while also serving
as the director of bands from 1965 to 1969. He retired in 1990.
He and his wife, Joyce, lived in separate care facilities. Despite their
distance, the two were able to reunite once a week to spend time and play
music together.
He was inducted into the WKU Hall of Distinguished Alumni in November
2014 and was memorialized in Hilltopper history forever.
PHOTO William Kolb
DESIGN Cameron Love
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ABOVE Livingston sits beneath a piece of art featuring his nickname as he plays keyboard in his bedroom. He was not afraid to tell strangers about
distant memories from his childhood, such as thoughts about his father, who was a railroad engineer.
OPPOSITE Livingston and his wife, Joyce, play piano together on a Sunday afternoon at the Greenwood Nursing and Rehabilitation Center. After
suffering from a stroke, Joyce could only keep time with one hand. This didn’t stop Livingston from clapping and kissing her at the end of each song
they played together. “This is my wife,” he said. “And I’m gonna keep her.”
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ABOVE Pam Thurman, Livingston’s daughter, presents her father with a
personalized plaque recognizing his induction into the WKU Hall of Distinguished
Alumni. “Is that me?” Livingston asked, eyeing an image of his younger self on
an award plaque. “Of course it is, Daddy,” Thurman replied. “You’re famous.”
Livingston was inducted at a ceremony in November, where Thurman accepted
the award in his honor.
LEFT Livingston plays the clarinet in his room at Chandler Memory Care. He had
no trouble picking up the instrument and playing jazz tunes as well as he could 50
years prior.
OPPOSITE Livingston and his wife, Joyce, enjoy vanilla ice cream cones in the
back of their car. The two lived in separate care facilities for more than a year.
Due to their children’s busy schedules, they only saw each other on Sundays.
The Livingstons’ weekly ritual included breakfast at Cracker Barrel, dessert at
Sonic and some time to play music with each other. “This is all the time they have
together,” Thurman said. “And it’s just so, so precious. We have to do this for them.”
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Hot Water
Fifty bodies crowded into the Bill Powell Natatorium in
Preston Center. The 8 a.m. silence settled in, the mood tense.
This moment felt different from the accolades and praise
received throughout the 2015 swimming and diving season.

swimmers, including recruits.
“When students choose to participate in a formally recognized
WKU organization, regardless of the nature of that organization,
they become responsible for their actions, both as individuals and

The teams represented WKU three times at NCAA National

as a group,” Ransdell said in an email to faculty and staff. “This

Championships for the 2014-15 season. Nuremberg, Germany,

University simply will not tolerate indecent, immoral, physical, or

sophomore Fabian Schwingenschlogl placed sixth in the

mental acts of disrespect or abuse among our students.”

country in the 100-yard breaststroke and 12th in the country

The decision was not made lightly, Stewart said.

in the 200-yard breaststroke. Hopkinsville senior Susan

“While many in the program have represented WKU with

Marquess supported the school in the 100- and 200-yard fly,

distinction, the overall findings of a consistent pattern of

and Wackersdorf, Germany, senior Nadine Laemmler swam the

disappointing conduct is troubling and not acceptable at WKU,”

100 and 200 backstroke.

he said.

Swimmers and divers broke school records and set

The university eliminated Marchionda’s position as of June

precedents for future athletes to overcome. Lincoln, Nebraska,

30, along with Associate Head Coach Brian Thomas and Head

junior Mollie McNeel became one of the fastest swimmers in

Diving Coach Chelsea Ale.

university history.
Head Coach Bruce Marchionda called the year “phenomenal.”

The Title IX investigation concluded that Marchionda knew
about the hazing and assault since the spring 2012 semester.

“We have a great recruiting class coming in,” Marchionda said.

Administrators informed swimmers that they could retain

“We look [forward] to getting more and more swimmers to the

their scholarships with WKU if they chose to remain at the

NCAA national championships and beyond.”

university. However, those wishing to transfer to another school

The future for the program looked promising, but in one
meeting, everything changed.

were eligible to compete immediately.
For freshman diver Savannah Neddo, transferring seemed

Athletic Director Todd Stewart and President Gary Ransdell

like the best option. Neddo, a native of Montreal, Canada, spent

stood before the team and informed them that all teams—men’s,

time on the Canadian national diving team but came to WKU to

women’s and diving—had been disbanded immediately. The

pursue photojournalism.

programs were suspended from the university for five years.
The decision stemmed from a report filed by former WKU
student and swimmer Collin Craig, who detailed accounts of
hazing and assault to the Bowling Green Police Department.
Craig attended WKU as a freshman from Meadow Vista,
California, before he left the university.
The subsequent investigation by BGPD triggered a Title
IX investigation into sexual assault. Both reports found team
members in violation of the student code of conduct and Title
IX policies.
In his initial report, Craig accused team members of forcing
swimmers to drink until they passed out and detailed situations
of sexual assault between intoxicated male and female

“I’ve been on the phone with my parents for most of the day,” she
said. “We’re trying to figure out the best move for me.”
Financial opportunities for swimmers ended with the team’s
disbanding, Neddo said.
“I can’t work my way up in performance-based scholarships,” she
said. “There’s no team, no way for me to compete here.”
McNeel, who set the school record in the 1650 free, said the
decision came as a complete shock.
“All of us were kind of expecting to have some form of
punishment, but not [to] this extent,” she said. “I was blind-sided.”
Realizing the team would separate became the hardest part
for McNeel.
“It’s like my family here, and it’s really hurting,” she said. ◊
STORY Jared Sizemore & Shelby Rogers
DESIGN Deron Millay

The WKU Swimming and Diving teams opened their season on Oct. 11 with a win over Delta
State. By the end of the season, the men claimed their second-straight Conference USA title
and the women finished third at the championship. WKU was awarded 16 first-place finishes.
ERICA LAFSER
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The Bill Powell Natatorium ceased to
house the more than 50 student athletes
of the men’s and women’s Swimming and
Diving programs after President Gary
Ransdell and Athletic Director Todd
Stewart announced on April 14 that the
programs would be suspended for five
years effective immediately. The decision
came after a former swim team member,
Collin Craig, filed complaints with the
Bowling Green Police Department on
Jan. 4, sparking an investigation by both
police and WKU Title IX coordinators.
NICK WAGNER
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Peak of
Greek
WKU Greek life turned 50 years old in 2015. To celebrate the
occasion, the Talisman staff revisited photos of Greek Weeks past
and recaptured the essence of moments from 50 years on the Hill.

Representatives from different fraternities and
sororities stand together in themed attire at
the Colonnade, raising their flags. Winners of
each event were awarded points for the awards
ceremony held at the end of the week.
TYLER SANDERS
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ABOVE Members of Sigma Nu dance onstage during Spring Sing in
Diddle Arena. Twenty-two sororities and fraternities performed in this
year’s Spring Sing for nearly 3,000 members of the Greek community.
MIKE CLARK
RIGHT In Spring Sing, Ewan Leslie, a Brentwood, Tennessee, senior;
David Crouch, a Jeffersontown sophomore; Bill Nelson, a Shelbyville
freshman; and Paul Thompson, a Louisville freshman, perform “Show
Boat.” The Delts placed third.
HEATHER STONE, 1987 TALISMAN
BOTTOM During intermission of Spring Sing, Alpha Omicron Pi members
show their spirit. The AOPis placed third in the Greek Week event.
RICK MUSSACHIO, 1984 TALISMAN

ABOVE 2005 Phi Mu member Jennifer
Blandford, an Owensboro freshman, is too
scared to watch as she gives blood for her
sorority during the drive.
DINARA SAGATOVA, 2005 TALISMAN
LEFT Bowling Green junior Lizzie Brand
laughs as she runs through her routine with
her Alpha Delta Pi sisters before taking the
stage during Spring Sing. The event was an
annual singing and dancing competition
between sororities and fraternities and was
a part of Greek Week.
MIKE CLARK
TOP LEFT Elizabethtown senior Jordan
Cofer grimaces as she is poked with a
needle. She was a regular attendee of
the annual Greek Week blood drive. The
drive brought in over 1,000 students each
year, making it one of the largest drives in
Southern Kentucky.
ALYSE YOUNG
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LEFT Sorority members compete in the bouncy
ball race on events day at the Colonnade. Phi Mu
sorority finished first in the events day standings.
HARRISON HILL
TOP Lexington junior and Sigma Alpha Epsilon
member Dan Mulert participate in an egg toss.
Mulert was one of the last three competitors to be
eliminated from the competition.
HARRISON HILL

ABOVE Greeks compete in a bike race on events day at the Colonnade.
STAFF PHOTO, 1966 TALISMAN
TOP Delta Tau Delta member Chad Pfeifer concentrates on catching the egg
without breaking it during one of the Greek Week activities.
TRAVIS GARNER, 2005 TALISMAN
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ABOVE Lexington sophomore Anne-Courtney Feenick and Bradenton, Florida, freshman Payton Diss
watch their Kappa Delta sorority sisters in anticipation. They and their sisters held high hopes for the
team’s 11th win, but they were defeated.
ALYSE YOUNG
LEFT Kappa Delta member Beth Page, a Glasgow junior, watches as the KDs tug against Alpha Delta Pi.
RICK MUSSACHIO, 1984 TALISMAN
FAR LEFT Columbia sophomore Lawrence Brown pulls with his Pi Kappa Alpha brothers during
tug. Before the annual event, the mud pit was watered to make sure it was extra muddy.
MIKE CLARK
OPPOSITE BOTTOM The strain of the pull shows on the face of Louisville junior Bruce Eisert as he
competes for his fraternity, Kappa Alpha, during their tug match.
ANDY LYONS, 1988 TALISMAN
OPPOSITE TOP The anchorperson for the Phi Mu tug of war team, Hodgenville sophomore Laura
Dawson, shows extra effort to pull her team to victory. The Phi Mus lost the final round to the ADPis.
TIM BROEKEMA, 1987 TALISMAN
TOP LEFT Frankfort junior Heather Redmon pulls with her Chi Omega sisters during tug at the
University Farm. Chi Omega finished fourth in the final standings for tug.
MIKE CLARK
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First at Bat
At the beginning of the season, Anderson Miller

always playing whiffle ball and tennis ball with

marked a few important games on his schedule,

your friends,” Miller said. “You always think about

including those against in-state rivals University

coming up in a big situation.”

of Kentucky and University of Louisville.

Head Coach Matt Myers said these wins were

The games against UK held a special meaning

just as big as the others the Hilltoppers achieved

for Miller, a Lexington junior and centerfielder for

during the season. He said the team simply played

the Hilltoppers. Despite being a hometown player,

well during the Louisville and Kentucky games,

Miller didn’t join the Wildcats. He had found a new

showing resiliency and fight.

family on the Hill.

“Anytime that you can beat your in-state

“It felt like home to me,” Miller said.

opponents, it allows you to walk around the state

During the season, Miller and the Hilltoppers

a little bit taller, with your chest out, feeling pretty

showed up their in-state rivals by sweeping

good about yourself,” Myers said.

games against both competitors for the first time
since 2006. The team also bested Murray State,

Myers said the atmosphere of the in-state
games was electric.

finishing undefeated against in-state schools for
the first time since 1987.

“It was a lot of fun to be a part of that,” Myers
said. “That’s what you want your players to be in

During the second game against Kentucky in

all the time.”

Lexington, Miller led the team into extra innings

Junior third baseman Danny Hudzina, who

after hitting a two-run home run to tie the game

followed Miller’s ninth inning at bat in the UK

in the ninth inning. The Hilltoppers won the

game, said the wins gave the team confidence.

game 5-3.

“For him to be able to do that in his hometown,

Miller said that being at bat was one of his
favorite memories in his baseball career so far.
“It was one of those moments you kind of grow
up thinking about in the backyard when you’re

against a team that said he wasn’t good enough to
play for them at the time, it was just great for our
team,” Hudzina said. “After that game, we were on
top of the world.” ◊
PHOTOS Nick Wagner
STORY Kayla Swanson
DESIGN Deron Millay

FEBRUARY

APRIL

MAY

Maryland - L

Louisiana Tech - L, W, W

Middle Tennessee - L, L, L

Coastal Carolina - W

Southern Miss - W, L, L

Marshall - L, L, W

Evansville - W, L, L

Murray State - W

Florida Atlantic - L, L

Belmont - L, W

Florida International University - W, L, W

Vanderbilt - L

Louisville - W

Southern Illinois - W, W, W

Rice - L, L, L

ABOVE Freshman second baseman Steven Kraft throws to senior first
baseman Ryan Church to retire a Southern Miss player at Nick Denes
Field. The Hilltoppers lost the game 15-3.
LEFT Senior outfielder Philip Diedrick watches the ball after making
contact on a pitch during the game against Southern Miss on April 10
at Nick Denes Field. Diedrick pinch hit for a run in WKU’s 5-0 win.

Austin Peay - W, W
MARCH

Ohio State - L, L
Mississippi State - L, W
Old Dominion - L, W, W
Lipscomb - W, L
University of Texas at San Antonio - W, W, L
Kentucky - W, W
UAB - L, L, L
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Cutting the Cord
Students pulled cellphones from their pockets in campus

hundreds of different budgets across the university. Individual

lunch lines. Their melodic alarms woke students up for classes,

budgets weren’t dropping dramatically; it was just slight

and their screens entertained during dull, droning lectures.

downward shifts across the board. Each budget shifted the

They were navigation systems, hubs of communication,

surplus into other areas.

flashlights, personal planners, mailboxes, digital cameras,

The total spent on long distance calls had dropped by

MP3 players and incessant reminders of the Internet Age’s

over $60,000, according to Director of Communication

inescapable interconnectedness.

Technologies Jeppie Sumpter.

And they were killing the landline industry.
About two-thirds of Americans owned smartphones,

“That [$86,000] is a big number no doubt,” Sumpter said.
“But this place is the size of a city.”

according to the Pew Research Center. In the young adult

It all began in the early 2000s as landlines started to lose

crowd, that number reached 85 percent. The average American

their hold. From then on, cellphones waged a war against

was getting his or her first cellphone at the age of 6, according

standard office phones that pounded nail after nail into their

to Child Guide Magazine.

curly corded coffin.

As cellphone use skyrocketed, Americans severed their

WKU’s Information Technologies developed systems to

phone cables. Landlines were absent in 53 percent of 18- to

cut fees between WKU’s various campuses. In 2012, landline

24-year-olds’ homes, according to the National Center for

services in WKU’s dorms were discontinued. Alternatives

Health Certificates.

to standard calling, such as video conferencing and web

But as they disappeared from the world, landlines still sat on

messaging, sprang up as technologies advanced. WKU offered

desks in offices all over the Hill. They were a simple line item

discounted cellphone plans to students and faculty. Some

on departmental budgets — a dollar amount that was shrinking

employees were even issued cellphones with an allowance

due to growing cellphone use.

built in to use for work calls.

Cellphones were taking over.

With 65 percent of chief information officers nationwide

“Those of us with cellphones are more likely to pick up our

believing that landlines would disappear within the next five

cellphone than to use our desktop [phones],” said Senior Vice

years, according to Virgin Media Business, it appeared that

President for Finance and Administration Ann Mead.

landlines were done for.

Mead said cellphones were the main reason why WKU’s

It wasn’t Big Red, Cherry Hall or Guthrie Bell Tower, but a

2014-2015 expenditure detail budget listed about $140,000

part of the Hill was vanishing. They had physical buttons you

for long-distance phone calls but only spent $86,000.

pressed rather than touchscreens. Their cables bound the user

The extra $54,000 wasn’t just misplaced. That grand total
was the compounded amount of extra budgeted money from

to a particular place, immobilizing conversation. And they were
about to be gone forever. ◊
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION Brandon Carter
STORY Tanner Cole
DESIGN Deron Millay
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Transfer Triumph
The afternoon sun beat down on the forearms of fans as the
crowd watched the fearless nine take the field. In the center of the
group stood senior pitcher Miranda Kramer, strong and seemingly
undeterred by any pregame jitters. The first batter sauntered up
to home plate while Kramer stepped onto the mound.

[Miranda] is probably the best player to wear the uniform so far.”
Kramer seemed to be destined for greatness from the start,
and she was confident in her abilities from the beginning.
“I don’t even know when I started playing softball,” Kramer
said. “I started pitching when I was about 7 or 8, and my sister

As a West Burlington, Iowa, native, Kramer never imagined

was pitching in the backyard. So I told my dad I could do it better.”

that she would end up at WKU. But after being recruited by her

This sibling rivalry was an impetus to an extremely successful

former coach, Amy Tudor, she accepted the spot on the team.
Tudor was coaching at Indiana University — Purdue University

pitching career and a blossoming love for softball. But this longterm relationship often faced adversity.

Fort Wayne before taking over as head coach at WKU in 2013. At

During Kramer’s sophomore year of high school, one of her

the beginning of the 2015 season, she brought in recruits from the

best friends, Kayla Atkins, was diagnosed with leukemia. Kramer

IPFW team, including Kramer; Maple Ridge, Canada, senior Larissa

stood by her friend for years as she battled the debilitating

Franklin; Columbus, Ohio, senior Dani Pugh; Elk River, Minnesota,

disease and continued to play softball in honor of her friend.

senior Kayti Hanson; and Shepherdsville junior Taylor Price.
Athletic Communications Assistant Director Whitney Tarpy said

“Every strikeout was for her, and she gave me something to
work for,” said Kramer.

that having the five new players was extremely helpful for the team.

After losing her friend to cancer, Kramer began writing the

They ended their season with a 31-12 overall record. She especially

letters “FFK” in the dirt with her cleat. The letters, which stood

praised Kramer for her season-altering work on the mound.

for “Faith from Kayla,” reminded Kramer that her friend was

“She came in as a senior transfer, so this will be her one and
only year here,” Tarpy said.

always with her on the mound. She continued to dedicate every
one of her many strikeouts to her.

Kramer and the Lady Toppers broke several personal and

It was now the middle of the game. Bare forearms were turning

school records. Kramer held the No. 1 position for most strikeouts

red with sunburn as Kramer stepped back into her circle. She

in NCAA D1 fast-pitch softball as well as least hits allowed per

reshaped the dirt around her with memories of her dear friend,

seven innings. She also pitched three no-hitters and threw the

kissed her hand and patted the ground. Pitches flew by, and

softball program’s first-ever perfect game. With her help, the team

batters stormed off, disappointed. A silence seemed to fall over

ended up winning the entire Conference USA Championship.

the crowd, as if Kramer held their shouts and cheers in the palm

Head Coach Tudor explained that Kramer and her teammates
were never completely satisfied with their playing. They kept
working to improve from week to week and game to game.
“That’s the fun part about coaching,” Tudor said. “And

of her hand, for they knew what the next strike meant for her.
The pitch that followed broke the 16-year school record for
most strikeouts in a single season.
But for Miranda Kramer, it was just another pitch. ◊
PHOTOS Nick Wagner
STORY Hannah McCarthy
DESIGN Deron Millay

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

Buffalo - W

South Carolina - L

North Texas - W, W, W

North Florida - L

Marshall - L, W, W

Florida Atlantic - W, L, W, W

Troy - W

Tennessee - W

Murray State - W, W

Alabama State - W, W

Ball State - W, W, W

Southern Miss - W, W, W

Michigan - L

Lipscomb - W, L

Florida International University - W, W, L

Florida State - L

Kentucky - L

Nebraska - W

Charlotte - W, W, L, W

Georgia Tech - W

Louisville - L

ABOVE Senior pitcher Miranda Kramer throws during a game against Charlotte at
the WKU Softball Complex. Kramer set a Conference USA record with the most
strikeouts in a game with 18 strikeouts on April 26.
LEFT Senior infielder Preslie Cruce eyes an incoming pitch during the game against
Charlotte at the WKU Softball Complex. The Lady Toppers lost 3-1 in 11 innings.

Akron - W
Dayton - W

MAY

Middle Tennessee - W, L, W
UAB - W
North Carolina - W
Georgia - W, L, L
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Tradition Lives On
Spring 2015 marked the 50th anniversary of the founding
of Potter College of Arts and Letters, which encompassed
WKU’s 12 liberal arts departments. These photos are a
contemporary look at Potter College — the largest college
on campus with nearly 4,000 students enrolled.

ABOVE Mary Ellen Miller began her full-time teaching career as an English professor at
WKU in 1963, two years prior to the establishment of Potter College of Arts and Letters.
“I’m grateful to still be here, and I’ll keep on doing what I’m doing for as long as I can,”
Miller said. “Or as long as they let me.”
WILLIAM KOLB
OPPOSITE Ceramics professor Lindsay Oesterritter works at the University Farm’s
kiln. Oesterritter found inspiration in everyday objects and their slow, natural changes.
BRIAN POWERS
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ABOVE Weekend news and opinion host
Melissa Harris-Perry, of MSNBC, speaks
at WKU for the second installment of the
Cultural Enhancement Series on Feb. 5.
Harris-Perry spoke on race relations and
inequality in the U.S.
WILLIAM KOLB
LEFT Bowling Green graduate student
Mason Brennenstuhl helps a fellow
student set up his art installation project
by the Colonnade. All the students in the
installation art class were required to do
a project called “you have to use string,”
which required them to create an art piece
using a space anywhere in or around the
fine arts center.
TYLER SANDERS
OPPOSITE Raymond L. Cravens sits in his
house in Bowling Green. Cravens, 84, was one
of the oldest professors at WKU. There was
a library on campus named for Cravens, and
his home was also a museum of sorts — full of
furniture and artifacts from all over the world.
JONAS SKOVBJERG FOGH
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Fighting Words
Fight Night was an annual Sigma Chi tradition. Greek men donned
boxing gloves, strapped on protective helmets and hit the ring in a
Bowling Green warehouse.
The competition was a Sigma Chi philanthropy event for cancer
research. Hundreds encircled the ring to watch the night’s fights.
The 2015 Fight Night champion was Chicago freshman Connor
Crowell. He was born blind in one eye. During the fight, Crowell had a
massively swollen finger. His coach couldn’t even make it to the fight.

›

ABOVE Chicago freshman Connor Crowell spars with Franklin senior Austin Wright. Crowell
trained for months prior to the fight. He had no previous experience in boxing but had been
raised on contact sports, making boxing slightly familiar.
OPPOSITE Hunter Flynn, Crowell’s trainer, looks on as he weighs in at 139 pounds. He went
24 hours without eating in preparation for the weigh-in. Only one other fighter was within his
weight class: his sparring partner, Wright, who had won six rounds at previous Fight Nights.
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A Talisman writer sat down with Crowell weeks after Fight Night to reflect on the experience.
This transcript has been edited for clarity and readability.
Q: How did you decide to get involved to compete in this?

like, “I can’t, I can’t make it. I have to work.” And I was just

A: I did MMA for a year down in Colorado. I didn’t do any

like, “You’ve been training me for six months, man.”

fights or anything, so don’t, like, post that or something,
but I trained for a while with my dad and my brother, so it

Q: What was the preparation process like in training?

just got me interested in it. And the moment my fraternity

A: Like, he would push me really hard. We would train

brothers brought it up to me I was just, like, it sounds like

everything. I would mostly train, like, my legs, pretty

something I would do. It was really fun.

much because a lot of boxing is in your legs and your
feet, and people don’t realize that. But, we would go in,

Q: Does each fraternity have one representative?

and I would warm up, stretch, do jumping jacks or jump

A: Each fraternity can put in two representatives, and I am

ropes, and he would push me. He was a really good boxer,

pretty sure most of the time sororities sponsor people,

too, so he did really good mitt-work. He was a good — he

but I didn’t really know anyone. My fraternity sponsored

would make me train really hard. He was good.

me, so, and the kid I fought was in SAE. I actually knew
him. He actually trained with me, most, some of the time

Q: Was there anything that stood in the way of your

because his fraternity brother was the guy training me.

preparation process or training?

He was older, so when I went to D1 he introduced me to

A: I am blind in one eye.

Austin, and he was like, “This kid’s gonna come in. He is
my fraternity brother. He is going to help train you. He is

Q: Really?

also doing Fight Night, but you guys won’t fight,” and I was

A: Yeah. My left eye, so I had to adjust my stance for that,

like, “OK.” So we trained together for a while, so I actually

so I was blind in one eye. I had my broken finger, and I

knew the kid I was fighting. I didn’t want to fight him, but

didn’t have a coach, so during the fight I was kind of like

there was no one else in my weight class.

(throws his hands up and shrugs).

Q: So did you just compete in a specific weight class?

Q: I heard that you had a concussion…?

A: It’s not — they don’t have weight classes. It is kind of

A: I have had three concussions. I had to get an MRI done

like they just throw you in, and they’re like, “Hey, what do

on my head when I was a senior for football because

you weigh?” And after the weigh out, they see who is really

I returned punts, and I got hit in football camp. I got,

close to each other, and me and him were a pound off from

previously, my freshman and sophomore year I got

each other, so we ended up fighting.

concussions, and then I didn’t get one my junior year,
and then during the beginning of senior year at football

Q: What was that like — going from training with someone

camp I was returning a punt, and I got a concussion.

to having to fight them?
A: It was kind of annoying, honestly, because the day before

Q: Holy cow.

— no, the week before the fight, I broke my finger, and then

A: It was my third one. They wouldn’t let me play football

I found out I was fighting him, and I was, like, really upset,

anymore. But I ended up boxing, so...

and when I found out I was fighting him my trainer wouldn’t
go in my corner because he didn’t want to be in a corner

Q: Having, like, all of this stacked up against you, do

against his fraternity brother, so I had no coach. I had a

you feel like it made the victory even better?

broken finger, and it just kind of sucked.

A: Yeah. Definitely. I was really mad about that whole
coach thing. It wasn’t even, I mean, obviously I was born

Q: Was your trainer in the other corner with the other guy?

with the blind eye, so that didn’t do anything. I am used

A: No. He just didn’t go. He was just like — he actually told

to that. My finger really sucked. My finger was, like,

me, like, a couple days before the fight, like, “Yo, I don’t

swollen to both of my other fingers, like, when I wrapped

think I’m going to be able to go,” and I was like, “What do

up my hand I had to wrap my middle finger because it

you mean you’re not going to be able to go?” and he was just

was so swollen.

›

Crowell graduated high school with three concussions and a blind left eye. He
left behind a football scholarship due to his injuries. He joined Phi Delta Theta
with the intention of participating in Fight Night, an event that combined
amateur boxing and charity fundraising.
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Q: Holy cow, I can’t believe you still fought.

Q: What was running through your head through this

A: Yeah, it was horrible, but it was still really fun.

whole process?
A: My mom was there, so she came down from Chicago. So

Q: So walk me through the actual Fight Night night. What

I was just, like, my mom and her boyfriend were there, so I

happened?

didn’t want to lose, obviously. I wasn’t really nervous. I was

A: He’s a really good boxer, and I knew. They told me in the

just prepared. I mean, I trained for a really long time for it.

beginning of the fight — they told us all the rules and how
it would be judged, and it is not really typically like regular

Q: How long had you trained?

boxing matches. Like, I don’t know if you saw the Pacquiao-

A: Six months, uh, no. Since the beginning of … no, like

Mayweather fight, but it’s not something like that where

three months.

they would be judged on overall performance.
It is kind of like whoever gets more punches, so I knew

Q: What kind of feelings did you have after the event? Was

going into it that I had to throw more punches than him, but

it just pure pride, or what?

he is just a really good boxer, and he is really fast, too, so it

A: The fight was on YouTube. You can see me. I just sit

is kind of hard, so we were going in, and he, right off the bat,

down on the couch afterwards and just took a deep breath

he kind of like — the ref stopped the fight in the first round

afterwards. I was just happy it was over. It just felt good

because, I don’t know what happened, but he was pushing me

that I won.

away, and I caught him with a right hook, and he — I think his
mouth piece fell out a little bit, and he tried to put it back in,

Q: Would you do it again?

but it’s awkward because you have a boxing glove, and I saw

A: Yeah. I am doing it next year, so I am a freshman. I plan

that opportunity, and I started punching him like four or five

on doing it the next three years.

times in the face, and the ref stopped the fight, and I was kind
of mad about that because I had him.
And then in the second round we were going at it, and he

Q: Were there any main takeaways or things you learned
from this experience?

was whopping me like the beginning of the first round, and he

A: There’s a lot of things I learned training and just, like,

was getting me. I remember one hit that got me. I remember

being in that atmosphere. It is a completely different type

just being like, “Wow. OK. That was a hard hit.” I couldn’t

of people. I trained in Chicago when I went down there

really see him, and then I threw a really big right hand and

because that is where I live, so when I went over there over

just missed completely, like nothing. It wasn’t even, like, in

winter break, I went there and trained, and it was crazy.

the vicinity. I don’t know what I was thinking, and then he

The guys there — my mom just like threw me in a place with

turned around, and we went back to the center of the ring,

some kids that I didn’t even know, and they were all training

and, like, halfway through the second round I caught him

for MMA, and she was like, “Well, just do it. It will help you.”

with, like, a really good right hand, and he wasn’t looking at

And it was horrible. They just beat me up the whole time,

me, so I knew he wasn’t coherent, really, so I hit him again

and I didn’t have any fun. Other than that, I didn’t really

with a left, and then I hit him again with a couple more rights,

take away much from it other than just having fun. It’s just

and I just dropped my hands because he wasn’t even looking

something to go do and have fun. Win or lose, it was fun.

LEFT Because he is the lightest fighter, Crowell
fights in the first match of the night. The match
lasted two rounds, with hundreds of college
students watching. He won after two rounds,
defeating his sparring partner, Austin Wright, a
previous Fight Night champion.
BELOW Crowell drinks at a friend’s apartment
after his fight as his friend, Guatemala City,
Guatemala, freshman Andreea’ Natalia embraces
him. Natalia drove Crowell to all of his training
sessions before his fight.
OPPOSITE BOTTOM From left to right,
Elizabethtown freshman Caleb Powers,
Owensboro junior Shaun Goebel, Florence junior
Nick Kruth and Nashville junior Ugochukwu
Ogbodo congratulate Crowell on his win.
Crowell’s fraternity, Phi Delta Theta, threw a
party for his win later that night.

at me, and then the ref called it off for the second time in the
second round, so I won the second round.

Q: Was it the kind of thing that you ever expected you would
end up doing in college, or was it just kind of sporadic?

Q: Were there just two rounds?

A: Not in college, but I guess, like, as a kid I always thought

A: There’s normally three, but he called it off in the

it would be cool to be in a fight. Not like a street fight but,

second round.

like, just go out there and be in a boxing match. ◊
PHOTOS Justin Gilliland
INTERVIEW Helen Gibson
DESIGN Deron Millay
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Exploring Ecuador
Lush, green mountains, beautiful coasts, brightly-colored

These four distinct regions were the rain forest, mountains,

of Ecuador. Visiting students and faculty sought to bring a

coast and Galápagos Islands. This project resulted in Langton

piece of its culture back to the Hill.

and Vega’s international book project, “Discovering Ecuador

The 2014-2015 academic year was WKU’s International
Year of Ecuador.
The program launched to fulfill the increasing need for
international education on the Hill and to give graduating

presentation on their work in the country in February.
Sonia Lenk, an associate professor of Spanish, also had a
strong connection to Ecuador.
Lenk’s parents were originally from the Czech Republic

Paschetto, the programming coordinator for the Office of

and immigrated to Ecuador during the Second World War.

International Programs.

She said she wanted to give back to both the country she was

according to Paschetto. They had limited interactions with
international students. Many felt that studying abroad
simply was not feasible.
WKU’s answer to this dilemma was to bring the world to
the Hill — one country at a time.
Different foods, music and scholars from various countries
were all introduced to help internationalize students.
“International experiences don’t necessarily have to
happen internationally,” Paschetto said.
Many members of the year’s planning committee held
strong ties to Ecuador. School of Journalism and Broadcasting
Director Loup Langton lived and worked in Ecuador for a

raised in as well as the country that hosted her for the past
20 years.
“For me it’s a country that gave my grandparents and my
parents … the opportunity to live,” Lenk said.
Lenk started a speaker series called “Tracing the
Unexplored” with the Modern Languages department.
The series focused on the people and history of Latin
American countries, she said. For the International Year of
Ecuador, she invited two women from Ecuador. One was an
indigenous woman who taught at UCLA, and the other was
a political cartoonist.
“I think it is a good way of focusing on a country and better
understanding them,” Lenk said.

short time. He considered it to be a second home. While in

Students in Ecuador got to explore rain forests, zip line

Ecuador, he worked for the country’s largest newspaper and

and stay in hostels. They went to classes during the week and

taught at Universidad San Francisco de Quito.

visited volcanoes and jungles on the weekends.

In 1993, Langton and Pablo Corral Vega, an Ecuadorian

In January 2014, Bowling Green junior Alexis Baker

photojournalist, gathered 38 photographers from around

traveled to Ecuador, where she learned about agriculture and

the world and sent them out across Ecuador for one week to

sustainability in the country. She traveled from the capital city

capture the untapped beauty of the country.

of Quito around the coast of Ecuador.

“What we tried to do was give a sense of everyday life in
RIGHT Paulina Caisabanda and Rubiero Masaquiza share a local dish with a tourism
group in Salasaka, Ecuador. The traditional dessert was made from agave plants,
which grew abundantly in the small mountain town.

and the Galápagos Islands.” Vega and Langton gave a

students multicultural competencies, according to Kari

A large number of students didn’t travel abroad,

ABOVE Citizens of Quilotoa, Ecuador, lead a group of horses down the hillside
surrounding Lake Quilotoa. The horses were used to transport hikers from the
lakeshore to the top of the crater in order to avoid the five-hour climb.

Ecuador in its four very distinct regions,” Langton said.

fabric and delicious cuisine awaited Hilltoppers in the country

“It was much more like home than I expected,” Baker said. ◊
PHOTOS Sally Jean Wegert
STORY Andrew Henderson
DESIGN Cameron Love
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ABOVE Universidad San Francisco de Quito
students pass through the doorway of the
Newton Building in between classes during the
week before finals. In the spirit of academia, all
of the educational buildings on USFQ’s campus
were named after famous philosophers.
LEFT Campus is bursting with plant life at
USFQ, brightening daily life for students and
staff alike. Towering palm trees, flowering
bushes and a central lake filled with fish and
turtles filled the environment.
OPPOSITE Rosa María Caiza relaxes outside
her home in the town of Salasaka, Ecuador,
cooling herself off in the shade as foreigners
pass through. Caiza lived in the same home in the
small, village-like community in the mountainous
region of the country for her entire life.
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Parts to Play
He had spent an entire year preparing for the next 15 minutes.
Bent over, his palms spread against the rough, red ground.

Competitors could only receive 10 points in a given event.
Although team members tried to perform their best and beat

He waited for the gun.

personal records in their debut year in C-USA, they had to rely

“It doesn’t matter if you’re the fastest person in the world

on their teammates.

— you’re scared on that line,” junior distance runner Aaron

“When you’re lifting, you’re trying to beat your personal

Stevens said. “You know that there’s never going to be a race

record,” Parker said. “But at the same time, everyone is in there

at this level where it doesn’t hurt.”

working hard together, overcoming the obstacles together.”

Stevens was one of many students at WKU who chose to put

As a senior distance runner, Sean Herd knew the team

himself through physical exhaustion for the sake of his team.

lifestyle of a track runner well. He said the runners constantly

Jumpers, throwers, pole vaulters, distance runners, hurdlers and

spent time together, even outside of practice and competitions.

sprinters made up the Track and Field team.

One of these bonding rituals was eating together at the Fresh

“It is really individual,” senior pole vaulter Karleigh Parker

Food Company after practice.

said. “It comes down to how you do and if you want it, because

“It’s like pieces of a body,” Herd said at one of their

ultimately you’re there to try and [beat your personal record]

communal meals. “Everybody has a part to play on the team.

every time. You want to go out there and try to beat your best

And during conference, it’s a total score of points, so you need

mark. Obviously, that’s the whole point of it.”

everybody working.”

Both Parker and Travis Gerding, a senior thrower, broke

Despite fighting for personal bests, competitors knew the

school records they had previously set numerous times. In the

team ultimately triumphed. Parker said the three freshman

last meet of the regular season, Gerding defeated his record

pole vaulters she worked with felt like her children sometimes.

when he threw a hammer 199 feet and 7 inches, which was

“I don’t dislike that at all though,” Parker said. “The dynamics

over a foot farther than his previous record. Parker reset her

of our pole vault group is so much better,” she said. “They’re like

record with a bar clearance of 13 feet, 9¾ inches, the best mark

my three best friends right now.”

in Conference USA that season. She won the event for the 13th
time in her career.
Both seniors said their records meant nothing without the
rest of the team.
“At the end of the day, at conference championship time, you
all come together as a team to win,” Gerding said.

Whether at meets, on the bus, in the weight room or even over
dinner, the members of Track and Field worked as a team.
Herd paused as he took his dishes to the conveyor belt in
Fresh Food Company.
“Track — it brings together a lot of individual athletes into a
team,” he said. “That’s what’s so cool about it.” ◊
PHOTOS Nick Wagner
STORY Abby Potter
DESIGN Deron Millay
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ABOVE Senior Karleigh Parker reacts after successfully
clearing the bar during the pole vault competition in the
Hilltopper Relays at the Ruter Track and Field Complex. Parker
finished third in the event, but not before she and freshman
Ria Mollers, who finished second, set the school pole vault
record at 13 feet 7½ inches.
LEFT Sophomore sprinter Carrol Hardy, center, leads fellow
sophomore sprinter Sandra Akachukwu, left, and freshman
sprinter Peli Alzola in the 100-meter dash during the
Hilltopper Relays on April 11. Hardy won the event with a time
of 11.61 seconds.
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Sophomore distance runner Peter Agaba splashes
into a pool of water during the steeplechase event
during the Hilltopper Relays at the Ruter Track
and Field Complex. Agaba took first place.
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CHAOS Rains
Heavy rains, thunderstorms and constantly fluctuating

Benton junior Jacob Wilkins, a meteorology student and

temperatures were among the spring weather forecasts that

intern for Wx or Not, saw firsthand how CHAOS brought the

meteorology students kept keen eyes on.

branches of the program together into a cohesive base.

While the unpredictability of spring weather was nothing

“One of the cool things is that we have a centralized location

new, an up-to-date facility provided more contemporary

where we can come and have those big forecast discussions,

methods for weather coverage.

whereas before CHAOS, we didn’t really have much of an

The College Heights Atmospheric Observatory for Students

identity,” Wilkins said. “That’s one of the big things: now we have

revived the long-held tradition of weather observations on

more uniformity within the meteorology program as a whole.”

the Hill. Directed by Joshua Durkee, associate professor of

Wilkins’ interest in weather began at a young age after he

meteorology and geography, CHAOS allowed meteorology

witnessed a tornado that hit close to home and walked its

students to monitor and interpret weather conditions on a

damage path, only hundreds of yards from his cousin’s house.

daily basis.

“When I was in elementary school I was always scared of

“I didn’t just want to bring back an old idea,” Durkee said.

storms,” Wilkins said. “Then there was a tornado that came

“I wanted to reinvent this space as an observatory again and

through my county and it just sort of changed that fear into a

bring students in as a major part of the equation. The main

curiosity of weather.”

goal is really to provide both in- and out-of-classroom student

As Wilkins’ involvement within the meteorology program

engagement and hands-on learning to help professionalize the

grew, so did his number of tornado encounters. After a tornado

students’ education experience.”

swept through parts of neighboring Edmonson County in late

The practice of weather observation at WKU first began in

April, the National Weather Service reached out to Wx or Not

1932 with the College Heights Weather Station. The station

for assistance with a post-storm survey. Wilkins visited the

eventually expanded its observations to the Bowling Green-

affected area to help document the extent of the damage after

Warren County Regional Airport until its retirement and

forecasting the storm several days before.

conversion into an antique weather instrument museum in

With winds up to 110 mph, the tornado uprooted and

2008 — the same year the meteorology program made its debut.

decimated hundreds of large trees in a rural area. The team

In the years between the closing of the College Heights

surveyed the area both on foot and with a drone hundreds

Weather Station and the founding of CHAOS, students sought

of feet in the air. The environmental damage was startling

involvement in other meteorology-related groups.

to everyone, but Wilkins found the experience rewarding.

Some joined the Storm Topper Network, a weather spotter
group that blogged detailed forecasts for Warren County

Through Wx or Not and CHAOS, he learned to apply lessons
and technology from the classroom to real situations.

throughout the week and reported observations to local

“It’s really preparing students for what the workforce is

emergency managers in the case of severe weather. Others

going to be like,” Wilkins said. “The grant we received is for the

participated as Storm Chasers through a class led by Durkee

software that the National Weather Service actually uses, and

that took students to the Great Plains each spring to document

so if CHAOS can train students to use that software, then they

severe connective storms. Several students assisted local

should be readily available right out of college.”

weather company Weather or Not, also known as Wx or Not,
as interns, producing forecasts for the website.

Louisville senior Zach Leasor, a fellow Wx or Not intern,
also assisted with the storm survey among other opportunities

Most students became involved in more than just

provided by CHAOS. For Leasor, a former director of the Storm

one program as CHAOS became the avenue for student

Topper Network and a Storm Chasers student, CHAOS was

involvement within the field. CHAOS was the umbrella that

headed in the right direction.

encompassed these groups, as well as an introductory learning

“It’s going to be exciting to watch CHAOS continue to

space for the hundreds of non-meteorology majors who

grow and all the various meteorology clubs grow together

passed through the department.

and grow with CHAOS,” Leasor said. “It’s great that CHAOS

“That’s the beauty of it, because this is all overlapping,”
Durkee said.

provides anybody on campus with weather observations

Benton junior Jacob Wilkins examines the progression of a potential storm during his
mesoscale meteorology class. Wilkins was an intern for Wx or Not, a weather forecasting
blog founded by alumnus Landon Hampton. Wilkins hoped that CHAOS would spark more
interest in weather on campus. “No one consulted us about the weather on campus before,
but they might now,” Wilkins said.

from WKU’s campus.” ◊
PHOTO Jennifer King
STORY Abby Belknap
DESIGN Sarah Matney
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True Colors
When Glasgow senior Seth Church entered the Augenstein

people in higher education — to be learning about different

Alumni Center on that rainy Monday night, professors, light

identity categories and what those mean and how people

refreshments and individually donated rainbow stoles

express them — how we are human,” she said. “I think there

greeted him.

are many complex layers to that expression of one’s identity.

They were all there to celebrate his identity as a bisexual.
Along with 15 other soon-to-be graduates, Church was

It’s important to celebrate.”
Celebrate they did.

recognized in WKU’s first Lavender Graduation, a ceremony

Behind a lectern decorated with a rainbow flag, the

to celebrate the unique achievements of lesbian, gay,

master of ceremonies announced the names of the 16

bisexual, transgender, queer and ally students.

graduates. After walking across the front of the crowded

WKU joined 95 other U.S. colleges in the celebration,

room, each graduate was given an embroidered lavender

which was hosted by the Office of Institutional Diversity

and rainbow stole and pinned with a triangular, rainbow

and Inclusion in hopes of cultivating visibility and support

lapel pin.

for the campus LGTBQ community.
Church was not only a participant in the ceremony, but
also a member of the planning committee.
“So I was doing all this work with them, and they just

The main speaker at the ceremony, Patricia Minter, and
her husband established the fund that eventually swayed
the university’s higher-ups into allowing the ceremony to
take place.

assumed I was a really active ally,” Church said. “Come time

“It’s been successful beyond my wildest dreams,” Minter

for the ceremony and I show up in my cap and gown, and it was

said. “And looking at all those beautiful faces, it was just a

fun to work on it from the inside and see it all the way through.”

dream come true to me.”

Tiara Na’puti, of WKU’s Institute for Citizenship and

Minter said that she initially received pushback when

Social Responsibility, attended Lavender Graduations in

she proposed the idea of WKU hosting a Lavender

graduate school at University of Texas at Austin. In the week

Graduation. Minter and her husband created a fund that

before WKU’s Lavender Graduation, Na’puti said she was

would pay for future Lavender Graduations using interest

looking forward to experiencing it as a faculty member.

earned in the account.

“Everyone that was participating had a great deal of pride

“We just looked at each other and said, ‘We’re at the point

to be a part of it,” Na’puti said. “I think, if you look at some of

in our lives when we can do something about this, and we’re

the history of where it came from, the whole event was sort

going to,’” Minter said.

of reclaiming this idea of shame and hurt relating to one’s
identity or a feeling like you had to hide it.”
Church shared the sentiment that some students felt they
needed to hide this part of their identity.

After the post-ceremony mingling calmed down, Minter
finally had a chance to grab a piece of cake.
“Seth has been my advisee since he was a freshman,” she
said, cutting into the rainbow fondant with her fork. “He took

“I think the fact that a lot of people are in the closet,

my American legal history courses when he was a sophomore.

you know, they hide themselves,” Church said. “Having

And then of course we discovered the mutual interest in social

this ceremony where it’s an inclusive and friendly and

justice, but he’s just come out to me this year.”

open environment with people who care is very beneficial.
Because you can say, ‘This is who I am, this is me, and I made
it through college.’”

Because of the fund, students such as Church would be

LEFT Church wears his new stole after the lavender graduation
ceremony at the Augenstein Alumni Center on May 11. Each
lavender graduate was given a rainbow stole during the
ceremony to represent equality.
HARRISON HILL

able to enjoy this ceremony for years.
“So, you know, and I’ve been enjoying getting to know all

Na’puti said becoming part of the tradition was an

of him now, and understanding his true self,” Minter said.

important step for WKU to recognize the difficulties

“It’s been an honor that he shared that with me. It was just

facing LGTBQ graduates and to educate others about the

wonderful to have him be part of the planning committee

importance of gender identity issues.

and to see him celebrate his true self tonight. There’s nothing

“It’s important in the 21st century to anyone — especially

ABOVE Glasgow senior Seth Church talks with Patricia Minter
after the Lavender Graduation ceremony. Minter was one of the
few faculty members that helped organize the event for LGBTQ
students on campus.
HARRISON HILL

that I’m not happy about right now. It’s just so good.” ◊
STORY Abby Potter
DESIGN Deron Millay
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New graduates wave their red towels
after receiving their diplomas during the
commencement ceremony for the University
College and Potter College of Arts and
Letters on May 16 at Diddle Arena. In the
spring semester, 2,620 students graduated.
MIKE CLARK
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PHOTO Harrison Hill
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Melia Mattingly
Sam Oldenburg
Carrie Pratt
Josh Raymer

Luke Bartlett

Becky Sims

Emily Bennett

Brad Stinnett

Patricia Bertke

Charlotte Turtle

John Bonaguro

Sherry West

Chuck Clark
Trenatee Coleman
Raymond Cravens
David Emerson

Richard Fitzpatrick
Lisa Gawjarone
Aaron Hughey
Bryan Lemon
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CLUBS
ORGANIZATIONS

&

Alpha Xi Delta

JIM VEAZEY

Sydney Adams, Hannah Allan, Kiersten Barker, Kendal Bartlett, Katelyn Baumgardner, Taylor Berry, Paige Black, Emily Blankenship,
Mackenzie Bowling, Madeline Boyd, Tori Bowles, Paige Brewer, Jackie Britt, Autumn Brown, Leah Brown, Haley Bruckner, Kelsey Bruner,
Molly Buchignani, Thereasa Bujnowski, Sarah Cahill, Danielle Caputo, Katelin Carney, Kelsey Carter, Lexi Christenson, Allie Claxton, Emilee
Coffman, Mirissa Combs, Hailey Conway, Haley Cooper, Emily Creech, Annie Crotty, Emily Deep, Megan Delawson, Jordan Deschamp,
Hannah Dickerson, Echa Dogopia, Sarah Donnelly, Vanessa Douglas, AJ Ecton, Melissa Escoto, Ellen Estenfelder, Cheyenne Etherton,
Shannon Ferguson, Rachel Fisher, Madison Fletcher, Jordan Gardner, Ally Gentile, Sydney Gittings, Andrea Glass, Madison Gooch, Katie
Goss, Ashley Grant, Mikayla Grider, Melissa Hall, Paige Hardin, Brittany Harper, Emily Harper, Kimberly Hatfield, Bailey Hawkins, Kalli Heil,
Kamber Heil, Shelby Higginbotham, Sidney Hirsch, Sara Horev, Alyssa Huff, Miranda Hundley, Mckenzie Huskey, Amanda Johnson, Mandy
Johnson, Hailey Jones, Lizzie Kappes, Lauren Karg, Kristen Kelly, Taylor Kemper, Alexandra Kinslow, Kat Kremer, Hannah Langhorst, Katie
Lee, Leah Lewis, Hannah Lockhart, Curstain Lopez, Alexandra Lung, Natalie Majors, Nikki Marklin, Anna Marks, Fiona Martin, Morgan
McAllister, Hannah Melillo, Lauren Miller, MacKayla Mills, Jacquelin Miniot, Amy Moers, Laurel Morris, Alli Newman, Caitlin Newman, Janna
Onskt, Elizabeth Owen, Macey Paquin, Kristen Payne, Carlee Peace, McKenzi Peace, Hannah Pitts, Renee Pollard, Crystal Quire, Megan
Raley, Sarah Richardson, Bethany Roberts, Katie Robison, Whitney Rohner, Mackenzie Runyon, Gabby Saalfield, Shea Sanson, Amanda
Shemwell, Ciara Sherrod, Haley Shrout, Kristian Shumate, MeriCate Small, Rachel Stilwell, Katie Swor, Frankie Taylor, Taylor Thompson,
Katie Thornburg, Cassidy Travers, Sophie Trent, Ashleigh Trevino, Steffani Trimble, Courtney Turner, Samantha Ulrich, Taylor VanWagner,
Georgie Vetter, Jessica Vinas, Madison Wagner, Lacy Walker, Hannah Whalen, Hannah Willis, Kaitlyn Wilson, Jordan Wise, Keaton Woodliff.

American Sign
Language Organization

Alpha Delta Pi
Ashley Abbott, Taylor Adams, Ann Marie Adcock, Marie Angeles, Carly Atkins, Austin Atwood, Hillary Bacon, Alexis Baker, Erin Bardin, Krysten
Barlow, Julia Barnhart, Taylor Bay, Erin Beattie, Abby Blandford, Holly Boddeker, Julia Borders, Taylor Bradley, Addison Bradley, Elizabeth Brand,
Caroline Browning, Katelyn Burkhart, Hannah Campbell, Taylor Cobb, Jordan Cofer, Sawyer Coffey, Shelby Cole, Afton Conner, Victoria Conyers,
Sarah Cooley, Hayley Daugherty, Morgan Davis, Kaley Deichstetter, Aleigha Dennis, Sherah Devore, Danielle Dorsey, Shelby Duncan, Rachel Edwards,

Row 1: Ashleigh Hards, Roxanne Mclean, Miranda Kittinger, Rachel McLean.
Row 2: Stephanie Fusting, Rebekah Thompson, Eshe Austin, Kelly Offutt, Stevi Cook,
Lauren Tucker, Amber Cline.
Row 3: Christine Lowe, Madelyn Murrell, Kinya Embry, Sara Glover, Zach Sizemore, Adam
Almon.
Row 4: Luke Akridge, Brent Coughenour, Molly Dawson, Austin Rutland, Amanda Ray,
Megan Bruner, Sierra Fields.

Haley Embry, Rhea Ann England, Kristen Evans, Megan Fitzhugh, Haley Freeman, Rachael Gibbs, Madison Gilbert, Kinzie Gillespie, Hannah Gossett,
Natalie Green, Kathryn Greiner, Maddie Haas, Leah Hamm, Destin Hare, Savannah Harris, Meagan Hashm, Catherine Havel, Lauren Henderson,
Adrian Herndon, Laryn Hilderbrandt, Katherine Hinton, Sarah Holbrook, Megan Holl, Rachel Huffman, Victoria Hunley, Leslie Hutcheson, Caroline
Ingrassia, Jessica Jett, Sayrah Jones, Kelsey Kaetzel, Hannah Kerr, Samantha Kroger, Hannah Kuzma, Makenna LeBlanc, Emily Lepping, Ellen Linder,
Sarah Linder, Madeline Lindsey, Victoria Lynch, Kelsey Maggard, Elizabeth McAnelly, Madeline McCracken, Bethany McLean, Farris Melton, Kelsie
Nelson, Andi Nichol, Tiffany Nickelson, Addison Nolan, Kirsten Olson, Kara Orange, Abbigail Pace, Haley Pannell, Lora Patterson, Bennett Peck, Sara
Pettit, Ashley Pitchford, Emily Powell, Kelsey Powell, Merritt Powell, Julia Price, Vanessa Price, Erin Ratliff, Lindsay Ratliff, Carly Raymer, Sydney
Reeves, Taylor Reid, D’Arcy Revlett, Carson Riley, Alexandria Rogers, Savannah Rogers, Jenna Rousey, Raegan Ruby, Amanda Schaefer, Alexandra
Schmidt, Hannah Sims, Emily Smith, Haley Smith, Rebekah Smith, Hannah Snyder, Megan Spencer, Sarah Stackhouse, Catherine Stone, Sarah Stringer,
Caitlin Strong, Sarah Suggs, Amy Teta, Allison Thompson, Allison Thompson, Candace Thompson, Kathryn Thompson, Ashlee Thornsberry, Chloe
Turner, Emily Ungetheim, Lauren Ungetheim, Jacqueline VanMater, Hadley Walker, Andrea Wallace, Kayla Walters, Meagan Ward, Hayley Wilkins,
Nicole Williams, Danielle Wilson, Elizabeth Wirth, Cordelia Witty, Makensie Wray, Kaylee Zoglman, Emily Zoglmann.

JIM VEAZEY

Alpha Kappa Psi

American Society of
Mechanical Engineers

Row 1: Itunu Francis, Shaneeka Brewton, Jazzmyn Aldridge, Jasmine Wells,
Susie Croney, Alexa Hughes.
Row 2: Ashyya Robinson, Yasmany Casals, Marcus Stubbs, Damonte Lott,
Kaleiah A. Brown.
Row 3: Naqueria Gleaver, QuaShaun Stuwart, Taylor Sanders, Hosea Wells,
Lamia Haley.

Row 1: Kathleen Angerbaue, Joseph Martin, Chandler Clark.
Row 2: Jesse Reesor, Kaitlin Butler, Zach Lancaster, Zach Coots, Charleston “Chaz”
Durbin.

Alpha Omicron Pi

Anthropology Club

Kait Adkisson, Olivia Alm, Kendall Alstadt, Allyson Alvey, Kaylynn Alvey, Morgan Ashley, Tesia Bailey, Katelyn Baker, Peyton Barnett, Pearce Bartley,

Sarah Bain, India Blasser, Alex Brislin, Annabeth Burke, Brittany
Erickson, Sarah Ann Greiner, Katie Knight, Lucia Leszczynski, Kane
Martin, Kate McElroy, Justin Nolan, Amber Phillips, Emily Potts,
Carroll Sandman, Nicole Stephens, Mollie Todd, Natalie Webb, Rachel
Wilkerson.

Madi Batten, Lee Baxter, Lainie Beckner, Lindsey Berry, Karri Blanton, Maleah Boisture, Christy Bollinger, Kelsey Bowen, Ali Boyd, Mandy Boyd, Jordan
Bradfield, Kayla Bradfield, Macy Jo Bradshaw, Julia Bray, Ann-Claire Carter, Caroline Carter, Mary-Martin Carter, Alli Casebeer, Victoria Cates, Haley
Caudill, Hadleigh Chapman, Miriam Chinkers, Alex Cochenour, Sydney Colburn, Megan Connally, Maggie Conway, Caitlin Coomes, Meredith Coomes,
Sydney Cordes, Polly Cowan, Haylie Craver, Lindsay Crockett, Kylie Crooke, Paris Cross, Amy Cummings, Taylor Dahlem, Zoe Dannenmueller, Carle
Davis, Whitney Demarcus, Shelby Dewig, Hope Donnelly, Haley Doose, Addy Eden, Haleigh Edwards, Lindsay Elder, Chelsea Ellis, Stephanie Etienne,
Becca Farmer, Kaitlyn Fink, Kelli Fleming, Alexis Gainey, Lindsay Gay, Lauren Gerkins, Allison Glascock, Maggie Goldsberry, Katie Gomber, Brittany
Graham, Sloan Hafling, Maci Hensely, Kaitlyn Hiebert, Paige Higgs, Elaina Hopkins, Kenzie Horecny, Sarah Howard, Taylor Howard, Morgan Jessee,
Brittany Johnson, Bailey Jordan, Angel Kieslich, Jacqueline King, Kennedy Kolb, Bethany Kormelink, Paige Kuegel, Alexa Lamar, Tessa Lanham, Ashley
Latham, Jessica Lawson, Samantha Lawson, Larissa Lewis, Sadie McCool, Morgan Miller, Elise Misbach, Sarah Moody, Suzanne Moore, Jenna Mulert,
Juliana Murray-Harris, Reana Nail, Demi Oldham, Rosie Page, Kelsey Peak, Brooklyn Pedigo, Robin Pittman, Leslie-Ann Pollock, Makenzie Pollock, Raquel
Postic, Kelsey Powell, Madison Preece, Emily Anne Pride, Christen Profancik, Hannah Reed, Casey Rice, Riley Robinson, Cassidy Rosilio, Allison Sawyers,
Melanie Sawyers, Dana Schultz, Catie Scott, Ellison Sebastian, Courtney Sherrill, Elliott Shipley, Brooke Simmons, Lauren Sirls, Katie Skeens, McKenzie
Smith, Megan Smith, Savannah Smith, Summer Smith, Kaylin Stinson, Kristin Stockdale, Brooke Stovall, Hilary Sweeney, Haylee Taylor, Madison Trent,
Kayla Trickel, Allie Tucker, Ellen Vice, Ainsley Wagoner, Alexa Wagoner, Kaitlyn Wathen, Karly Watkins, Kelsey Weathers, Lexi Webb, Kaitlin Wells,
Lindsey West, Alex Wilcox, Anna Wilkins, Kailee Williams, Linzie Wilson, McKenzie Wilson, Hannah Wood.
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Baptist Campus Ministry

Chinese Students &
Scholars Association

Row 1: Alisha Gravil, Macy Lethco, Karly Manuel, Olivia Matthews, Kelly Burgess,
Sydnie Driskill, Bradford Clardy, Heather Carpenter, Carrie Moscoe, Kayla Stout, Renee
Fields, Brookelyn Smith. Row 2: Lexi Keith, Amanda Sankey, Abby Watkins, Haley
Christian, Taylor Hillard, Emily Schuette, Hannah Cummings, KJ Hall, Anna Huffman,
Chloe Watkins, Remington Grenier, Olivia Baird, Michael Fisher. Row 3: Jessie Nickell,
Madi Martin, Helen Gibson, Kenoa Gallion, No Name Provided, Rebecca Fountain, Josh
Minton, Barrett Wright, Eu Jen Chang, Sam Scott, Caleb Smith, No Name Provided,
Kathleen Bell, Emily Lewis, Brandi Cunningham. Row 4: No Name Provided, Taylor
Hardcastle, Daniel Hammer, Harley Hogan, Casey Fortney, Ira Chapman, Clay Watkins,
Micheal Melton, No Name Provided, Joel Nickell, Tommy Johnson.

Row 1: Yanlin Geng, Yilin Wang.
Row 2: XuamYi Ren, Xiaoineng Sun, Yang Liu.

Coalition for Social Justice

Bonner Leaders

Row 1: John Winstead, Aeryn Darst, Kate McElroy, Erin Miller.
Row 2: Pat Scrivener, Maggie Sullivan, Jarred Johnson.

Row 1: Meagan Coomer, Brittany Copeland, Jennifer Willis, Emily Burchfield.
Row 2: Rebecca Haynes, Hannah Sheffer, Rachel Williams, Martajia Armstrong.
Row 3: Erin Evans, Kurtis Spears, Daniel Banks, LaDeirdre Mumford.
Not pictured: Grace Gilliland.

Campus Activities Board

College Heights
Herald Advertising Staff

Row 1: Amanda Trail-Cruz, Kayla Lofton, Cadeja Hays.
Row 2: Lakosa Shelton, Jasmine Hockaday, William Berry, Lyndsey Pener.
Row 3: Alysha Nanouk, Megan Dunn, Kamilah Champion.

Jordan Deschamp, Molly English, Bradley Greenwell, Mackenzie
Grubbs, Laura Hazlett, Miranda Lear, Tracy Newton, Michael Schilling,
Zach Tatoian, Jason Thompson, Sherry West.

Chi Omega

Companions of Respected Elders

Whitley Anderson, Lauren Avritt, Kyle Balser, Haley Bass, Madeline Baumgartner, Darby Beane, Caroline Bell, Lauren Bell, Brittany Bennett, Emily

Row 1: Sowomya Kavamcheti, Marybeth Hunt, Hannah Ruggles.
Row 2: Riley Nelson, Louise Barr.

Bennett, Gretchen Bishop, Linsey Boerrigter, Brooke Bramer, Taylor Brantley, Casey Briley, Kacie Brockman, Amanda Brown, Autumn Bruner,
Claire Bumpous, Erika Burke, Randi Burke, Alyssa Bush, Leah Cannady, Shaina Cardwell, Megan Carroll, Shayla Carter, Hannah Chaney, Olivia
Charles, Breanna Chesser, Rebecca Clark, Lauren Cline, Kaylee Coates, Jessica Collins, Caitlin Crawford, Ashley Cummings, Hope Currier, Kristen
Curtiss, Rose Elyse Damron, Bailey Deglow, Joan Devine, Kaitlyn Doehring, Karli Ecton, Kolbi Edens, Ann-Thomas Emberton, Allison Engelage,
Emma Feige, Allie Feldhaus, Shelby Feldkamp, Alexis Fischer, Rachel Flester, Sarah Flowers, Caroline Ford, Stevie Ford, Margaret Fowler, Courtney
Fox, Carli Fox-Chavez, Hampton Freeman, Kaitlyn Fuhrer, Kennady Galofaro, Megan Garrison, Madison Gilinsky, Katherine Gray, Shalyn Grow,
Hannah Guffey, Natalie Hagan, Sarah Hardison, Melinda Harrison, Taylor Hartlage, Olivia Higgins, Alexandria Holbrook, Miranda Holcomb, Huntyr
Holloran, Audrey Hopkins, Nancy Jolly, Dallas Jones, Danielle Kennedy, Alexis Kenny, Nicole King, Mary Kirkwood, Keeley Klutts, Hayley Knifley,
Victoria Knodell, Hannah Krisher, Anna Lawson, Molly Lessig, Jaclyn Lile, Kendal Livingston, Ann Lucas, Carly Mathews, Susan Mathis, Molly
Mayer, Jamie McDonough, Caroline Miller, Madeline Miller, Olivia Mitchell, Anna Mooneyhan, Carolyn Morris, Elizabeth Neal, Sarah Neal, Allison
Newton, Kathryn Noonan, Allyson Parker, Sarah Parks, Marilyn Peach, Sarah Perkins, Mallory Phillips, Heather Redmon, Angelica Reetzke, Megan
Reid, Katie Reisert, Alexis Rentsch, Temple Ricke, Whitney Roberts, Chelsey Ryan, Emmalee Ryan, Kristen Saint, Margot Schenning, Madeline
Scherba, Hannah Schiller, Amanda Shircliff, Whitney Shoulta, Sarah Simrall, Ashley Smith, Connor Smith, Molly Smith, S. Smith, Sally Smith, Tanner
Smith, Taylor Spalding, Hannah Stanfield, Nicole Stewart, Sarah Stukenborg, Kristina Stull, Elizabeth Swiney, Sarah Tanner, Shayne Taylor, Morgan
Threlkeld, Mallory Vaughn, Bailey Vincent, Lauren Walker, Kaitlyn Walley, Breanne Webb, Lexie Wheeler, Sara Williamson, Abigail Woosley.
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CRU
Nolan Bramschreiber, Jonathan Dunn, Audrey Frailey, Paige Roberts, Maegan Williams, Lucy Blair, Jacob Blair, Sarah Edmundson, Zach
Feinn, Ben McGuire, Dillon Sidebottom, Tim Stover, Thomas Weakley, Lydia Anvar, Hayley Ashcraft, Haley Austin, Lindsey Baxter,
Megan Baxter, Christina Bozarth, Brooke Bramer, Joshua Branham, Lindsey Byrd, Holly Case, Corrine Chiles, Katherine Citak, Miranda
Conway, Payton Crace, Carolyn Crowe, Bradley Davis, Brittany Dudukovich, Katelyn Essex, Greta Gilde, Kendra Griffin, Rachel Harris,
David Hormell, Taylor Huff, Kacy Ives, Sarah Jasper, Sarah Jenkins, Matthew Johnson, Monica Kast, Lorenn King, Kendra Knott, Katie
Kraft, Mary Lacy, Nikki Lowe, Cody Meachan, Sabrina Moll, Shaye Moore, Lindsey Moore, Kelsey Mosier, Katelyn Mulderink, Maddie
Mullins, Anna Mutters, Emily Neuhauser, Rachel Phelps, Abbi Rose, Breanna Russell, Morgan Schaafsma, Brooke Simpkins, Savannah
Smith, Sarah Stephens, Reagan Stovenour, Matt Sunderland, Brooks Taylor, Lindsey Thompson, Jacob Tipton, Cody Ungetheim, Peter
Vawryk, Katie Vogel, Marissa Weeks, Ellen Wetsch, Sophie Whorf, Bennett Wilson, Misha Wright, Shannon Anderson, Lauren Bizianes,
Kelsey Dudding, Kaitlyn Howard, Shannon Kinney, Megan Laffoon, Holly Nauert, Nicole Patton, Troy Prater, Sawyer Smith, Morgan
White, Maddie Wright, Karis Allan, Laura Allen, Jessie Anderson, Haylee Best, Alan Black, Sarah Buckley, Mallory Burk, Georgia Childers,
Megan Cole, Gracie Curry, Lauren English, Andy Gurtcheff, Gina Hatchett, Sarah Hicks, Lillie Hoskinson, Leah Johnson, Makayla Moore,
Sarah Redmon, Ali Rhea, Elizabeth Riopell, Jamie Ritchie, Bailey Simic, Wesley Slaughter, Silas Arnold, Siera Bramschreiber, Haley
Brennan, Jonathan Brennan, Cahle Buckingham, Hannah Buckley, Arielle Carter, Sam Cherry, Madeline Conkin, Tori Conyers, Emily Gray,
Morgan Green, Kelsye Hibbard, Michelle Hicks, Zach Johnson, Karly Manuel, Jackson Massengale, Christina Paige, Jayme Powell, Keeley
Shaw, Autumn Smith, Shelley Spalding, Zack Van Zant, Darren Vance, Johnna Woodward.

Delta Sigma Pi
Row 1: Evan Mingle, Jason Odine, Zach Dossett, Berenice Martinez,
Sarah McAllister, Mazi Blair, Savannah Claywell. Row 2: Matt Galage,
Jenna Cherry, Alexandria Morrow, Grace Gilliland, Rachel Guffey,
Jamie Wiggins, Mauricio Nieto. Row 3: Sarah Alford, Sam Leatherman,
John Magers, Nick Smith, Cecil Perry, Miranda Holcomb, Laura Clarke.

English Club
Row 1: Sophia Pawthorne, Sandra Hughes, Max Woode, Brittany Moster, Betsy Grammel.
Row 2: Indygo Ray, David Haydon, Marissa Tompkins, Eryn Karmiller.

Fencing Club
Row 1: Samantha Wright, Kelsey Taylor, Evie Hasannah.
Row 2: Daniel Faller, Chloe Carr, Logan Eckler.
Row 3: Stefan Stryker, Robert Neidlimger, Kenny Anderson, Hayden Hobgood.

Focus
Row 1: Lolaa Ford, Omega Buckner, Courtney Coleman.
Row 2: Ashyya Robinson, Jaquan Harris, Shantel-Ann Pettway.
Row 3: Aubrey Hinkle, Kilein Briggs, Indygo Ray, Mariah Tibbs.

Forensics Team
Row 1: Meg Cox, Lauren Sledge, Paige Settles, Megan Armstrong, Buddy Wren,
Jessica Furgerson. Row 2: Damon Brown, Dalton Puckett, Kaitlyn Barriere, Haddy
Badjie, Lillian Nellans, Jasmine Jones, Mackenzie Birkey, Brittany Broder, Kristina
Medero, Jeremy Frazer. Row 3: E.E. Weeks, John Corum, Blake Knapp, Sam
Moore, Durwan Green, Allison Williams, Murphy Burke, Ashton Garber, Lataya
Williams, Ben Pyle, Seth Peckhem. Row 4: Austin Groves, Tyler Prochazka, Bailey
Runa, Haywood Hogan, Michael Rizzo, Lyric Davis, Justin Rodriguez, Sebastian
Orozco, Mark Allseits, Ben Robin, Ganer Newman.

Gamma Sigma Sigma
Row 1: Heaven Robins, J’Maika Combs, DeVanee Lasley.
Row 2: Adria Joseph, Courtney Ingram, Sharika Hollingsworth.

Geographic Information
Science Club
Row 1: Selva Calderon, Tiffanee C. Lang.
Row 2: Ryan Uthoff, Keith Koerner, Taylor Berzins.
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Glasgow Sociology Club
Erika Wood, Samantha Johnson, Mr. David DuCoff (Adviser), Kristen
Moses, David Glass, Alex Goldsmith, Sara Dillander.

Hilltopper Organization of Latin
American Students
Francisco Arcos, Andrea Ayoroa, Amanda Azar, Isaac Bolan, Scarlette Briones, Kenia Carbajal,
Breanna Carter, Victoria Chapa, Danielle Chavis, Oliver Conejo, Hector M. Corcino, Giulinao Coser,
Kevin Cruz, Linda Cruz, Jody Dahmer, Jessica Dominguez, Carolina Escobar, Tania Escobar, Feliberto
Gamino, Jonny Garcia, Cindy Gomez, Daniel Gonzalez, Zelfa Gonzalez, Arianne Goolsby, Sofia
Guerrero, Jeremy Hasian, Luis Hernandez, Sal Hernandez, Krystal Huffman, Jacob Johnson, Jeris
Johnson, Emily Leon, Hizareth Linares, Berenice Martinez, Gilberto Martinez, Humberto Mojica,
Allan Moreno, Brayann Mota, Sergio Mota, Steven Mota, Erick Murrer, Isabela Narumiya, Mauricio
Nieto, Ariana Noguera, Monica Noviembre, Adabella Nunez, Katherine Nunez, Milton Ochoa,
Felipe Ortiz, Rachel Ortiz, Dipen Patel, Savannah Pennington, Camilo Perez, Jordan Pitney, Yesenia
Quienena, Farimar Rahpeymaye, E. Rigoberto, Angie Rodriguez, Isabela Sachs, Cesar Sanchez, Conny
Sanchez, Lorena Santarem, Francisco Serrano, Alejandra Valadez-Rodriguez, Genesis Valenzo, Briant
Vargas, Jessica Vinas, Marissa Webb, Justin Young, Carlos Zavaleta.

Glasgow Student Body Association
Erika Wood, Brandon Bragg, Samantha Johnson, Sara Dillander, Alex Goldsmith.

Graduate Students of Social Work
Row 1: Marion Murray, Rebecca Kerr, Kirsten Tarter, Mellindy Gregory.
Row 2: Kaylin Walker, Dr. Saundra Starks, Tandra Jennings, Louise Barr, Jessica Bertram, Betty Tonui.

Habitat for Humanity
Row 1: E. Mortelli, Courtney Knight, Jennifer Blair, Tyler Reynolds, Konnor Jones.
Row 2: Bryan Reaka, Matthew Klein, Maggie Sullivan, Carroll Sandman.

Honors Toppers
Abby Boyd, Bryson Keltner, Chris McKenna, Corbin Wilson, Marie Angeles, Alec Brown,
Connor Brown, Kaitlin Greene, Elijah Essa, Liz Oates, Mary-Kate Smith, Matt Lawson,
Matt Colonna, Megan Sampson, Morgan Duff, Naomi Driessnack, Natalie Buller, Jacob
Hodges, Sydney Meaux, Sean Jacobson, Shelley Spalding, Katie Woosley, Max McGehee,
McKenzie Perdew, Lindsay Whittington, Brooke Simmons, David Sams, Megan Skaggs,
Lauren Bailes, Colton Hounshell, Sarah Burnett.

Indian Student Association
Row 1: Harlin Kaua Saroya, Harshini Azzarapu.
Row 2: Sreenidhi Ramanujam, Santhosh Danda, Paran Kumar Crityalla.
Row 3: Gideon Prasanth Kodali, Vinod Krishna Jeswanth Macha, Avinash Theppala, Divya Gade.

International Interior Design
Association, National Kitchen and
Bath Association, United States
Green Building Council
Row 1: Lindsey McCrary, Rachael Smith, Kaelin Brutscher, Rachel Hitch.
Row 2: Krystal Steele, Cassie Flora, Sean Dick.
Row 3: Heather Farthing, Adam Jefferson, Kelsey Petty, Courtney Knight.
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Latter Day Saints Single Adults

Ivy League Statistics Club

Row 1: Sarah Beach, Mylan Larsen, Shelby Logsdon.
Row 2: Riley Nelson, Katie Everson, Rita Kuanyin, Harlie Widenhouse.
Row 3: Adam Shoaf, Tyhesia Mackins, Chad Phelps.

Stephen King.

Major Redz

Kappa Alpha Psi

Row 1: Ashlee’ Robinson, Mariah Tibbs.
Row 2: Tiarra Brown, Marshaye Griffin, Jessica Jackson, Shantel Pettway, Erian Bradley.
Row 3: Bethany Leon, Kendra Rhone, Jade Wilson.

Row 1: Derek Tyler, LaNell Logan, Isaac Edmonds.
Row 2: Terrence Drake, Brian Harris, Jeff Hayward, Donovan Bailey, Eric Cunningham.

Kappa Delta
Jordan Webb, Brittney Runnion, Meredith Queen, Emily Sturgill, Sarah Price, Angela Petkovic, Katherine Parks, Kate Nichols, Casey Birge,
Jordan Coffman, Whitney Allen, Amanda Barth, Kayla Bartley , Cindy Block , Delaney Coman, Caroline Culbreth , Hanna Dodd, Molly Fiser,
Chelsea Fromm, Molly Gerrish, Elise Gibson, Natalie Gilliam, Laura Hazlett, Lauren Hutchison, Whitney Johnson, Maria Katzman, Katie
King, Natalie Koppel, Abby Potter, Olivia Sharp, Ali Weinzapfel, Rachel Byrd, Lindsey Cash, Meredith Chinn, Keri Beth Dement, Ashley
Flener, Kami Fox, Jenny Gaiko , Emily Goodin, Shelby Hite, Lauren Houchin, Brooke Johnson, Rachel Keightley , Lindsey Kohut, Jianna
Mirabelli, Danielle Norman, Karen Powell, Kiersten Richards, Kelsey Patton, Abby Russell, Brooke Sage, KK Shepherd, Summer Spillman,
Marissa Webb, Victoria Yakimovicz, Carli Barr, Kaylin Carpenter, Cory Clemmons, Grace Cockrum, Ainsley Crawford, Lindsey Fackler,
Anne Courtney Feenick, Brianne Goetzinger, Kelsie Hansen, Kennedy Harden, Caitlin Hermanson, Danielle Hollingsead, Casey Jochem,
Arella Jones, Kristin Lauterbach , Mikaela Layer, Rachel Leachman, Morgan McWhorter, Josie Plummer, Frankie Poynter, Brooke Simmons,
Kirstin Spillman, Claire True, Shelby Vaughan, Shelby Wade, Elizabeth Garrett, Brittany Potts, Caroline Raley, Taylor Zebracki, Mackenzie
Armstrong, Ness Artoul, Bree Ashby, Morgan Barnard, Anne Thomas Belcher, Madi Bledsoe, Alexa Colvin, Morgan Coyle, Allie Curry,
Caroline Davis, Chandler DeGeorge, Payton Diss, Morgan Duling, Caroline Eastep, Caryn Eisert, Caitlyn Galloway, Rachel Garden, Taryn
Goedde, Lacey Graham, Sarah Greer, Anna Harl, Marisa Hinkebein, Alex Johnson, Haley Jones, Hannah Keown, Leah Mager, Presli Marquez,
Morgan Mills, Maddy Minton, Kayla Murray, Brandy Neelly, Jessie Norris, Allison O’Brien, Chandler Odom, Rachel Pomeroy, Hannah
Robertson, Catherine Schneider, Brandy Neelly, Jessie Norris, Allison O’Brien, Chandler Odom, Rachel Pomeroy, Hannah Robertson,
Catherine Schneider, Brooke Simpkins, Tori Skillman, Cierra Snyder, Destiny Starks, Megan Steinkamp, Kenzie Stromatt, Lauren Taylor,
Bailey Townsend, Amber Vincent, Molly Wear, Audrey Wheatley, Haley White, Kayla White, Bethany Wicker, Katie Wright, Sam Zureick.

Kentucky Public
Health Association
Gargya Malla, John Igwe, Mackenzie Perkins, Dominique Walker.

Marching Band
Mackenzie Alexander, Moriah Ashley, Joseph Cummings, Jeffry Edwards, Daniel Finch, John Forbes, Rebecca Fountain, Caleb Fulkerson, Joseph Hamilton, Ashleigh Hardin, Cora Lee,
Quintin Lyttle, Jacob Mcgrew, Forrest Simeton, Ja Vonte Turner, Gavyn Westmoreland, William Compton, Megan Dowdell, Brian Edmonds, Joseph Hall, Joshua Hardesty, William
Kimmell, Kathyrn Norris, Zachary Puckett, Alexander Reeves, Lexy Ross, Zach Arndt, Megan Baxter, Katlyn Clark, Tabitha Conley, Austyn Coy, Calandra Francis, Courtney Garza, Sol
Govin, Bridgett Graves, Kaleigh Hail, Cheyanne Hart, Carrie Hawkins, Khristian Holloway, Brittany Kaatz, Lucas Kimbler, Kelly McMichael, Dakota Morgan, Sarah Morgan, Del’Qwania
Payne, Joy Perkins, Nathan Reichert, Hannah Riley, Jose Rodriguez, Jerry Ross, Jessica Seitz, Victoria Snoddy, Paige Stein, Laramie Stone, Patricia Valone, Sarah Webb, Lauren Witty,
Angela Cook, Joseph Stone, Paul Vickous, Jayna Kubuske, Hope Bradford, China Brown, Kaley Burden, Christian Cartwright, Jessica Coy, Desiree Deloge, Kyle Goatley, Sasha Harden,
Allison Henson, Tyana Hicks, Emma King, Cassie Lear, Courtney Martin, Sarah Matney, Elisabeth Moore, Caitlynn Oberhausen, Claire Parsons, Corbin Pike, Alexis Smith, Taylor
Swallows, Brittany Whitaker, Alicia Yoho, Kevin Anderson, Ihyauszz Cole, Mitchell Corder, Miranda Ellison, Lindsay Etherton, Doug Hurt, Evan Kerr, Wesley Miller, Steven Peay, Travis
Potts, Hayley VanMeter, Jacob Wahle, Mariah Armstrong, Emily Braunwart, Bailey Brown, Christine Burkeen, Georgia Childers, Shelby Copeland, Darah Doss, Kristan Drake, Heather
Duke, Amber Felts, Saene Garcia, Jena Gore, Allison Hall, Kimberly Hall, Justin Henley, Amber Hester, Katie Irwin, Gabrielle Latham, Isabella Mayfield, Brittany McConnell, Presley
McIntosh, Hannah McKinney, Brianna Moore, Beulah Mosley, Samantha Parrott, Karlissa Pollack, Parish Richard, Tyler Sanders, Aryn Seib, Melinda Sterling, Alina Verenich, Kayla
Wallace, Jessica Witt, Jalen Woodard, Andrea Woolsey, James Bradfield, Brenna Derby, Alexandra Hezik, Caelan McDonald, Savanah McEwen, Samuel Rapini, Ethan Smith, Dahyun
Sohn, Brandon Bandy, Caitlyn Black, Shelby Browning, Andrew Cook, Joseph Dowdy, Tony Frank, Kayla Harper, David Hollowell, Ryan Jones, Samuel Kirby, Donald Kirven, Benjamin
Lee, Alex May, Michael May, Eli Mcelroy, Kattie McFarland, Justin Miller, Joshua Mitchell, Lamar Moore, Matthew Pate, Christopher Powell, Kristen Robertson, Eric Thomas, Jordan
Tyree, Kevin Waite, Joseph Wathen, Christopher Welch, Forrest Yankey, Kristin Yoho, Giuseppe Digiuseppe, Katie Glauber, Brittiny Moore, JC Evans, James McCoy, Phillip Morrison,
Chase Pardue, Zach Smith, Kyle Acres, Shane Baker, Tanissa Brown, Sean Cavanah, Graham Conger, Jacob Coomer, Carla Dillon, Joshua Goins, Andrea Gray, Brittany Green, James
Grzywacz, Bret Hardin, Nicholas Harp, Amanda Hart, Elizabeth Hook, Robert Kral, Amber Lamastus, Hannah Melton, Jeff Read, Sarah Sejdic, Joshua Shofner, Steven Teleky, Anthony
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VanFleet, Makayla Wallace, Zachary Watts, Lauren Armstead, Adam Carbone, Joseph Franzell, Bram Moore, Robert Perez, Angelo Rodriguez, Martin Turnley, Tyler Webb, Lindsey
Johnson, Samuel Rouster, Jacob Sturgeon, Sarah Cornell.

Masters of Business
Administration Student
Association
Row 1: Loi Phan, Cheng-Yi Chang, Adam Haynes.
Row 2: Jacob Nichols, Joseph Boothe, Scott Wilcox.
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Phi Mu

Multicultural Journalist Club
Row 1: Karema Bwerevu, Ana Medina. Row 2: Kayla Poe, Ben LaPoe.
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National Press
Photographers Association
Row 1: Tyler Essary. Row 2: Adam Wolffbrandt, Morgan Walker, Harrison Hill. Row 3: Alyssa Pointer.

Office of Study Abroad and
Global Learning Student
Representative Organization
Row 1: Jenny Gaiko, Cindy Block, Lauren Bailes, Jamie Doctrow, Gracie Peter.
Row 2: Mallory Schnell, Rachael Walters, Kiersten Richards, Jessica Canada, Callie Mobley, Natalie
Buller, Susan Breidenich, Kat Halicks, Abby Ponder.
Row 3: Jason Webb, Stephen Farley, Austin Richards, Trent Potts, Jarred Johnson.
Not Pictured: Matt Frazier, Paige Hughart

Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity Inc.
Row 1: TessDenzel Mayfield, Devantre’ Chatman, Jalen Rhodes.
Row 2: Devon Lloyd, Mark Anthony.
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Caroline Alexander, Elley Allison, Jessica Angelly, Hayley Armstrong, Amanda Baldwin, Dalice Ballou, Laura Banks, Liz Barnard, Meghan
Baumgartner, Morgan Belt, Sydney Bickett, Olivia Binkley, Kristen Bowen, Frankie Boyette, Molly Brown, Taylor Brown, Shelby Bruce, Morgann
Bryngelson, Rajna Bulut, Laura Bunning, Macey Burton, Morgan Buttrey, Erin Charles, Kalee Chism, Mackenzie Corso, Zoe Coutras, Gabby
Crofford, Hannah Cummings, Kaitlyn Cummins, Shelby Debettencourt, Shawn Deering, Courtney Denning, Francie Devita, Sejla Dolic, Haley
Dragoo, Mckenzie Driskill, Kinsley Driver, Heather Duke, Bailey Duncan, Brenna Duncan, Sarah Kate Dyar, Dana Echert, Alex Eskridge, Erika
Evans, Emily Gerard, Gretchen Gessner, Kelly Gettys, Megan Gipson, Rachel Givens, Kristina Gonzalez-lopez, Maddie Goodwill, Emily Green,
Ashlee Gregory, Ally Griggs, Kenzie Grubbs, Hayley Gussler, Bethany Guthrie, Jessie Hackel, Sydney Hale, Cassidy Haley, Courtney Hanson,
Lauren Haynes, Becca Haynes, Kristen Herner, Logan Hines, Abby Holeman, Leah Hotchkiss, Megan Houchens, Grace Huddleston, Kristina
Johnson, Lauryn Johnson, Mallory Jones, Brittany Kaatz, Payton Kalb, Kelley King, Mikayla Koevoets, Isabelle Labarge, Abby Lancaster, Katlyn
Logsdon, Ryvers Loomis, Allyson Lovins, Erin Marcum, Shannon Mclimore, Morgan Merritt, Sarah Michaelree, Riley Morrissey, Kinsey Mudd,
Natalie Mullins, Hayley Neace, Brooke Nichols, Paige Noel, Kendall Norwood, Paige O’connell, Madison Osbourn, Hope Pauly, Allie Pearson,
Lauren Pickren, Maddie Pierce, Shelby Priddy, Abby Quinlan, Lexie Ratterman, Brandi Ratterman, Samantha Reams, Chelsea Reed, Haley Rogers,
Mackayla Rose, Mallory Runnels, Alaine Russell, Summer Russell, Devan Schmidt, Kaitlyn Schmitt, Sarah Schott, Kristin Searcy, Hanna Self,
Taylor Sevy, Lindsay Sexton, Olivia Sheaffer, Margaret Shelton, Lauren Shields, Alex Sipes, Susan Smiley, Shelby Steblein, Rachel Stephens, Amber
Stephenson, Berry Stockton, Emily Sullivan, Tess Tallent, Payton Taylor, Sarah Tomlin, Lauren U’sellis, Mackenzie Utley, Vanesa Veletanlic, Whitney
Walker, Rachel Wallace, Scarlett Wheeler, Chelsey White, Jamie Wiggins, Brooke Wilson, Julia Yates, Madison Yates, Miranda Young, Shelbi Ziliak.

Potter College of Arts and Letters
Dean’s Council of Students
Row 1: Abby Boyd, Abby Belknap, Patricia Valone, Ann Lundy Games,
Brenna Sherrill, Katie Meek, Brandi Ratterman. Row 2: Shannon
Carter, Sidney Blanford, Ryan Pait, Max McGehee, Lataya Williams,
Haddy Badjie. Row 3: William Kolb, Cory McCauley, Trent Marcum,
Austin DeMuth, Fiona Mowbray, Patrick MacDonald, Jon Hoehn, Ian
Dowty, Chase Thomas.

Public Relations Student
Society of America
Alyssa Born, Derek Higdon, Anna Wilkins, Ania Phillips, Alyson Manley, Olivia Higgins,
Blake Soper, Ashlee Manley, Danielle Sizemore, Callie Tincher, Andrea Aguire-Solis,
Haley Merriman, Amy Calo, Falon Keith, Destin Hare, Angela Petkovic, Shemece Bond,
Alexus Richardson, Kelley King, Lora Patterson, Jared Sizemore, Cody Whitlock, Hannah
Crawford, Sarah Dyar, Laura Harper, Kayla Bartley, Kylee Kaetzel, Nolan Miles, Payton
Taylor, Savannah Harris, Kayla Trickel, KaSandra Mitchell, Emily Goodin, Sawyer Coffee,
Katie Jaggers, Hayley Hoback, Olivia Sisk, Katherine Hall, Nakilah McClendon.

Recreation Administration
Row 1: Natalie Shaner, Brooke Guess. Row 2: Tyler Padgett, Shepard
Thurman, Caleb Winders.
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Relay for Life
Executive Committee
Row 1: Emily Blankenship, Sarah Burnett, Lillie Hoskinson.
Row 2: Tony Piedmonte, Leah Lewis, Hannah Whalen, Taylor Tinsley.
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Revolution 91.7
Row 1: Taylor Hodgkins, Diamond Darling, Angela Conway, Ford Parson. Row 2: Sarah
Stout, Laura Harper, Brent Shinkle, Ebony Lee, Macy Lethco. Row 3: David Hormell,
Jeris Johnson, Cameron Coats, Michael Bowlds, Madison Martin, Ben Potts.

School of Journalism &
Broadcasting Ambassadors Group

Emily Allen, Taylor Allen, Maddie Antonovich, Victoria (Tori) Bauer, Laura Mae Beane. Alexander (Lexxie) Beckmeye, Amanda
Blalock, Brooke Borders, Ashley Brey, Audrey Brown, Olivia Brown, Katie Browning, Brooklyn Bugg, Savannah Calvert, Jenna
Cherry, Kaitlynn Cisney, Ellen Cox, Lauren Cox, Madelyn Culbertson, Amber Daniel. Kelly Del Grosso, Kelsey Derringer, Lindsey
Dick, Meghan Dillon, Cheyenne Douglas, Morgan Duff, Olivia Eldridge, Katelin (Katie) Ernwine, Grace Falvey, Alivia Faris, M.E.
Feiman , Rachel Finn, Mallory Fulkerson, Julia Gailor, Kaycee Gibson, Jessica Gifford, Hannah Goodman, Carra Gorrell, Savannah
Goss, Sydney Grace-Mudd, Madison Graves, Taylor Hansen, Megan Hayden, Sarah Hazelip, Julie Hirtzel, Kara Hodges, Chloe
Howaniec, Olivia Howard, Alexa Hughes, Sarah Hunton, Hannah Impeartrice , Amber Ipock, Julianna Jenks, Delaney Johnson,
Mackenzie Johnson, Kelsey Jones, Thomara (Tomi) Jones, Eryn Karmiller, Falon Keith, Madison Keller, Erica Kendrick, Molly Kirn,
Kendra Knott, Liz Koehler, Abby Lampton, Madison Lashbrook, Tabitha Lauzon, Rachel Lucas, Stormi Lyon, Hayley Maciel, Olivia
Mann, Amber Manns, Allison Martin, (Brooke) Kayla Masden, Kayla Matott, Katelynn (Katie) Mayes, Rachel Mayhaus, Grace
McCullough, Natalie Melcher, Ashley Moody, Kelsey Morgan, Kayshla Newbrough , Emily Oberhausen, Alexandra (Alex) Oldham,
Samantha Pennella, Savannah Pennington, Kenzie Perdue, Raven Petty, Christina Porter, Sarah Powers, Ashley Presnell, Morgan
Profumo, Haley Randolph, Meghan Rhoads, Holly Roberts, Annie Schauman, Shelby Schaefer, Elizabeth Settle, Katherine Settle,
Becca Shade, Abbie Shockley, Lexi Sigler, Ellie Smith, Jessica Smith, Morgan Smith, Sarah Stanley, Sarah Stephens, Riley Stivers,
Alyssa (Allie) Stull, Ally Sulzer, Mackenzie Terry, Emily Thomas, Heather Trick, Mallorie Tutt, Ashley Vahrenhold, Sara Vandertoll,
Diana Vela, Candice Wagner, Courtney Wagner, Jessica Walden, Kristin Weddle, Sarah Weissert, Amanda West, Nicky Williams,
Sydney Wise, Rebecca Zimberg.

Society of Physics Students and
Hilltopper Astronomy Club
Row 1: Ali Abdulrheem, Stacy Hicks, Dakota Burns, Josh Williams.
Row 2: Josh Stewart, Rebecca Brown, Trason Carter.

Society of Professional Journalists
Kayla Swanson, Mac McKerral, Shelby Rogers.

Row 1: Ana Medina, Whitney Davis. Row 2: Megan Short, Cory McCauley, Dakota Sherek.

Sigma Chi
Row 1: Xavier Stampley, Andrew Wall, Luke Bosse, Will Porter, Brandon Scott.
Row 2: Garrett Anderson, Hugh Poland, David Williams, Colton Spencer.
Row 3: Minkus Davis, Drew Hillebrand, Jae Craycraft, Cleveland Simpson.
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Spanish Honor Society
Kelly Conroy, MacKenzie Goldwasser, Will Lyle.
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Spirit Masters
Lexie Baker, Taylor Bowling, Lizzie Brand, Kelvin Brown, McGavinn Brown,
Matthew Bunnell, Kamilah Champion, Haley Doose, Natalie Gilliam, Ian
Greer, KJ Hall, Catherine Havel, Ellie Jolly, Ellen Linder, Kalya Lofton,
Alyson Manley, Ashlee Manley, Eric Marr, Grace McCullough, Meghan
McGuirk, Rebecca McPhearson, Nolan Miles, David Miller, Meredith
Murrell, Bennett Peck, Charlie Rhea, Jay Todd Richey, Taylor Ruby, Kaitlyn
Snyder, Catherine Stone, Ali Thompson, McKinze Willard.

Student Ambassadors of Service
Salvador Hernandez, Eric Ebner, Mckinze Willard, Daniel Correll,
Marjorie Mason, Courtney Thompson, Natalie Majors.

Student Fellowship of
Old Time Baptists
Row 1: Wesley Barrios, Valarie Ford, Katie Jo Wallace.
Row 2: Bradley Allen Wheeler, Adam Nash, Taylor Gregory.

Student Identity Outreach
Row 1: Taylor Shuck, Stevie Montgomery, Ryan Porter, Gabe Collins.
Row 2: Nick Conder, Matt Aronhalt, Emily Wilsen.
Row 3: Justin Crenshaw, Pat Scrivener, Minnette Ellis, Marko Dumancic.
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Toppers United for Feminism
Row 1: Molly Couch, Steven Hammond, Maggie Mercer.
Row 2: Erin Miller, Carrie Moslop, Sara Koebel, Katelyn Calhoun.
Row 3: Justin Crenshaw, Pat Scrivener, Mollie Moore.

TopperWell
Row 1: Leeann Kornau, Makenzie Beshear, Amber Bishop, Zuri Jones.
Row 2: Andrea Ewen, Kaleiah Brown, Krista Newton, Nasarin Artoul.
Row 3: Lauren Tuttle, Karl Ndebele, Morgan Profumo, Chloe Dempsey, James Sanders.

Treblemakers
Row 1: Victoria Watts, Laura Snour, Olivia Mitchell.
Row 2: Shelby Wooldridge, Maddie Hughes, Rebecca Volk, Carrie Mosloe.
Row 3: Cathryn Ellis, Courtney Thompson, Katie Morrison, Katie Vogel.

WKU-O Social Works Club
Taylor Baid, Jenny Baker, Jessica Bullington, Toni Ebling, Art Flores, Jessica Foster, Crystal Frank,
Heather Fraizer, Andre Green, Sherrie Hester, Michael Howerton, Mykayla Maddox, Joanna
(Jodie) Milby, Hannah Staples, Dana Tackett, Karisa Young, Leiha Bohannon, Jennifer Bowlds,
Sherri Cook, Jared Crowe, Delnetta (Dee) Edge, Taylor Kemp, Jordan Milby, Todd Morrison,
Tiffany Pearl, Anthony (Tony) Shepherd, Amy Walley, Meghan Williams, Amy Winstead.
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WKU Best Buddies
Row 1: Ben Hutchinson, Nichole Stephens, Kate Tichenor, Cathy Towe, John
Michael Huffman, Brittany Hunt, Leisa Hutchison. Row 2: Lauren Ervin, Megan
Seitz, Ginna Greer, Emily Keith, Alex Sherfield, Junior Morgan. Row 3: Whitney
Reed, Natalie Williams, Katie Harrison, Ashlee Powers, Alex Embry, Kelci
McDaniel, Moriah Ashley. Row 4: Megan Bruner, Courtney Alcorn, Danielle Lee,
Cassidy McCord, Cathryn Ellis, Katherine Devine, Sierra Fields, Jessica Ronau.

WKU College Youth in Government
Row 1: Angella Farmer, Austin Hatfield, Merideth Cundiff, Jay Todd Richey,
Jody Dahmer, Tyler Rucker. Row 2: Hayden Hickey, Zach Jones, James Line,
Josh Knight, Nora Grossman, Colton Hounshell, Mason Hill.
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WKU-O Student Veterans Group
Sherri Cook, Leiha Bohannon, Nathaniel Douglas.

Zeta Phi Beta Sorority Inc.
Row 1: Crystal Belcher, Kierra Muhammad, Megan Meredith.
Row 2: Kristina Downing, LaQuanda Logan.
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When students first arrived on campus, they were but sparks
of the great fires they might one day become. The Hill set
them ablaze.
They came to campus to find new life. They came to find
resurgence.
By graduation, students lit up the halls as they walked to
class. Their brilliance emerged in classrooms and spread
through their lives. No matter where they went, no matter
what they did, they continued to develop the spirit of the Hill
and emblazon its mark on the world.

Franklin, Tennessee, senior Anna Lee McFadden awaits
the arrival of the next group of elementary school students
participating in interactive presentations on colonial Kentucky
history on April 20. McFadden and other theatre and dance
majors worked for the Kentucky Building as a part of the
“Early America, Early Kentucky” exhibit.
WILLIAM KOLB
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ABOVE Evansville junior Andrea Danielle auditions for color guard
outside of the fine arts center on April 25. After her audition,
Danielle made the team and went on to be named a captain. The color
guard performed at home football games and contest exhibitions.
CASSIDY JOHNSON
OPPOSITE TOP Disc jockey Benjamin Sremba throws paint on
the crowd during the May 7 PaintU event on South Lawn. PaintU
traveled around the country, hosting parties during which DJs played
electronic and pop music while soaking attendees with paint.
MIKE CLARK
RIGHT Courtney Lee holds up a plaque to officially retire his WKU
jersey on Jan. 22. Lee played for the Hilltoppers from 2004-2008,
where he tied for the all-time leading scorer. He went on to play in
the NBA for the Memphis Grizzlies.
BRIAN POWERS
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ABOVE President Gary Ransdell participates in the Lou Gehrig’s
disease ice bucket challenge on Aug. 22. Members of Phi
Delta Theta fraternity dumped water on Ransdell after he was
nominated by several students.
HARRISON HILL
LEFT Members of the ROTC program swim in the Bill Powell
Natatorium during an early morning swimming practice and
fitness test on March 18. Passing the swim test was required of all
members of ROTC before their graduation from the program.
WILLIAM KOLB
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As the Eli Young Band plays during the annual
Homecoming concert, two members of the crowd
share an embrace on Nov. 6 in Diddle Arena. The
Campus Activities Board sponsored the event.
LUKE FRANKE
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Photo Staff
Row 1: Tyler Sanders, Naomi Driessnack, William Kolb, Brandon
Carter. Row 2: Jake Pope, Jennifer King, Erica Lafser, Alyse Young,
Harrison Hill, Mike Clark, Nicole Boliaux, Lauren Nolan.
Not pictured: Cassidy Johnson, Brian Powers, Sally Jean Wegert.

Colophon
THE 2015 TALISMAN is Volume 86 and was created entirely by a student staff at Western
Kentucky University. It is a chronological documentary of the 2014-2015 academic year at WKU.
It was printed by Friesens Corporation in Altona, Manitoba, Canada.
PRINTING The book was printed on Garda Silk 100 pound premium matte paper. The cover is
a FibreMark Iris Wisteria 101 with an Infinity foil 15 metallic shade. The WKU seal on the back
cover was blind debossed.

Design Staff
Cameron Love, Katelyn Houge, Jennie Fowler, Jasmine Jones,
Deron Millay, Sarah Matney.

TYPOGRAPHY Basic fonts in this book are Lato 8 pt. for body copy, 7 pt. for captions and 6 pt. for
bylines. The headline font used is Abril Fatface in various sizes.
PRODUCTION All pages were produced and submitted electronically. Pages were designed on
Apple computers running on Mac OS X using Adobe Creative Cloud 2014, Microsoft Word and
Camera Bits Photo Mechanic.
PHOTOGRAPHY All photographs, including individual album portraits and club photos, were taken
by student photojournalists unless otherwise noted.
GENERAL The 2015 Talisman is a 9.25 x 11 inch book with 352 pages and a press run of 750. The
yearbook sold for $20 and was funded through the general university budget, which included
funds from the state, additional and regular tuition and reallocations within the general budget.
The Talisman Editorial Board may be contacted through the Office of Student Publications at
270-745-2653, at www.wkutalisman.com or through email at talisman@wku.edu. The Talisman
is a member of the Associated Collegiate Press and the Columbia Scholastic Press Association.

Writing Staff
Clockwise from top: Shelley Spalding, Helen Gibson, Brittany Moster,
Shelby Rogers, Abby Belknap, Hannah McCarthy, Jessica Voorhees,
Trey Crumbie, Ryan Pait, Tanner Cole. Not pictured: Haddy Badjie, John
Greer, Sarah Haywood, Natalie Melcher, Abby Potter, Allison Sawyers,
Jared Sizemore, Kayla Swanson.
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Editorial Board
Row 1: Louisville senior Katie Jaggers, Marketing Director; Elizabethtown senior Katie
Meek, Editor-in-Chief; Louisville senior Josh Beal, Managing Editor.
Row 2: Elizabethtown senior Ryan Pait, Writing Editor; Owensboro senior Deron Millay,
Design Editor; Greensburg senior Sarah Matney, Design Editor.
Row 3: Fulton junior Brandon Carter, Assistant Photo Editor; Louisville senior Brittany
Moster, Copy Editor; Gallatin, Tennessee, junior Tanner Cole, Writing Editor.
Row 4: Huntsville, Alabama, senior Naomi Driessnack, Photo Editor; Charlotte Turtle,
Adviser (not an Editorial Board member); Barbourville junior Jake Pope, Web Developer.
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Index
A
Abbott, Ashley 316
Abdulrheem, Ali 329
Academic Complex 205
Acres, Kyle 325
Adams, Sydney 317
Adams, Taylor 316
Adcock, Ann Marie 316
Adigarla, Sai Pavan 270
Adkisson, Kait 316
Agaba, Peter 47, 261
Aguire-Solis, Andrea 327
Aguirre, Lx 270
Akachukwu, Sandra 259
Akridge, Luke 317
Albahari, Yaqoub 91
Alcohol 98, 101, 102, 105
Alcorn, Courtney 332
Al-Daheem, Rawan 179
Aldossary, Mohammed 296
Aldridge, Jazzmyn 316
Ale, Chelsea 227
Alexander, Caroline 327
Alexander, Emily 61
Alexander, Mackenzie 325
Alfehaid, Abdullah 296
Alford, Sarah 320
Aljawi, Alzubair 296
Allan, Hannah 317
Allan, Karis 320
Allen, Emily 329
Allen, Laura 320
Allen, Leon 117
Allen, Taylor 329
Allen, Whitney 324
Allison, Elley 327
All, John 45
Allseits, Mark 321
Al-mashrafi, Mohammed 296
Almijad, Murtadha 296
Alm, Olivia 316
Almon, Adam 317
Alpha Delta Pi 5, 233, 236, 316
Alpha Kappa Psi 316
Alpha Omicron Pi 232, 316
Alpha Xi Delta 317
Alshaikhjafar, Muhannad 296
Alstadt, Kendall 316
Alsubait, Amnah 270
Altstadt, Kendall 99
Alvey, Allyson 316
Alvey, Kaylynn 316
Alvin, Ed’quisha 296
Alzola, Peli 259
American Sign Language Organization 317
American Society of Mechanical Engineers 317
Anderson, Garrett 328
Anderson, Jessie 320
Anderson, Kenny 320
Anderson, Kevin 325
Anderson, MiRanda 296
Anderson, Shannon 320
Anderson, Whitley 318
Angeles, Marie 316, 323
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Angelly, Jessica 327
Angerbaue, Kathleen 317
Anthony, Mark 296, 326
Anthropology Club 317
Antonovich, Maddie 329
Anvar, Lydia 320
Archer, Rachel 135
Armbruster, Katie 132
Armstead, Lauren 325
Armstrong, Hayley 327
Armstrong, Mackenzie 324
Armstrong, Mariah 325
Armstrong, Martajia 318
Armstrong, Megan 321
Arndt, Zach 325
Arndt, Zachary 296
Arnold, Silas 270, 320
Aroh, Daniel 296
Aroh, Joseph 296
Aronhalt, Matt 330
Artoul, Nasarin 331
Artoul, Ness 324
Ashby, Bree 324
Ashcraft, Hayley 320
Ashley, Morgan 316
Ashley, Moriah 325, 332
Atherton, Brandyn 296
Atici, Enes 296
Atkins, Carly 316
Atkins, Kayla 242
Atwood, Austin 316
Augenstein Alumni Center
264, 265
Auscherman, Allie 28, 29, 31
Austin, Eshe 317
Austin, Haley 320
Avritt, Lauren 318
Azzarapu, Harshini 323

B
Bacon, Hillary 316
Badjie, Haddy 25, 321, 327
Baertlein, Elizabeth 296
Bahamas Bowl 110, 115, 117,
118, 119
Baid, Taylor 331
Bailes, Lauren 323, 326
Bailey, Donovan 324
Bailey, John 270
Bailey, Tesia 316
Bain, Sarah 317
Baird, Olivia 318
Baker, Alexis 255, 316
Baker, Jenny 331
Baker, Katelyn 316
Baker, Lexie 330
Baker, Shane 325
Baldridge, Haley 30
Baldwin, Amanda 327
Baldwin, Tanner 215
Ballou, Dalice 327
Balser, Kyle 318
Bandy, Brandon 325
Banks, Daniel 318
Banks, Laura 327
Baptist Campus Ministry 318

Baragona, Sharlene 270
Barber, Brandon 296
Barber, Brooke 271
Bardin, Erin 316
Barker, Kiersten 317
Barlow, Krysten 316
Barnard, Liz 327
Barnard, Morgan 324
Barnette, Brandy 271
Barnett, Peyton 316
Barnhart, Julia 316
Barr, Carli 324
Barriere, Kaitlyn 321
Barrios, Jobeth 271
Barrios, Wesley 330
Barr, Louise 319, 322
Barth, Amanda 297, 324
Bartlett, Kendal 317
Bartlett, Luke 314
Bartley, Kayla 324, 327
Bartley, Pearce 316
Baseball 238, 239
Basham, Catherine 297
Basketball 146, 147, 149,
151, 153
Bass, Haley 318
Bates, Jordan 271
Batten, Madi 316
Bauer, Victoria (Tori) 329
Baumgardner, Katelyn 317
Baumgartner, Madeline 318
Baumgartner, Meghan 327
Baxter, Lee 316
Baxter, Lindsey 320
Baxter, Megan 320, 325
Bay, Taylor 316
Beach, Sarah 325
Beal, Josh 170, 271, 345
Beane, Darby 318
Beane, Laura Mae 329
Beasmore, Nicholas 297
Beattie, Erin 316
Beauchamp, Kijana 297
Beaver, Austin 297
Beckman, Rachel 297
Beckmeye, Alexander 329
Beckner, Lainie 316
Belcher, Anne Thomas 324
Belcher, Crystal 333
Belknap, Abby 53, 56, 77, 129,
165, 207, 262, 297, 327, 343
Bell, Bridgitte 271
Bell, Caroline 318
Bell, Kathleen 318
Bell, Lauren 318
Bello, Hiqmat 174
Belt, Morgan 327
Bem, Jessica 297
Bennett, Brittany 318
Bennett, Emily 314, 318
Berhane, Jonatan 200
Berry, Lindsey 316
Berry, Taylor 317
Berry, William 297, 318
Bertke, Patricia 314
Bertram, Jessica 322
Berzins, Taylor 321
Beshear, Makenzie 331
Best, Haylee 320
Bewley, Joshua 191
Bickett, Sydney 327
Bid Day 19
Big Red 74, 77, 126, 240, 308
Big To-Do Festival 13, 14, 15
Bill Powell Natatorium 144,
145, 227, 228, 339
Binkley, Olivia 327
Bin, Luiza 297
Bird, Brendan 217

Birge, Casey 324
Birkey, Mackenzie 321
Bishop, Amber 331
Bishop, Gretchen 318
Bitra, Anusha 271
Bizianes, Lauren 320
Black, Alan 297, 320
Black, Caitlyn 325
Blackman, Georgina 61
Black, Paige 317
Black Student Alliance 9
Blair, Jacob 320
Blair, Jennifer 322
Blair, Lucy 320
Blair, Mazi 320
Blair, Tyra 297
Blalock, Amanda 329
Blandford, Abby 316
Blandford, Jennifer 233
Blanford, Sidney 327
Blankenship, Emily 317, 328
Blanton, Karri 316
Blasser, India 317
Bledsoe, Madi 324
Block, Cindy 324, 326
Bly, Drew 271
Boddeker, Holly 316
Bodenbender, Prometheus
297
Boerrigter, Linsey 318
Bohannon, Leiha 297, 331, 333
Boisseau, Michaela 297
Boisture, Maleah 316
Bolger, Dana 198
Boliaux, Nicole 156, 174,
195, 343
Bollinger, Christy 316
Bonaguro, John 314
Bond, Shemece 327
Bonner Leaders 318
Boon, Allie 215, 221
Boothe, Joseph 325
Borders, Brooke 329
Borders, Julia 316
Borges, Guilherme 297
Born, Alyssa 271, 327
Bosse, Luke 328
Bourland, Austin 272
Bowden, Blake 297
Bowen, Kelsey 316
Bowen, Kristen 327
Bowers, Isaac 297
Bowlds, Jennifer 272, 331
Bowlds, Michael 272, 328
Bowles, Tori 317
Bowling Green Country Club
60, 61, 63
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Boyan, Heather 92, 93
Boyd, Abby 272, 323, 327
Boyd, Ali 316
Boyd, Madeline 317
Boyd, Mandy 316
Boyette, Frankie 327
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Bozarth, Christina 297, 320
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Bramschreiber, Nolan 298, 320
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Brand, Elizabeth 298, 316
Brand, Lizzie 233, 330
Brand, Mara 170, 171
Branham, Joshua 298, 320
Brantley, Taylor 318
Bratton, Kimberly 272
Braun, Chris 15
Braunwart, Emily 298, 325
Bravenec, Rachel 298
Bray, Julia 316
Brazil, Joe 100
Breidenich, Susan 326
Brennan, Haley 320
Brennan, Jonathan 272, 320
Brennenstuhl, Mason 247
Brewer, Paige 317
Brewton, Shaneeka 316
Brey, Ashley 329
Bridges International 192
Briggs, Kilein 321
Briggs, Steven 101
Briley, Casey 318
Brislin, Alex 317
Britt, Jackie 317
Brockman, Kacie 318
Broder, Brittany 321
Broekema, Tim 236
Brohm, Jeff 2, 111, 114
Brown, Alec 323
Brown, Amanda 318
Brown, Audrey 298, 329
Brown, Autumn 317
Brown, Bailey 325
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Brown, China 325
Brown, Connor 298, 323
Brown, Damon 321
Brown, Garrett 103
Browning, Caroline 316
Browning, Katie 329
Browning, Marcus 298
Browning, Shelby 325
Browning, Summer 272
Brown, Jeff 21, 24, 27, 298
Brown, Kaleiah 331
Brown, Kaleiah A. 316
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Brown, Lamar 298
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Brown, McGavinn 298, 330
Brown, Michael 20, 23, 24
Brown, Molly 327
Brown, Olivia 329
Brown, Rebecca 329
Brown, Samuel 298
Brown, Tanissa 325
Brown, Taylor 327
Brown, Tiarra 325
Brown, Trevor 298
Bruce, Karina 298
Bruce, Shelby 327
Bruckner, Haley 317
Bruner, Autumn 318
Bruner, Kelsey 317
Bruner, Megan 317, 332
Brutscher, Kaelin 323
Bryant, Amira 51
Bryngelson, Morgann 327
Buchignani, Molly 317
Buckingham, Cahle 320
Buckley, Hannah 320
Buckley, Sarah 320
Buckner, Omega 321
Buffalo Rodeo 13
Bugg, Brooklyn 329
Bujnowski, Thereasa 317
Buller, Natalie 323, 326

Bullington, Jessica 331
Bulut, Rajna 327
Bumpous, Claire 318
Bunnell, Matthew 330
Bunning, Laura 327
Bunton, Houston 272
Burchfield, Emily 318
Burden, Kaley 325
Burgess, Kelly 318
Burke, Annabeth 317
Burkeen, Christine 325
Burke, Erika 318
Burke, Murphy 321
Burke, Randi 318
Burke, Savannah 272
Burkhart, Katelyn 316
Burk, Mallory 320
Burnette, Cindy 55
Burnett, Sarah 298, 323, 328
Burnley, Danielle 298
Burns, Dakota 329
Burton, Macey 327
Bush, Alyssa 318
Butler, April 60, 61, 63
Butler, Kaitlin 317
Buttrey, Morgan 327
Buttrum, Josh 273
Bwerevu, Karema 326
Byrd, Lindsey 320
Byrd, Rachel 324

C
Cage The Elephant 13, 39
Cahill, Sarah 317
Caisabanda, Paulina 254
Caiza, Rosa María 257
Calderon, Selva 321
Calhoun, Katelyn 331
Calo, Amy 327
Calvert, Savannah 329
Camargo, David 49
Campbell, Hannah 316
Campus Activities Board 128,
129, 318, 340
Canada, Jessica 326
Cannady, Leah 318
Cannon, Kelly 298
Caputo, Danielle 317
Carbone, Adam 325
Cardwell, Shaina 318
Carlin, Taylor 47
Carmony, Elyssa 298
Carnaham, Kaylee 52
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Carney, Katelin 317
Carpenter, Heather 318
Carpenter, Kaylin 324
Carr, Chloe 320
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Carter, Brandon 240, 343, 345
Carter, Caroline 316
Carter, Courtney 299
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Carter, Shannon 327
Carter, Shayla 318
Carter, Trason 329
Carthright, Nathan 159
Cartwright, Christian 325
Carver, Colby Joe 299
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Casebeer, Alli 316
Case, Holly 320
Cash, Lindsey 324
Castro, Mario 299
Cates, Victoria 316
Caudill, Haley 316
Cavanah, Sean 325
Cavanaugh, Alyssa 94
Centennial Mall 198
Champion, Kamilah 129, 318,
330
Chandler, Kierra 134
Chandler Memorial Chapel
16, 20, 24
Chaney, Dan 126
Chaney, Hannah 318
Chang, Cheng-Yi 325
Chang, Eu Jen 318
Chapman, Hadleigh 316
Chapman, Ira 318
Charles, Erin 327
Charles, Olivia 299, 318
Chartoff, Rebecca 273
Chasteen, Lincoln 273
Chatman, Devantre’ 273, 326
Cheerleading 190, 191
Cherry Hall 100, 102, 126,
209, 210, 211, 240, 269
Cherry, Jenna 320, 329
Cherry, Lauren 52
Cherry, Sam 299, 320
Chess Club 108, 109
Chesser, Breanna 318
Childers, Georgia 320, 325
Chiles, Corrine 320
Chime, Amaka 273
Chinese Students & Scholars
Association 319
Chinkers, Miriam 316
Chinn, Meredith 324
Chi Omega 236, 318
Chism, Brian 184, 185, 186,
187, 188, 189
Chism, Kalee 327
Chiu, Shih Ching 273
Choate, Zachery 273
Christenson, Lexi 317
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Chrzanowski, Cheryl 273
Church, Ryan 239
Church, Seth 264, 265
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Cisney, Kaitlynn 329
Citak, Katherine 320
Clancey, Alanna 28
Clardy, Bradford 299, 318
Clark, Chandler 28, 31, 317
Clark, Chuck 314
Clarke, Laura 299, 320
Clark, Katlyn 325
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Clark, Rebecca 318
Claxton, Allie 317
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Clemmons, Cory 324
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Cline, Amber 299, 317
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Coalition for Social Justice 319
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Cockrum, Grace 324
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Coffman, Jordan 324
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Williams, Allison 321
Williams, Chaney 312
Williams, David 328
Williams, Josh 329
Williams, Kailee 316
Williams, Lataya 321, 327
Williams, Maegan 320
Williams, Marisa 312
Williams, Meghan 331
Williams, Natalie 332
Williams, Nicky 329
Williams, Nicole 316
Williamson, Sara 318
Williams, Rachel 318
Williams, Ryan 295
Willis, Hannah 317
Willis, Jennifer 318
Wilsen, Emily 330
Wilson, Bennett 320
Wilson, Brooke 327
Wilson, Corbin 323
Wilson, Danielle 316
Wilson, Darren 20, 24
Wilson, Jade 325
Wilson, Kaitlyn 317
Wilson, Kallie 295
Wilson, Lexee 312
Wilson, Linzie 316
Wilson, McKenzie 316
Wilson, Victoria 312
Winders, Caleb 327
Winstead, Amy 331
Winstead, John 319
Winter, Claire 295
Wirth, Elizabeth 316
Wisdom, Jacob 312
Wise, Jordan 317
Wise, Sydney 329
Witten, Rachel 312
Witt, Jessica 325
Witty, Cordelia 316
Witty, Lauren 325
WKU Best Buddies 332
WKU College Youth in Government 332
WKU-O Social Works Club
331
WKU-O Student Veterans
Group 333
Wolffbrandt, Adam 326
Woodard, Jalen 325
Woode, Max 320
Wood, Erika 322
Wood, Hannah 316
Woodliff, Keaton 317
Woodward, Johnna 320
Wooldridge, Shelby 331
Woolsey, Andrea 325

Woosley, Abigail 318
Woosley, Katie 323
Woosley, Paul 41, 43
Wozniak, John 312
Wray, Makensie 316
Wren, Buddy 321
Wright, Austin 248, 253
Wright, Barrett 318
Wright, Katie 324
Wright, Maddie 320
Wright, Misha 320
Wright, Samantha 312, 320
Wurth, Jonathon 295
Wynn, Josh 56
Wynn, Natalie 313

Y
Yakimovicz, Victoria 324
Yang, Qi 295
Yani, Yeni Febriyani 295
Yankey, Forrest 325
Yates, Julia 327
Yates, Madison 327
Yocum, Tremayne 313
Yoho, Alicia 325
Yoho, Kristin 325
Young, Alyse 82, 90, 109, 165,
190, 233, 237, 313, 343
Young, David 49, 65, 66, 68
Young, Karisa 331
Young, Kreable 295
Younglove, Zach 105
Young, Miranda 327
Yousuf, Mohammed Adnan
295

Z
Zacharias Hall 133, 205
Zebracki, Taylor 324
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority Inc. 7,
333
Ziliak, Shelbi 327
Zimberg, Rebecca 329
Zimmerer, Jake 109
Zoglman, Kaylee 316
Zoglmann, Emily 316
Zureick, Sam 324
Zurmehly, Leah 313

